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INTRODUCTION

Is liberty for us and ours but not for them and theirs? While 
rarely explicitly asserted, this seems to be the implicit as-
sumption with which increasing numbers of libertarians 
approach policy, particularly foreign policy, if they happen 
to find themselves in a Western society. Property rights and 
the theories that lead us to believe in self-ownership, many 
of these nationally inclined libertarians would claim, are 
quintessentially Western, and it would be improper, wrong 
even, for Western libertarians to insist upon those values 
for people, say, in the Middle East and Africa (Deist 2017a). 
To do otherwise would be imperialist, and libertarianism 
stands against imperialism. Our ideas, it is said, can only 
work in those societies that have a long and storied history 
of respect for individual freedom and private property, or 
simply, in practice, in what is thought of as the West.

This article is a critical response to this developing ten-
dency among libertarians1 who have come under the sway 
of national-conservatism. We do not argue against nation-
alism, as nationalism appears to be a natural human condi-
tion. Those sharing the same language, culture, sometimes 
ethnicity and race—a nation—will tend to be more under-
standing of one another and as a natural consequence be 
more inclined to associate with one another. We do not at-
tack such a basic fact of human existence. Instead, we argue 
that the nation-state, and national-statism, is not necessarily 
best suited for advancing individual liberty, and that a more 
cosmopolitan political arrangement fits better with libertar-
ian principles.

First, we submit that libertarianism—the philosophy 
of individual freedom and property rights—is by its nature 
cosmopolitan, in that it regards liberty as universally in-
born, not assigned by particular nationalities, experiences, 
cultures, or traditions. Second, we caution against accept-
ing national-conservative criticisms of libertarianism that 
have the effect of undermining the cosmopolitan and basi-
cally correct premises of this philosophy. Thirdly, we argue, 
alongside Christensen (2021), that the revival of Hayek’s 
interstate (international) federal libertarianism must be 
considered. Following from this, fourthly, we argue that 
labeling interstate federal libertarianism—by its nature in-
terventionist—as “imperialist” is insufficient to render that 
position defeated. Instead, libertarians must be confident 
enough, through whatever labelling they might experience, 
to insist that “no” is the only engagement tyrants are enti-
tled to.

To Tyrants, The Answer 

is “No”: Conceptualizing 

A Confident, Muscular, 

and Cosmopolitan 

Libertarianism

MARTIN VAN STADEN
Free Market Foundation, South Africa

NICHOLAS WOODE-SMITH
Rational Standard, South Africa
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THE COSMOPOLITAN ESSENCE OF LIBERTY

One of the contemporary rallying cries in favor of national sovereignty is the idea that the people of a par-
ticular country, or even a national group, must be able to rule themselves collectively—often expressed 
under the banner of “self-determination.” By implication, what is meant by this is that people occupying 
particular territorial spaces or sharing certain linguistic or cultural attributes must elect their own repre-
sentatives, from among themselves, to make law for a specific geographic area. What is not meant, in other 
words, is that individuals should rule themselves—group majorities must rule over group minorities. This 
is the core idea behind the republican nation-state. Increasingly, libertarians, too, have come to believe that 
national-statism also serves liberty, as it is one step “closer” to the individual than would be a government 
closer to the global level (Deist 2017a). Friedrich von Hayek, however, in perhaps the most forceful libertar-
ian argument against the contemporary notion of law (legislation), explains that this democratic approach 
to law is problematic. The law that binds the populace must, effectively, be common law, or what Hayek calls 
the “universal rules of just conduct”—not legislation. Legislation must be directed inward to government, 
and must only regulate government’s operations:

Most of what in earlier times was done by deliberate ‘legislation’ referred in fact to the organiza-
tion and conduct of government rather than to the rules of just conduct. Law in the latter sense was 
long regarded as unalterably given and requiring only recurrent restoration to its pristine purity. 
Even early forms of representative assemblies were created principally for decisions on matters of 
government proper, especially taxation, rather than for the formulation of law in the sense of uni-
versal rules of just conduct (Hayek 1978, p. 98). 

This corresponds roughly to the difference between cosmos and taxis. Cosmos is the result of abstract, 
universal rules of just conduct that apply “to an unknown number of future instances and equally to all per-
sons in the objective circumstances described by the rule,” whereas taxis is the result of rules that are “appli-
cable only to particular people or in the service of the ends of rulers” (Hayek 1978, p. 77).

The idea that the people of a nation-state may come together to collectively self-determine—through 
legislation—is therefore rejected, since the rules of law ought to be universal (cosmos), not specific (taxis), at 
least if a free society is the goal. Hayek did not conceive of law as being whatever some democratic major-
ity decided it was. Jorg Spieker (2014) writes that “Hayek’s model constitution reflects his insistence on the 
priority of individual liberty over democracy: democratic decisions are binding if and only if they produce 
liberal outcomes” (p. 934). Spieker went as far as to argue that Hayek had in mind a kind of “authoritarian 
liberalism” for this skepticism of democracy. It would be incorrect, therefore, for example, to argue that lib-
ertarians should respect the desires of domestic majorities in sovereign states—for instance, if they wish to 
keep out a foreign culture—since the only relevant criterion would be whether those desires lead to more 
liberty. Hayek (1982) argued that “all men” had to be governed by the universal “rules of just conduct.” In 
the absence of this, one is dealing with an essentially tribal society, where there are “particular ends” for 
the whole of society, that justify coercion and lead to conflict (p. 144). The only rules that should be impos-
able by force are those that allow each person or group of persons to pursue their own particular ends—the 
particular ends themselves must never be imposable. Spieker (2014) argues that Hayek’s dedication to this 
principle requires, as an inherent consequence, “the wholesale transformation of non-liberal societies into 
liberal ones” (p. 935). 

Hayek’s approach to jurisprudence can be contrasted with most others, which emphasize that each 
legal system is a product of the particular society it is based on. The German historical school of jurispru-
dence is most closely associated with this idea, essentially that the law is, in Hayekian terms, a spontaneous 
order that came about from a given society, for a given society (Rodes 2004, p. 165). Hayek would, no doubt, 
agree to this basic premise. But the framework within which these infinitely variable systems of rules of pri-
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vate law fit must itself allow people to choose between the systems on offer. In the absence of this voluntary 
dimension, such legal systems would cease being spontaneous orders.

Indeed, it is an essential principle of libertarianism that the generic individual (not particular individu-
als in particularly societies or situations), regardless of their immutable characteristics, including their na-
tionality, is by their nature entitled to self-determine (Palmer 2017), including determining by agreement 
which systems of private law to subject themselves to. In other words, they have inalienable individual and 
property rights. Contrary to Deist (2017b), we submit that whether they are Zulu, indigenous American, 
born into a devout Sunni community in Iraq, or a cosmopolitan Swede, each community of which has its 
own rules of private law, libertarians must submit that they are all nevertheless entitled to the same liberty 
(Somin 2020, p. 812). As Hayek (1960, p. 218) put it: 

Law in its ideal form might be described as a ‘once-and-for-all’ command that is directed to un-
known people and that is abstracted from all particular circumstances of time and place and refers 
only to such conditions as may occur anywhere and at any time.

Hayek’s cosmopolitan slant was therefore clearly implicit in his contributions to jurisprudence. 
Libertarianism has always concerned itself with the individual as an abstract concept rather than any 

specific person or group of people, and with the State as an abstract institution as opposed to an institution 
linked with any particular country or national group. To be an effective advocate of liberty, it is perhaps un-
avoidable for advocates to identify with their own particular circumstances—i.e., their own country or na-
tional group. This we do not deny, but that is entirely irrelevant to the fact that the principles of libertarian-
ism themselves have no national-statist dimension.

WITHERING THE NATIONAL-CONSERVATIVE ONSLAUGHT

This appeal by Hayek and other cosmopolitan libertarians to universal rules or values is, apparently, the 
biggest sticking point that national-statists, nowadays in the form of national-conservatives, have with lib-
ertarianism. Pabst (2019), for instance, problematizes libertarianism’s apparent “individual emancipation 
from family, religion and nationality” and its promotion of “cultural standards that glorify greed, sex and 
violence.” This “Western cult of private freedom” has started falling apart because it does not offer the civi-
lizational values that non-Western communities do. Other civilizations and cultures do not buy into these 
so-called universal standards of freedom. Indeed, Salter and Young (2019, p. 9) associate Western civiliza-
tion closely with libertarianism. They write: 

Western Europe is exceptional in having yielded enduring traditions of economic and political liberty. 
Furthermore, these traditions have often proved exceedingly difficult for other regions to adopt.Pabst (2019) 
rhetorically asks:

Who among contemporary Western liberals or the illiberal elites elsewhere is thinking about how 
to balance individual rights with mutual obligations? Or how to foster freedom and fraternity out-
side the authoritarian state or the unfettered free market?

The answer, of course, is that libertarianism does exactly this. Unlike the uglier forms of contemporary 
progressivism that reject the role of the family and intermediary institutions entirely, libertarians have nev-
er done so. In fact, some, like Hayek (1960, p. 123), argue that the framework of individual rights and liberty 
can only be supported with strong community values and beliefs:

It is indeed a truth, which all the great apostles of freedom outside the rationalistic school have 
never tired of emphasizing, that freedom has never worked without deeply ingrained moral beliefs 
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and that coercion can be reduced to a minimum only where individuals can be expected as a rule 
to conform voluntarily to certain principles.

Schapiro (1958, p. 10) associates the phenomenon of intermediary institutions, today closely associated 
with national-conservatism, with libertarianism instead:

Closely linked to the freedom of the individual is that of association. Liberalism has advocated the 
right to form associations of all kinds—political, social, economic, religious, and cultural—that 
have as their objective the advancement of the legitimate interests of their members. Without free-
dom of association the individual would be helpless in opposing the restraints imposed by the es-
tablished order. With it the power of numbers, arising from a cohesive group of like-minded indi-
viduals, can be asserted against injustice and tyranny.

Hayek’s work on spontaneous order was more than a throat-clearing exercise: It was a recognition of 
the fundamental interconnected and social nature of humanity. But at no point is social nature incompat-
ible with individual rights. In fact, no “balance”—as Pabst calls for—is necessary, as obligation is the cor-
ollary of every right. An “unfettered free market” is an arena of prosperity and growth for community, the 
church, and various other social formations with persuasive offers.

“The promise that traditional ways of life could be preserved in a liberal society was a fatal conceit,” 
writes Macaes (2020), recounting the process of non-Western civilizations’ dissatisfaction with (universal) 
libertarian values. But we submit it was not. Libertarian society promises that traditional ways of life would 
be preserved if those who subscribe to those ways want them to persist. If they do not, then those ways of 
life will disappear. Libertarianism has never promised to keep dead value systems alive. As Robert Nozick 
(1974, p. 325) writes, “any persons may attempt to unite kindred spirits, but whatever their hopes and long-
ings, none have the right to impose their vision of unity upon the rest.”

The national-conservative unease with libertarianism might relate to terminology. Both the words 
“liberalism” and “libertarianism” tend to imply a chaotic free-for-all, often forestalling deeper inquiry by 
nationalist critics. Perhaps if this bundle of values were called “consensualism,” much of the intense criti-
cism the philosophy of freedom receives—as an apparently quintessentially Western imposition that is be-
ing rejected around the world—would be more muted. Indeed, we do not deny the rich variety and diversity 
of cultures around the world, but we do regard it is a relatively uncontentious claim to make that there are, 
in fact, certain universal rules of just conduct. Restitution, for example, as a primary libertarian principle, 
is known to most notable legal traditions, including native Americans (Geloso and Rouanet 2019, pp. 5-6) 
and certainly throughout Africa (Johnson, Pete and Du Plessis 2001, p. 205). In Africa, furthermore, prior 
to colonialism, one of the most popular modes of governance was through consensus in council gatherings 
(Anoba 2017, pp. 39-40). Anoba (p. 43) additionally writes about the emphasis Africans placed on free mar-
kets. This, thus, represents an even more libertarian (that is, limited) approach to governance than even the 
most devout of limited-government libertarians today champion, given that few libertarian theorists insist 
on consensus-based governance. We submit, therefore, that one must not stare blindly into the word choice 
of “liberalism” or “libertarianism” and their implication of unrestricted chaos, but rather have regard to 
the values themselves, and their rough equivalents found historically in many places besides the West. This 
might drive home the point that Western libertarianism’s contemporary claim to universality is not as un-
founded or naïve as it might at first appear.

Pabst (2019) closes his article by writing that “[l]iberal universalism is fragmenting, and a new global 
‘culture war’ is pitting conservative nationalists against liberal cosmopolitans.” 

Maceas (2020), in turn, writes that the West “may have been convinced that it was building a universal 
civilization [but] it was merely building its own.” Other civilizations did not bite and will not bite. 

On a cynical approach, this might be an accurate reflection of the status quo. Ignoring the fact that ef-
fectively the entire world, including the Islamic State, has adopted Western styles of government and used 
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the two major systems of Western law (English common law and European civil law) as the basis for their 
own legal systems, the status quo in many respects, even in the West, does not comport with libertarian 
principle. But that cannot dissuade libertarians from their advocacy. Western libertarianism has only been 
on the international stage since around the end of the Second World War. It is hardly a historical phenom-
enon that has now been defeated and is in “retreat.” It certainly represents a new default assumption in in-
ternational relations, but setbacks are to be expected. As Ikenberry (2005, p. 141) explains, the international 
libertarian order, as a set of institutions, is a new phenomenon that authoritarian states are questioning, we 
submit quite predictably. That this order could have been seamlessly imposed without resistance is a naïve 
thought. But mere resistance, and setbacks, do not mean the order—more pertinently, an improved version 
thereof—is now beyond any acquisition.

The influence of libertarianism must also not be underestimated. The desire for freedom can never be 
eliminated in its totality, and it will, no doubt, emerge in some form or another for as long as humanity per-
sists. We therefore do not share Pabst’s and Macaes’ cynicism. History is not one perfect, linear course of 
events, moving from less free to more free. There have always been hiccups—even significant ones—which 
after a time are once more replaced with the march toward freedom. Much depends on the dedication and 
effectiveness of libertarian advocates (Norberg 2003, pp. 214-217). 

REVIVING HAYEK’S INTERSTATE FEDERALISM

Hayek’s free-market federation

Hayek held the ideal “of a liberal, free-market federation” that extends across the world (Spieker 2014, p. 
938). He argued that an interstate federation would have as one of its “great advantages” the “creation of 
common rules of law.” It would also allow freedom of movement and free trade (Hayek 1948, p. 255). This 
political-constitutional proposal, we submit, aligns neatly with libertarianism’s cosmopolitan essence.

A political and economic union of states was important to Hayek, in large part because the sovereign 
seclusion of peoples creates “communities of interest on a regional basis and of a most intimate character.” 
This inevitably results in conflict. Hayek did not object to conflict between groups with constantly shifting 
compositions—a natural occurrence—but regarded the grouping together of people into sovereign states, 
where the composition of the group is artificially fixed, as a recipe for never-ending strife (p. 257). Hayek (p. 
258) writes:

That there will always be communities of interest which will be similarly affected by a particular 
event or a particular measure is unavoidable. But it is clearly in the interest of unity of the larger 
whole that these groupings should not be permanent and, more particularly, that the various com-
munities of interest should overlap territorially and never become lastingly identified with the in-
habitants of a particular region.

An interstate federation, in other words, would arguably be more empowering to communities, partic-
ularly minority communities, as it would free them from their current inseverable bond with majority com-
munities that impose their will on the former. Majority communities, in turn, will lose nothing but their 
ability to rent-seek against minorities—hardly a democratic right.

Hayek made clear that he sought limits upon the power of states to decide their own economic and 
monetary policies. One way to achieve this is through free trade and movement within an interstate fed-
eration. Only market-related costs, not political considerations, should affect prices of goods and labor (pp. 
258-259). Additionally, even if states place burdensome regulations upon their local economies, that will put 
them at a disadvantage against other states. This would allow taxpayers to move elsewhere quite easily and 
take the money they would have paid in taxation, with them (p. 260). 
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We see this happening today in the United States, a federation, where productive citizens have fled the 
state of California largely due to its policy-imposed economic conditions, to other parts of the country (The 
Economist 2019). A world-spanning federation might thus operate as a “polycentric democracy,” wherein 
people could “signal their dissatisfaction by relocating themselves or their movable assets to jurisdictions 
that offer more attractive conditions,” often leading to deregulation (Andersson 2012, pp. 46-47). This op-
portunity is generally denied to most who do not live in liberal federations today. “Polycentric democracy 
works most effectively,” writes Andersson (2012, p. 48), “when exit-related transaction costs are low and 
when the number of viable options is large.”

But this does not simply mean economic policy shifts to the federal level in such a federation. Hayek 
also argued that the existence of an interstate federation will have the effect of diffusing the power of in-
dustrial lobbying for (federal) protection. In the nation-state as we understand it today, it is relatively easy 
to identify, for example, “the steel industry” in the country, and to protect it against “the steel industry” 
abroad. But if the line dividing these two industries disappeared, it would be difficult to make the case that 
any part of the interstate steel industry must be protected against any other. “It will be much harder,” argues 
Hayek (1948, pp. 262-263), “to retard progress in one part of the federation in order to maintain standards 
of life in another part.” A similar phenomenon would obtain with regard to other economic regulations. A 
federal government imposing a single minimum wage over its entire domain would be quite impractical as 
the states where such a wage could never be paid, for example, might stage “violent opposition.” The sheer 
diversity within an interstate federation would make any sort of federal economic policy exceedingly dif-
ficult.

Hayek acknowledged that much of what he was arguing against was already occurring in existing na-
tion-states. One might, for example, argue that the United States (a federation) is considering a federal min-
imum wage. “But,” argues Hayek (pp. 263-264), this is possible because of “the comparative homogeneity, 
the common convictions and ideals, and the whole common tradition of the people of a national state.” 
Thus, whereas many libertarian-inclined national-conservatives today argue that homogeneity and shared 
ideals in fact serve liberty, Hayek argued that it is precisely that which undermines liberty, and that free-
dom might be better served where there is heterogeneity and wildly divergent worldviews, which are not 
found in the United States even though it is a federation. Hayek (p. 264) argued that “it would be much 
more difficult to place a burden on the inhabitants of one region in order to assist the inhabitants of a very 
distant region who might differ from the former not only in language but also in almost every other re-
spect.” Central economic control, argues Hayek, is only possible in the presence of homogeneity and com-
mon values. In a nation-state, appeals are often made on the basis of nationalism to enforce the will of the 
majority upon a minority. But in an interstate federation, Hayek (Ibid.) argued that such a minority would 
“be reluctant to submit to any interference in their daily affairs when the majority which directs the govern-
ment is composed of people of different nationalities and different traditions.” An interstate federal govern-
ment, in other words, would have to be deferential to be effective.

Hayek (p. 265) thus reaches what to libertarians ought to be an attractive conclusion:

There seems to be little possible doubt that the scope for the regulation of economic life will be 
much narrower for the central government of a federation than for national states. And since, as 
we have seen, the power of the states which comprise the federation will be yet more limited, much 
of the interference with economic life to which we have become accustomed will be altogether im-
practicable under a federal organization.

In other words, it is not necessarily that the federal government would need to be deferential to the 
states that comprise it, but to the individual people, communities, and firms that function in its economy:
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[…] in a federation, certain economic powers, which are now generally wielded by the national 
states, could be exercised neither by the federation nor by the individual states, implies that there 
would have to be less government all round if federation is to be practicable (Hayek 1948, p. 266).

The reason for this is simple: It will simply be too difficult, on the federal level, to reach agreement on 
both the substantive content and methodological implementation of economic policy, and too difficult, at 
the state level, to implement economic policy that will not “break up the economic unity of the federation” 
(Ibid.).

Hayek (p. 267) does concede that in the United States, certain states have succeeded in implementing 
restrictive economic policies. But he does not rest with a principle of federal non-interventionism. Instead, 
he argues that in an interstate federation, the federal government, to protect the economic unity of the fed-
eration, ought to have the power to prevent “individual states from interfering with economic activity in 
certain ways, although it may not have the positive power of acting in their stead.” In other words, the fed-
eral government itself “would have to be constitutionally restricted from planning or otherwise interfering 
with the free market, and that it would have to be given the powers necessary to prevent members from do-
ing so” (Spieker 2014, p. 928). As Spieker (pp. 928-929) points out, Hayek sought significant restrictions on 
government power, even when that power has been mandated by a democratic majority.

As such, Hayek “proposed an international government tasked with the preservation of a free-market 
capitalist economy as the only viable basis for international order and peace.” He sought to isolate the mar-
ket “from democratic politics” (Spieker 2014, pp. 919-920).

An anecdotal example from South Africa might serve to illustrate Hayek’s thinking. At present, the 
South African government is considering the adoption of policies that will allow for the confiscation of 
property without government being required to pay compensation. At worst, it will also allow government 
to nationalize all fixed property in the country, again without compensation. Applied to Hayek’s propos-
als, if the South African state within an interstate federation decided to adopt such policies, it is conceivable 
that any property owners in South Africa would quickly diversify their portfolios outside of the state, sell 
their properties to politically-connected (but invariably less productive) buyers, and perhaps themselves 
move out of the state. This will cripple that state’s tax revenues and turn it into a pariah within the fed-
eration. The inhabitants have been given a relatively cost-effective “out.” It is quite unlikely that a South 
African state would pursue such a policy in an international federation, knowing the costs it will have to 
bear, and under Hayek’s proposal, the federal government would stop it from pursuing such a policy in the 
first place. As a sovereign state presently, however, South Africa knows most property owners, with the ex-
ception of the very wealthy, are locked-in and cannot escape the policy. “Mobile people and capital serve 
democracy,” writes Andersson (2012, p. 51), “by making it more difficult for political agents to cater to spe-
cial interests rather than the general interest.” Similarly, the international federal government itself would 
never adopt a confiscation or nationalization without compensation policy, because finding agreement on 
such a policy would be impossible. The divergence of political and proprietary interests across the world is 
too great for any consensus to be reached on a confiscation law. But because South Africa is now sovereign, 
the impression of consensus can easily be created by appealing to shared histories, cultures, or ideals, as 
they concern property rights. This makes the adoption of such a tyrannical policy quite easy. Andersson 
(2012, p. 58) writes:

Increases in the mobility of people, goods, and capital have the effect of tightening the system con-
straint, since substandard institutions are then more likely to lead to a reduced tax base. Interstate 
or international agreements that allow people, goods, or capital to flow freely thus have the pre-
dictable effect of making it more difficult to introduce value-destructive institutions, such as those 
initiated by rent-seeking distributional coalitions.
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This is not to imply an international federation, or its members, will never adopt illiberal policies. They 
surely will. But their intensity and invasiveness, we submit, will very likely be far more diluted than what we 
see today in the policy programs of sovereign states.

Hayek (1948, p. 267) does not object to those areas of government activity that are, in fact, most effec-
tively implemented at the level of today’s nation-states, provided they do not threaten the economic unity 
of the federation. In fact, Hayek (p. 268) believes there will “be a great deal of devolution of powers from 
the states to smaller units” because many functions today entrusted to territorial states would be better 
implemented at the local level. This is consistent with Hayek’s well-known argument that economic plan-
ning cannot take place at a large scale.2 Planning becomes more practical the closer one moves to where the 
knowledge is found: the business or individual level (p. 268). Indeed, the libertarian interstate federation 
does not centralize power, but enables the compulsory decentralization thereof.

While world government is certainly planning of a sort (as is government at any level), libertarian gov-
ernment, regardless of where the locus of sovereignty lies, was “a plan for creating the conditions under 
which individual planning can be pursued.” To Hayek, “[w]hat distinguished ‘the liberal plan’ from its so-
cialist and collectivist alternatives was that it did not entail centralized direction and organization of eco-
nomic activity” (Spieker 2014, p. 923). Christensen (2021, p. 442) argues that interstate federation “would 
logically entail decentralization.” Hayek, as discussed, has already surveyed why it would be difficult for the 
federal government to plan effectively from the center, and made the case for further devolution to more lo-
cal governing units. Nozick (1974, p. 329), responding specifically to criticisms that his “framework” argu-
ment amounts to a utopian plan, similarly submits that the framework is, indeed, only a framework that al-
lows maximal dynamism and variation, which is to be distinguished from real central planning, which fixes 
“important social details” and only leaving “trivial details” undetermined. 

Salter and Young (2019, pp. 10-14) explain the polycentric sovereignties of medieval Europe: There were 
monarchs and their vassals, who were sovereign in their own ways, there was the Catholic Church, too, sov-
ereign in its own way, and there were local governments with their own sovereignty. Yet, hierarchically on a 
flowchart, the monarchs would be “above” the vassals, the vassals and localities would be more or less equal, 
and the Church would presumably be above them all. These locales of sovereignty nonetheless checked 
and balanced one another in interesting and perhaps self-reinforcing ways. Whereas the vassal owed alle-
giance to the monarch, the monarch was dependent upon the vassal for supplying the very troops and taxes 
they (the monarch) would need to enforce such allegiance. In turn, vassals were dependent on the monarch 
for larger domains and more land. Simultaneously, the Church and towns both had spiritual and material 
goods that both the monarch and the vassals desired, and could negotiate with both, thus exploiting the 
competition between them. 

This reading of history might be a bit simplistic, as the overlapping of jurisdictions also led to double 
and triple taxation and conflict where the peasantry was caught in the middle. Nonetheless, we submit that 
an interstate federation would have no choice but to be based on a type of polycentric sovereignty model, 
a competitive federalism like that of the United States or Switzerland, rather than the German-Canadian-
South African cooperative federalism model that is becoming increasingly popular. For libertarians in par-
ticular, the role that intermediary institutions such as cultural communities, enterprises, and religious enti-
ties could play in this elaborate system of polycentricity within a world state would be important.

Hayek’s (1948, p. 269) pertinent argument was that an interstate federation can only work if it pursued 
(and enforced, to an extent) a free-market economic paradigm. He went further, arguing that it was the 
logical outcome of the “liberal program” for national sovereignty to be abrogated. Hayek (p. 270) argued 
that the historical libertarian alliances with nationalists, and later socialists, now threatened libertarianism, 
chiefly because nationalism and socialism have merged into one. “[R]eal liberalism,” to Hayek (p. 271), was 
underpinned by both freedom and internationalism. “The idea of interstate federation” is “the consistent 
development of the liberal point of view.”
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Christensen’s American proposal

The same reasons that, in part, motivated the federalization of the American colonies, would motivate an 
international federation: Local tyrannies, whether democratic or not, lead inevitably to international se-
curity threats and conflict (Christensen 2021, pp. 430-431). Christensen (p. 431), correctly in our view, still 
identifies the “excesses of democracy” as “the main threat to liberal and semi-liberal polities worldwide.” 
Christensen (p. 434) attributes the contemporary failure of interstate federalism to the Westphalian notion 
of sovereignty and regards the American federal model as the halfway sweet spot for interstate federalism 
located between the centralized Westphalian state and an ineffective association of states. Westphalian stat-
ism is defined (Boundless World History, undated) as a: 

global system based on the principle of international law that each state has sovereignty over its 
territory and domestic affairs, to the exclusion of all external powers, on the principle of non-inter-
ference in another country’s domestic affairs, and that each state (no matter how large or small) is 
equal in international law.

Even among libertarians, notes Christensen (2021, p. 435), national-state sovereignty is regarded as sac-
rosanct. By effectively embracing national-statism, Christensen (p. 446) argues that libertarians “are reject-
ing their intellectual heritage.” We find this to be a bizarre, perhaps uncharacteristic phenomenon. It does 
not fit well with libertarianism’s insistence on individual freedom as the organizing principle of politics and 
governance, for indeed any appeal to state sovereignty must allow the state to abrogate individual freedom. 
Indeed, Christensen (p. 431) quotes Ludwig von Mises as having written: 

[…] for the liberal, the world does not end at the borders of the state [...] The starting-point of 
his entire political philosophy is the conviction that the division of labor is international and not 
merely national [...]. The liberal therefore demands that the political organization of society be ex-
tended until it reaches its culmination in a world state that unites all nations on an equal basis. For 
this reason he sees the law of each nation as subordinate to international law.

Echoing Hayek, Christensen (pp. 436-437), argues within the context of the successes of the United 
States Constitution, that the federal structure, with its checks and balances, made it difficult for united fac-
tions to engage in widespread rent-seeking for their preferred constituencies. This, Christensen argues, still 
obtains today. We agree. While it might be difficult for Americans to appreciate, to two South Africans, 
the American model of government still appears largely resilient to the types of oppressive politics that are 
common elsewhere.

Christensen (p. 436) identifies two elements to the success of establishing an interstate federation: The 
member states must be assured of their own continued existence, and the inhabitants of the new federation 
must be assured of their freedom. In the United States Constitution, the Senate was thus an entrenched in-
stitution that would ensure the states retain separate identities at the federal level, and the Constitution it-
self would be supreme above both the state and federal governments, serving the liberty of the people.

While we are sympathetic to Christensen’s (p. 439) argument that devices from the American consti-
tutional model are the necessary ingredients to make workable an interstate federation, we would addi-
tionally submit that the failings of the American model must be accounted and compensated for, and that 
additional safeguards must be adopted. In this respect, the predecessor to the American Constitution, the 
Articles of Confederation, particularly its insistence on concurrence of a substantial majority of member 
states before a federal law could be enacted, could provide good lessons for how the scope and exercise of 
government power could more effectively be limited (Magness and Salter 2021). So would elements from 
the Swiss,3 Belgian,4 and Taiwanese5 constitutions.
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Where Christensen’s and our views might diverge is where he (2021, p. 443) concedes that interstate 
federation (for the time being, at least) would only be workable, effectively, between the First World states. 
This does not achieve the cosmopolitan standard at the heart of libertarianism: that all individuals, re-
gardless of their nationality, are entitled to freedom, and that the State must ensure that freedom. We sub-
mit that a libertarian interstate federation must have as its goal the application of its principles of gover-
nance across the world. To the extent that the federalization process would be difficult due to the reasons 
Christensen sets out, the federalization can be imposed. It would be wrong, we submit, to consider this as 
a type of tyrannical imperialism. Rather, it is the libertarian answer to the responsibility to protect, a now-
accepted standard in international law (see clause 139 of United Nations General Assembly Resolution A/
RES/60/1, the 2005 World Summit Outcome). It is not up to state governments to decide whether or not to 
safeguard individual freedom, and to the extent that they do safeguard individual freedom, they have noth-
ing to fear. Any libertarian state of the federation would retain the right to exit the federation (Christensen 
2021, p. 444). We are however heartened that Christensen (p. 442) does leave the door open to other states 
joining an interstate federation, but regrettably this does not solve the issue of tyrannical states which will 
certainly not opt to join such an arrangement. Presuming the door is open and being actively worked to-
wards—Christensen (p. 443) writes that the process must “go slowly (but not too slowly)” and must not be 
forced—we do not object to the gradual process of federalization.

SMALL STATES AND EFFECTIVELY LIMITING STATE POWER

Baron de Montesquieu famously argued that a republic can only function in a small territory. The reasons 
he gave was that the wealth generated by a larger state would incentivize abuse; shared interests become dif-
ficult to identify; and there is increased deleterious competition between citizens. In a small state, in con-
trast, “the public good is better felt, better known, lies nearer to the citizen.” Abuse of power is also more 
likely in a state with a large territory (Hammersley 2020).

Similarly, David Livingston (2019) writes of the republican tradition inherited from the Greeks: “the 
republic must be small [because] self-government and rule of law is not possible unless citizens know the 
character of their rulers directly or through those they trust.” The Greek civilization, Livingston continues, 
“was composed of 1,500 tiny independent republics [of mostly] under 10,000” in population. But there is a 
third model besides the “small classical republic and the indefinitely large modern state”—the “federated 
polity.”

Livingston would argue that most notable federations today, like the United States and Nigeria, are also 
too large. We are not sure, however, that if the federal principle is accepted, that there is necessarily a limit 
on size. In fact, as Hayek has forcefully argued, there might be reason to believe a larger, heterogenous fed-
eration might be more limited than a smaller, homogenous one. James Madison (1787) made similar argu-
ments in Federalist No. 10. Nonetheless, as alluded to above, it is not uncommon, particularly for American 
libertarians, to regard the American federal experiment—and thus Madison’s arguments—as having failed.

The case study of the United States has often preoccupied thinkers of limiting State power. It is certain-
ly true that since about the 1860s, and certainly in recent decades since the beginning of the War on Terror, 
the power of the central government in the United States has grown significantly. We are not sure that this 
single example, however, can be used quite as liberally as detractors of territorially large states would like, 
nor does it exempt (often very) small states from having experienced similar expansions in State power, thus 
casting doubt on the relevance of territorial extent. 

Taken on its face, the Constitution of the United States does not go that far at all in constraining gov-
ernment power. Indeed, the expansions of government power have all been justified on particular inter-
pretations of the constitutional text, indicating that the Constitution is far from unequivocal. Since the 
adoption of this Constitution, the rest of the world has followed the American separation-of-powers model 
without much variation. One is hard-pressed today to find a state with a government that is not divided into 
three branches—executive, legislative, and judicial—and which does not further divide government power 
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territorially—central, regional, and local.6 There have been limited, but in our view not nearly sufficient, 
experiments in additional branches of government, and division of government power in ways other than 
territorial. 

In other words, we are unconvinced that within the theory of constitutionalism and of limiting State 
power, enough intellectual creativity has been exercised. The conclusion of many libertarians has been that 
because the standard American model—trias politica and territorial division—has, in their view, failed, 
large states are inherently doomed to failure, or further still, government itself is doomed to be tyranni-
cal. We do not deny the various failings of the American model (although, being non-Americans, we are 
somewhat less cynical about the effectiveness of the model overall), but we submit far more can and must 
be done before the conclusion is reached that the territorial extent of a state must, in our view arbitrarily, be 
limited. This is true not only for the idea of a globe-spanning state, but for the United States and any other 
extant federation.

IN DEFENCE OF “LIBERTARIAN IMPERIALISM”

The harm of empire

Spieker (2014, pp. 920-921) attributed the “problem of liberal imperialism” to Hayek’s thought, arguing that 
it allowed “a system in which the relations among liberal states are governed by the principle of equality, 
while the relations between liberal and non-liberal states are conceptualized in imperial terms.” This “prob-
lem” Spieker links in part to Hayek (1944, p. 242)’s following quote:

While for its task of enforcing the common law the super-national authority must be very power-
ful, its constitution must at the same time be so designed that it prevents the international as well 
as the national authorities from becoming tyrannical. We shall never prevent the abuse of power if 
we are not prepared to limit power in a way which occasionally may also prevent its use for desir-
able purposes. The great opportunity we shall have at the end of this war is that the great victorious 
powers, by themselves first sub-mitting to a system of rules which they have the power to enforce, 
may at the same time acquire the moral right to impose the same rules upon others.7

Spieker (2014, p. 934) argues that Hayek “provided a rationalisation of, and justification for, imperial-
ist policies between the liberal [interstate] federation and the non-liberal rest of the world.” Without too 
much elaboration, Spieker (p. 938) concludes his treatment of Hayek’s internationalism by arguing that 
it “is haunted by the spectre of liberal imperialism, it reflects a problematic [sic] that has long been at the 
very heart of liberal international theory.” Richard Poe (2021) similarly condemns this “imperialism.” Even 
Christensen (2021, p. 445), whose views are not radically dissimilar from our own, ipso facto attaches a neg-
ative connotation to the term “imperialism.”

We cannot simply agree without further ado that we have a “problem” on our hands in this context. 
To concede that, would be to attach too much meaning to the word “imperialism” alone, and we argue that 
in the absence of an agreed-upon conceptualization of imperialism, such a concession would be unhelpful.

In an ideal world, communities would be purely voluntary endeavors. Sovereign individuals collabo-
rating in organic groups to work towards mutual prosperity. The form of this would probably come to re-
flect a form of city-state, with free trade and open borders between all of them. This is however not the hu-
man nature we are faced with. To paraphrase Hobbes, life can be rather brutish, violent, and short. The art 
of politics and the construction of policy, therefore, should not be a mindless attempt to achieve utopia, but 
a compromise between principle and reality.

So long as two of our idealistic city-states can join forces to gang up on a third, there will be empires, in 
fact if not in name. “Empire,” as dirty a word as it may be, appears to us to be inevitable. As the law of cu-
mulative advantage dictates, power and wealth naturally concentrate, and those with power will exponen-
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tially gain more. While we can break down this power occasionally, it is inevitable that something will rise 
to the top. And, perhaps, the only thing that can break an empire is another empire.

The unachievable goal, therefore, in our view ought not be to eliminate multi-state federations—
“empires”—altogether. They shall always rise under a different guise. As such, our effort is better spent con-
ceptually formulating an “empire” that respects and promotes liberty. We submit that history and a bit of 
creative thinking around the possibilities of politics reveals the conceivableness of this idea.

History is full of empires, whether they go by that name or not. In fact, the nation-state is the historical 
exception. The world has spent more time under the banners of empire than under the ostensible self-rule 
of nationalism. But since the end of the world wars, “imperialism” and its closely associated “colonialism” 
have become dirty words.8

As Gilley puts it, the primary criticisms of colonialism arise from the claim that it was “objectively 
harmful” and “that it offends the sensibilities of contemporary society” (Gilley  2018). The latter criticism is 
however circular, by trying to argue that something is bad because it is bad. Libertarianism is, in any case, 
no stranger to ideas that seem to offend contemporary sensibilities. We therefore evaluate the former criti-
cism.

Historical empires have all taken different forms, moral stances, strategies, and approaches to gover-
nance. There is no single brush with which to paint imperialism, notwithstanding contemporary general-
izations. The slavery and arrogance of the Roman Empire, for instance, and the brutality of the Belgians and 
Germans in the Congo, are taken as characteristics of imperialism per se, and thus (by implication) ascribed 
to the British and French, and even Americans.

These generalizations are, however, at worst inaccurate and at best unhelpful. All empires had differ-
ent characteristics and results. And if empires are different, then criticisms against one do not necessarily 
fit for the other. Just as obviously destructive and murderous examples of the nation-state exist today, one 
can find similar examples of destructive and murderous empires. But neither is inherently destructive and 
murderous.

To return to the general critique of “objectively harmful” effects of imperialism posited by Gilley, we 
need to determine what we are evaluating and how we are evaluating it. And we must also add a caveat.

A doctor harms their patient by piercing their skin with a needle, but they are also helping them with 
the medicine the needle is injecting. This is to say that more than mere harm is required to determine 
whether something is notably harmful. Critics must show that, as a whole, the net harm of an empire out-
weighs the net gain. For libertarians in particular, the relevant question would be whether the individual 
liberty and property of colonized persons—their actual self-determination—on net, was served or dam-
aged.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Of all the empires to have existed, the one that best personifies the benefits of imperialism is the (admittedly 
imperfect) British Empire.

The British Empire at its height contained almost a quarter of the planet. This is all the more impressive 
when one studies its origins, summarized in the pithy quote by Sir John Robert Seeley in his The Expansion 
of England (1883):

We seem, as it were, to have conquered and peopled half the world in a fit of absence of mind.

With a few exceptions, the British Empire was not a deliberately expansionist empire like that of the 
Mongols or Romans. Its possessions began as a means to conduct and to protect commerce, opening up for-
eign markets to enrich themselves and, by extension, the new lands that now had access to a greater market.

During Victoria’s reign, however, the Empire became more deliberate. Territories were acquired strate-
gically and the British, often opposed to the imperialism of other European states, began to view themselves 
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as an empire. But the British Empire did have essential differences from the empires they decried. Most per-
tinently, in 1833, the Slavery Abolition Act was adopted.

It is easy to regard the abolition of slavery as something that was far overdue and thus unimpressive, 
but history requires context. And the context was that slavery, for the most part, was a global institution 
practiced since the inception of human civilization, without a care for individual liberty or welfare (Tupy 
2003). The British, like many, profited from this trade, with many of their territories relying on slave labor 
to remain productive (BBC, undated).

Monetarily, therefore, the Empire had no incentive to abolish slavery. The only motivation was moral-
ity, as the political culture of Britain had grown to a point where they had realized the importance of indi-
vidual freedom and the abhorrence of slavery (Ferguson 2004, pp. 116-119). That their insight into a univer-
sal truth, the evil of slavery, was achieved by way of a locally developed political culture, in our view, does 
not detract from the universal validity of the insight.

Where Britain arguably became a beacon of liberty in the world was when it empowered the Royal 
Navy to enforce the abolition of slavery across the Atlantic, freeing untold amounts of people and ending a 
millennia-old practice. Not for profit, but because it was, objectively, the right thing to do.

Any state could have abolished slavery on paper, but it required the imperial capacity and power of 
an empire that prioritized liberty to enforce it. In this act, we can see the benefits of an empire in not only 
enforcing the freedom of individuals across an entire ocean and swathes of territory, but also shifting the 
global conception of the practice, making it unacceptable for anyone in the world to enslave their fellow 
man.

In the Cape Colony, the British took over from the Dutch as the Napoleonic Wars concluded. What 
they found was a practice of Dutch settlers working with Khoi pastoralists to systematically commit geno-
cide against the San hunter-gatherers. They immediately put a stop to the practice, enforcing the rule of law 
and respect of other peoples; not just for their own civilized subjects, but even for those apparent “savages” 
living on the periphery (Adhikari 2010, p. 37).

The British Empire did not enforce its cultural sensibilities on its subjects that often, with exceptions 
where particularly egregious cultural practices were suppressed. For a missionary empire, it was quite inef-
ficient at converting its subjects, preferring to instead apply broader and more important institutions that 
are recognized as beneficial across the world to this day: the foundations of the rule of law, liberal democ-
racy, equal rights for men and women, property rights, and commerce.

One of the greatest moments that symbolize the rare forcefulness of the British in imposing their sen-
sibilities on native peoples was the banning of sati, a practice by some Hindu sects wherein a widow would 
be burned alive alongside her deceased husband. In 1829, the British commander, Charles James Napier, 
banned the practice. There were protests, as Hindu priests claimed that the custom must be respected. In 
response, Napier had this to say:

This burning of widows is your custom; prepare the funeral pile. But my nation has also a custom. 
When men burn women alive we hang them (Napier 1851, p. 35).

Many officials had a wit and panache, pointing out the logical flaws in defending abhorrent, illiberal 
practices in the name of tradition while disallowing the British their tradition of banning abhorrent prac-
tices. This wit, it seems, has often been painted as arrogance. And perhaps it was arrogant, in an unobjec-
tionable way.

The British anger many modern sensibilities with their arrogance and wit. And no doubt, many British 
officials did perceive themselves in some ways as superior. This is no doubt a vice and one worth criticizing 
in some contexts. However, unlike the supremacy sentiment, for instance, of Nazi Germany, they did not 
regard their supposed superiority as a reason to dominate and exterminate. They saw it as a virtue that had 
to be shared with the world: That they had been chosen, by God or fortune, to make the world a better place.
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And many of their subjects believed in this vision:

We are, above all, British citizens of the Great British Empire, fighting as the British are at present 
in a righteous cause for the good and glory of human dignity and civilisation (Ferguson 2004, pp. 
305-306).

That quote is from Indian independence advocate, Mahatma Gandhi. At one time, he was a proponent 
of the British Empire. And his views did not shift that dramatically for him to support independence. His 
reasons for India’s independence were based on spirituality, rather than practicality.

Even Nigerian anti-colonialist author Chinua Achebe had to admit in his memoirs that colonialism 
was not necessarily as bad as it was made out to be:

It is important to face the fact that British colonies were, more or less, expertly run (Gilley 2018).

Victorian Britain was committed to free trade, an institution alongside the abolition of slavery that it 
promoted throughout its empire (Pirie 2019). This was at a time when many of its European competitors 
were becoming increasingly insular and protectionist. This globalization by imperial decree allowed wealth 
to permeate throughout the world, and not just to the metropole as some detractors would like to think.

Textile makers in England itself protested the inclusion of Indian textiles in their markets and Indian 
textile makers protested the inclusion of English products in their markets, but self-interested businesses 
tend to decry competition. For the consumer, and for the free individual, the productive capacity of textiles 
had reached a point where almost anyone could clothe themselves in finery that a generation or two before 
would be reserved for the nobility.

The subject of the British Empire is vast, filling not books but entire libraries. And its size makes it nu-
anced.

Of all the empires, the British are the best candidates for taking the title of a “libertarian empire.” They 
spread arguably libertarian ideals across the world, enforcing freedom and equality out of a sense of duty 
and a desire for commerce. Where they did not live up to these ideals, or where a local dedication to free-
dom outshined the imperial one, they were rightly ejected, for instance in the United States of America.

But what of other empires? Perhaps the British are an exception, and empires are a generally brutal, au-
thoritarian artefact that should be rightfully replaced by the nation-state. 

Firstly, this would be an irrelevant submission, as any modern empire that sought to be a libertarian 
could model itself to be one. The example of the British Empire simply illustrates how empires have been 
pro-freedom in the past. It is not necessarily the only model.

Even then, other, less virtuous empires have still proven better than the nation-states that spawned 
from them. 

While guilty of many atrocities, the Ottoman Empire compared to the radical Islamic states that suc-
ceeded it was comparatively a far more libertarian empire. It protected religious liberties, enforced a degree 
of property rights, and encouraged secular ideas that were put in competition with the comparatively au-
thoritarian ideas of fundamentalism (Brooks 2019).

Its biggest virtue in the Levant, however, was its ability as a non-ethnic political entity to provide stabil-
ity and fair judgment over an area containing many different groups of people. Nation-states, by definition, 
are essentially ethnic constructs. They spawned in national-statist fervors as groups believed particular cul-
tures and ethnicities should rule themselves and rule over any minorities that happen to exist among them. 
Empires, on the other hand, are necessarily multicultural and cosmopolitan.

To rule over such a diverse population, as uncovered in the words of Hayek, multi-state federations 
necessarily have to become tolerant and libertarian. Short-lived empires that did not embrace tact when 
dealing with its multi-national subjects soon perished, as we see with the Nazi persecution as well as the 
way in which the Western Roman Empire’s collapse was fueled, at least in large part, by its treatment of 
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the Visigoths as subhuman when betraying promises made to grant the Visigoths land were not kept, and 
Alaric sacked Rome in 410 in retribution (Cavendish 2010).9

A sustainable empire, we submit, is by its nature a libertarian empire, as it recognizes the importance 
and a priori equality of all its subjects. It has to implement general policies akin to Hayek’s universal rules 
of just conduct, rather than specific dictates that benefit only factions, lest it anger its populace, and most 
empires generally decentralize to the point where local autonomy is higher than any province of a nation-
state today.

For a Syrian within the Ottoman Empire, life was not an ethnic and religious war, as the Empire had set 
the rules and provided a foundation for justice and governance that made living alongside different people 
manageable and, for the most part, unburdensome (NZ Ministry for Culture and Heritage, undated).

Can empire offer freedom?

For an increasingly cosmopolitan and globalized world, we do not require nation-states trying to govern 
over cultures that do not represent their constituency. We submit that what is required are multi-state feder-
ations (whether these are called “empires” or not) that compromise, decentralize, and recognize that among 
the dozens of ethnicities within their borders, only the individual really matters from a policy perspective. 
This allows cultural and national communities to govern over themselves—but only themselves—with a 
higher sovereign entity ensuring they do not impose their cultural or national commitments on dissent-
ing minority groups or individuals. This allows the Amish to peacefully continue their chosen lifestyle, 
but guarantees the right to opt out; it frees the Afrikaner from the South African government’s assimila-
tion policies, but guarantees the right to opt out; and it allows fundamentalist Muslim communities in the 
Middle East to enforce Sharia law in all its brutality, but only on those people who have consciously opted 
into that system of private law.

But why, one might ask, is the libertarian multi-state federation so uncommon if it is the most sustain-
able form when it comes to ethnic relations?

A fundamental weakness of libertarianism lies in its core values. It is an ideology of tolerance and em-
pathy, and of self-doubt and humility in the face of the unknown. Libertarians embrace freedom because, 
for the most part, they do not want to dictate how other people should live. This sentiment can be just as 
much of a problem as it is a virtue for an interventionist multi-state federation.

Between 1899 and 1902, over 27,000 Boer civilians died in concentration camps set up by the British 
occupiers of South Africa. Most of them were children (NZ Ministry for Culture and Heritage, undate-
da). This was, admittedly, caused by incompetence and bad conditions in the camps rather than systematic 
and deliberate genocide, but the damage was done. A British woman named Emily Hobhouse visited South 
Africa and the camps and became one of the biggest critics of the war, shifting the public perception against 
the war and the Empire (Lally 2015, p. 41).

After the war, the British Empire had lost its spirit. It no longer felt it deserved its empire. Morris (1981) 
outlines the imperial spirit of the 1930s, and identifies that after the war, Britain became far more benevo-
lent towards its subjects. But it lost its drive and aggression:

Aggression was necessary to its [the British Empire’s] spirit, whether it be aggression for bad or 
good causes, and when an empire lost its aggressiveness then the excitement of imperialism itself, 
for better or worse, was lost (Morris, 1981, p. 381).

The post-Boer War Empire was defined by guilt, exhaustion, and a last-ditch effort to do the right thing. 
And in facing off against Nazi imperialism, the British could not be seen to be engaging in the same behav-
ior as their enemies. Nonetheless, the entire imperial project by this point was hampered by fatigue.
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Libertarianism grows tired. And while the British persisted so long with the support of its conscience, 
its actions during the Boer War destroyed its self-confidence.

In this way, the biggest weakness of an interventionist libertarian federation is also its virtue. Its insis-
tence on doing the right thing, and its debilitating guilt when it fails.

In a way, this is why the heir of Britain’s empire, the reluctant empire of the United States, has failed to 
tame the wastelands of authoritarianism into which it marches. It lacks the confidence and lacks the (mea-
sured) aggression. And most of all, it is reluctant to take up its rightful moniker as an “empire” (Ferguson, 
2005).

The United States’ Boer War was arguably the War in Vietnam.
The carnage of that war, on the Vietnamese themselves and the psyche of the American people is best 

described by Edward Blake, a character from a graphic novel Watchmen (2005), a story in which the United 
States won the conflict:

I mean, if we’d lost this war… I dunno. I think it might have driven us a little crazy, y’know? As a 
country (Moore and Gibbons 2005, p. 13).

It is understandable that a country that formed as a breakaway from an empire would be loath to em-
brace the title. But the United States’ refusal to step up as a self-aware, libertarian empire has paved the way 
for human rights abuses and conflict across the world. Other empires are rising, and they are far less liber-
tarian than what they properly must be.

A libertarian “empire,” we submit, is conceivable. And it can learn from the mistakes of the past. It 
would need to embrace the crusade to free the proletariats of the world from their shackles, to open the 
gates of commerce, and utilize globalization as a force for productivity, growth, and goodness. For that, 
confidence and resilience are necessary. It must know that the libertarian cause is just and is worth fighting 
for.

Our argument, we believe, is harmonizable with Nozick (1974, p. 307)’s aforementioned “framework” 
argument. Nozick’s framework would allow:

a wide and diverse range of communities which people can enter if they are admitted, leave if they 
wish to, shape according to their wishes; a society in which utopian experimentation can be tried, 
different styles of life can be lived, and alternative visions of the good can be individually or jointly 
pursued.

Our interlocutors might regard what we have posited here as the exact opposite of what Nozick had 
contemplated. After all, people: 

differ in temperament, interests, intellectual ability, aspirations, natural bent, spiritual quests, and 
the kind of life they wish to lead. […] There is no reason to think that there is one community 
which will serve as ideal for all people and much reason to think that there is not. (p. 309-310) 
(Nozick’s emphasis) 

Nozick (p. 311) described the idea that there is one perfect model for society in which everyone must 
live as “an incredible one.” With what we have proposed—a single interstate federation to replace the more 
or less 200 sovereign states around the world—some might say we wish to impose a single ideal upon all 
seven billion people that inhabit the globe. 

Although Nozick does not say so himself, we cannot help but come to the conclusion that his idea 
about the framework of “utopias” is only possible within an interstate federation. Voluntaryism is the single 
most important pillar holding up his model, which allows people to choose between which communities to 
join and which to leave. “Utopia is a framework for utopias, a place where people are at liberty to join to-
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gether voluntarily to pursue and attempt to realize their own vision of the good life in the ideal community 
but where no one can impose his own utopian vision upon others” (p. 312).

The present nation-state is exactly the antithesis of this. Indeed, the more local the exclusive (rather 
than overlapping) sovereignty is, the more closely it corresponds to a single community, meaning dissidents 
will frequently if not always have the majority “community’s” will imposed upon them. The further away 
one moves from the local, the more the sovereignty corresponds to what Nozick (p. 320) calls a “nation” 
(rather country, we submit), which allows specific communities, particularly minority communities, more 
room to decide for themselves. Nozick’s framework allows “any particularly community” with its own vi-
sion to be attempted but does not guarantee their success. We submit that it is difficult to conceive of this 
framework fitting into the small, almost familial, republics that many national-conservatives wish to see 
proliferate. What is relevant is that with such proliferated states, the right of exit is made far more difficult 
than it would be in an interstate federation.

These communities, within a libertarian interstate federation, need not themselves adopt libertarian 
(moral, social, economic) values (Nozick 1974, p. 320). A communist community, a racial-supremacist com-
munity, and a libertine community, can all exist within a libertarian legal framework, provided, in our 
view, there are higher (and even lower) sovereignties that are clothed with the legal authority to enforce 
both the right of exit as well as defend competing communities against imposition. Indeed, Nozick (p. 329-
330), who was not contemplating world government, writes that within his framework the central author-
ity’s major role “would be to enforce the operation of the framework—for example, to prevent some com-
munities from invading and seizing others, their persons or assets” and “enforcing an individual’s right to 
leave a community.” How best to ensure that a government of this nature does not itself become tyrannical 
Nozick leaves unaddressed, as he had “nothing special to add to the standard literature on federations, con-
federations, decentralization of power, checks and balances, and so on.”

Where the West went wrong

Macaes (2020) identifies tolerance and democracy as the West’s defining procedural characteristics, stand-
ing in for the substantive cultural values that characterize these other (non-Western) civilizations. 

Herein might lie the seeds of the West’s own demise so gloomily presented by national-conservatives. 
Tolerance for illiberalism and allowing democracy to undermine the libertarian project—as Western val-
ues—it seems to us, might be the problem. Far from abandoning the values of libertarianism, it might be 
worth instead exploring the abandonment of tolerance for illiberalism and modifying democracy perhaps 
in the ways Hayek suggested—so that it does not interfere with freedom. We are therefore not necessarily 
writing here in defense of all the elements of the existing international order—“[s]trategic bargains, bind-
ing security ties, open markets, and diffuse reciprocity” (Ikenberry 2005, p. 137)—but proposing a new, 
avowedly libertarian one, at least conceptually. Whereas the United States-based order has sought to achieve 
“its liberal grand strategy” through free trade, democracy, and international institutions (p. 138), we might 
suggest free trade, decisiveness, and humanitarian militancy as replacements. Salter and Young (2019, p. 16) 
also point out that democratic governance on its own is insufficient for libertarian outcomes. Rather, con-
stitutional arrangements and systems (what they term “political property rights”), that is, limitations and 
checks and balances on political power, are crucial. Applied to the international order, a big part of the ex-
isting order is premised on the allowance of access, to illiberal states, to participate in how the order itself 
is governed (Ikenberry 2005, p. 140). This we regard as fundamentally backward and problematic. In fact, 
far from the Bush doctrine of the 2000s, of America confidently “[arbitrating] right and wrong and [enforc-
ing] the peace” (p. 142-143), the West’s lack of confidence in its own ideas has, in some respects, produced a 
messier world. Fiddling around the edges with non-committed interventions in Libya and elsewhere, creat-
ing more of a disaster than what was there initially, is simply reckless. As Christensen (2021, p. 432) argues, 
those most likely to support an interstate federation after the Second World War were motivated by prag-
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matic considerations, not the protection of individual rights from government, and this to us seems to be at 
the core of the international order’s crumbling infrastructure.

Ikenberry (2005, p. 150) is correct that “[t]he costs of military actions—in lives, treasure, and lost legiti-
macy—is greater than neo-conservatives realize.” As such, our arguments here ought not be construed as 
unabashedly militaristic. What we submit is that military action must be a resort, but certainly not a first 
resort. Even the national-conservative Hazony, notwithstanding his criticism of Hayek for his internation-
alist views, envisages more of a humanitarian role for the protection of lives than is currently the norm in 
international relations. Hazony would have intervened in the Rwandan genocide, for instance, where the 
world in fact stood by (Bloor 2019). Libertarianism places a high premium on the lives of innocents—thus 
precluding a cowboy-approach to war where populated places are bombed, something the United States has 
at times been guilty of—and as such every reasonable avenue for a peaceful resolution to a tyrannical situa-
tion must be exhausted. If no such solution is reasonably attainable, however, we submit that the libertarian 
position cannot be to leave tyranny in peace, and allow it to fester, and eventually develop into a far bigger 
problem than it once was, as the world is today acutely experiencing with China.

Scary words

National-conservatives, in response to the libertarian conception of government, have argued that it is hyp-
ocritical. The response goes something like this: Libertarians claim that they want communities to be able to 
determine for themselves, yet when communities decide to not live by libertarian values, libertarians would 
have government force them to.10 Nozick (1974, p. 331) addressed a similar criticism of his framework. “If we 
institute such a permanently voluntary general framework, are we not, to some extent, ruling out certain 
possible choices? Are we not saying in advance that people cannot choose to live in a certain way; are we 
setting a rigid range in which people can move and thus committing the usual fault of the static utopians?” 
He answers: 

But some things individuals may choose for themselves, no one may choose for another. So long as 
it is realized at what general level the rigidity lies, and what diversity of particular lives and com-
munities it allows, the answer is, ‘Yes, the framework should be fixed as voluntary’.

Insofar as imperialism carries the negative connotation of an imposition of will by a more powerful 
party onto a weaker party, we do not object, provided the weaker party is in fact depriving individuals or 
voluntary communities of their innate freedom or property.

We submit, in other words, that an act of tyranny can never qualify as an act of “self-determination.” 
Imposing the convictions of a majority, or a powerful minority, upon others within the nation-state is not 
“self” determination but in fact determination for those who do not consent. Stepping into such a situation 
and putting the injustice to an end can thus hardly qualify as a “imperialism” if imperialism is regarded as 
ipso facto unjust. 

Insofar as imperialism itself deprives individuals of their freedom or property, however, we do object. 
This is to say that we submit imperialism ought not be objected to per se, but according to the circumstances 
one is faced with. 

To be clear, in this section we are not extolling the virtues of imperialism. Instead, we are calling upon 
libertarians not to be intimidated by seemingly scary words without further ado. Slapping the term “im-
perialism” onto a particular idea—in this case, that a government has the responsibility to protect liberty, 
even outside its own borders (to the extent of perhaps extending those borders)—is insufficient to overcome 
the merits of that idea. More is required. And we are certainly aware of the costs, implications, and signifi-
cant drawbacks of interventionism. Referring to it as “imperialism” is, however, in our view entirely irrel-
evant, and we would sooner embrace the term than be intimidated by it.
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THE WAY FORWARD?

Theory vs reality

What has hitherto been argued is all well and good, critics might argue, but the theory is not reflective of 
the practical reality we find ourselves in. International organizations such as the United Nations (UN) and 
European Union (EU) have not been good for freedom, and therefore national sovereignties must be re-
stored and respected. We agree with the first part of this statement but the second does not follow. 

The United States, arguably a country with strong anti-“globalist” sentiments, ranks lower on the 2021 
Heritage Foundation Index of Economic Freedom than do seven EU states, all countries apparently more 
accepting of globalism (Miller et al. 2021, p. 6). The 2020 Human Freedom Index of the Cato and Fraser 
Institutes place nine EU states higher than the United States as well (Vásquez and McMahon 2020, p. 5). 
This is to say that, on the raw data, freedom is sometimes better recognized even in more politically global-
ized societies than in more insular societies, or societies with stronger anti-globalist sentiments and senti-
ments in favor of more local sovereignty. The argument that more (politically) inward-looking societies nec-
essarily better protect the freedom of their inhabitants does not necessarily follow.

This is by no means a defense of the UN or the EU, or any similar entity. There can be no doubt that 
they are not champions of freedom in its classical sense. In many ways, they are committed detractors of 
it, even if, perhaps by coincidence, the EU happens to remain freer than most other societies. What is be-
ing argued here, instead, is that the nationalization of individual rights is not necessarily the correct answer 
to address their violation. In fact, in many ways, as we have argued, locating the exclusive site of rights en-
forcement and recognition at the local level might be more dangerous for freedom. We are of the view that 
there must be a constant check and balance between different locales of authority, whether local, regional, 
continental, or global, where one does not necessarily trump the other by reason of its locus alone, but that 
the trump resides in the ability, willingness, and in fact the result, of safeguarding individual liberty.

For example, if a local authority outlaws homosexual relations (or expropriates the property of a cultur-
al minority) in a region, the regional authority must, and must be at liberty to, overrule that statute. If, how-
ever, it turns out that the regional authority outlaws homosexual relations (or expropriates the property of a 
cultural minority) in its region, local authorities must, and must be at liberty to, overrule that statute within 
their jurisdictions. In other words, the standard is liberty, not locale. Naturally, what is done voluntarily on 
private property (whether disallowing homosexual relations or cultural minorities) should be of no concern 
to any locale of authority.

It might be argued that the power to overrule an illiberal law necessarily includes the power to over-
rule liberty itself. This is true. This is however the reality we presently find ourselves in, not because of in-
ternational associations, but mostly because of national sovereignties. It might also be argued that it makes 
more sense to localize authority to ensure that any bad decisions made at a higher level may be resisted. This 
is precisely our recommendation. The doctrine of the lesser magistrate must apply, but not for any policy 
preference, only for the protection of liberty. Furthermore, as we have seen, the intensity of a global liberty-
violating instrument is not as concentrated as a locally imposed one.

That the non-Western world is rebelling against the apparent imposition of libertarian values that os-
tensibly extinguish their cultures, we think, might be an overstatement. Jason Brennan’s observation that 
most people, essentially, simply go with the flow of whatever their political system might be, appears to us to 
be correct (Illing 2018). There might be discontent that leads to political change, but for the most part, “the 
majority” do not rock the boat. In fact, the reality is that it is usually (albeit this is certainly not an inviolable 
rule) a well-organized minority that drives change. In general, only about 3.5% of a population is neces-
sary to unite behind a particular cause to drive non-violent change (Chenoweth 2020, p. 1). We ought not, 
in our own minds, construct an insurmountable barrier of a great sea of non-libertarians having decided 
to reject the universality of individual liberty. Firstly, it will not matter, as this same majority will likely fall 
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back into any reassertion of libertarian universalism without too much ado, and secondly, it is likely un-
true. To ask any Chinese or Russian or Kenyan laborer about what they think about “Western values and 
individual freedom” will likely yield no satisfactory answer. The laborer, like most of his fellows, is not a 
philosopher. He might express a voting preference on occasion but for the most part, if the system he finds 
himself in does not stand in the way of what he seeks to achieve for himself, his family, and his commu-
nity—the precise object of libertarianism—he will not rock the boat. In other words, there is an intellectual 
rebellion against libertarian universalism, not a popular one, and any intellectual rebellion can be resisted 
intellectually.11 If national-conservatives or illiberal authoritarians in the East presently control a decisive 
3.5% minority, the task is for libertarians to resist and advance with their own 3.5% minority,12 rather than 
throwing their hands up in defeat and claiming the national-statists have secured an irrevocable victory. Of 
course, this does mean libertarians have to get, perhaps significantly, better at advocacy. Above all, confi-
dence in libertarian ideas must be entrenched. “Libertarian values work for us, but might not work for those 
Africans over there,” must be abandoned as a sentiment among libertarians. Our ideas work, have always 
worked wherever they have been tried, and will always work where they are tried. Even China rides the 
waves of libertarian economics to its hegemonic position in international politics (Zitelmann 2019), even if 
it still rejects essential social and political liberties.

The locus of sovereignty

The course of human civilization has irresistibly tended towards greater states encompassing larger tracts of 
surface area. This is not to say the course of human civilization has been toward centralization. In this ar-
ticle much implicit emphasis is placed on the distinction between:

• territorial extent which leads to “large” and “small” states;
• the scope of government power which leads to “no government”, and “limited”, and “unlimited” 

government; and 
• the authority of a specific location of government power which leads to “centralized” or “decen-

tralized government.” 

None of these three phenomena are the same thing, even though they are often used interchangeably. 
As Salter and Young (2019, p. 3) write, a strong and cohesive state can (and ought) nonetheless be a con-
strained state, to produce libertarian and beneficial outcomes. Christensen (2021, p. 445), in turn, notes that 
while an interstate federation entails more territory and more people, and perhaps more (decentralized) 
governments, it does not mean a less limited form of governance.

It is true that limited government and decentralized government—the second and third bullets—often 
go well together. But the territorial extent—the first bullet—of a government does not necessarily influence 
that. This is why we group the second and third together (albeit they do not always necessarily align) and 
keep the first apart. Libertarianism is, indeed, concerned with the second and third bullets, but takes no 
view of the first.

It goes without saying that we favor substantively limited and decentralized government. That being 
said, we argue that a large, even global (territorial) state, is not necessarily deleterious to substantively lim-
ited and decentralized government.

It must also be made clear that we are not necessarily advocating global governance, in that we wish for 
the UN to become a mega-state and start issuing directives to its various provinces. That is not our inten-
tion. 

Instead, we are adopting a critical response to the contemporary nationalization of libertarianism, 
both in theory and in advocacy. We do not believe national sovereignty necessarily fits best with libertarian-
ism. Libertarianism is universalist and cosmopolitan, meaning it must and does apply everywhere—again, 
bearing in mind that libertarianism includes the ability for voluntarily constituted communities to insist 
upon strict adherence to traditional cultural practices. Nation-states, because their existence presupposes a 
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different public legal system for each different group of people, are in an inherently tense relationship with 
libertarian universalism. While it is at least conceivable that sovereign nation-states could all respect lib-
erty, we nonetheless submit that interstate federation fits liberty best, provided that it is understood that we 
are not making the delusional argument that it involves utopian, perfect freedom for everyone and forever. 
Global federation will have its own pitfalls. We concede, of course, that in specific circumstances, the estab-
lishment of a “more local” sovereignty might serve liberty better than a “more general” sovereignty. In such 
circumstances we would favor the avenue that serves liberty. What we are criticizing herein is the idea that 
more localism necessarily serves liberty. This is a dangerous idea and is dogmatic in the worst possible way. 

CONCLUSION

Hayek conceded that interstate federation was unlikely to occur anytime soon. He even cautioned against 
an overhasty push for it. If the push for interstate government were not done in the right circumstances, it 
might even embolden national-statism (Spieker 2014, p. 933). But both Hayek and Mises nonetheless re-
garded it as a libertarian ideal (Christensen 2021, p. 431). Christensen (p. 433) also notes that interstate 
federalists must be tempered by “the geopolitical realities of our world.” He points to the unpopularity of 
American military alliances and the EU’s “[labyrinth] of fiat rule” as examples. Both these considerations 
certainly put interstate federalism among libertarians in particular on the backfoot.

Part of a confident libertarianism, however, is the tendency to shrug when our insistence on freedom 
for every individual is labeled as “imperialist.” Call it what you want, but to tyrants, the answer is “no”: They 
do not get to deprive anyone of their freedom.

In this article we have cursorily dealt only with broad principles in the spirit of the theme of interstate 
libertarianism. There are many details, and certainly concerns, that are left unsatisfactorily addressed or 
entirely unaddressed, as indeed this is also a relatively empty field of inquiry among libertarians and clas-
sical liberals. There are certainly acceptable alternatives to our approach herein that are not explored. One 
of these is an open borders policy that allows the victims of tyranny, freely, to flee their circumstances to 
freer states. This would have the same consequence for which we argue—that all people are entitled to lib-
erty regardless of their place of birth, and that it is the (generic) State’s duty to secure this liberty—without 
necessarily implying a new constitutional arrangement. Such a position would, of course, also invite intense 
criticism from national-conservatives and nationally inclined libertarians. In this article, however, we have 
argued for the revival of a cosmopolitan libertarian interstate federalism that does not shy away from force-
ful insistence on respect for individual liberty all around the world. Whatever the case, our bottom line is 
that from a libertarian perspective, it is unacceptable that: 

[…] citizenship status determines where [most people] are allowed to live and work, which in turn 
largely determines not only their economic fate, but often whether they will have protection for 
even very basic human rights (Somin 2020, pp. 813-814).

Libertarians in the West have lost confidence in the universal applicability of their own ideas. The na-
tional-libertarian Deist (2017b), for instance, asks:

[…] libertarians often […] imagine themselves qualified to dictate political arrangements every-
where on earth. But what’s libertarian about telling other countries what to do? Shouldn’t our po-
litical goal be radical self-determination, not universal values?

This loss of confidence, we think, is the most likely culprit in the apparent decline of libertarianism and 
Western civilization. The answer is to be unapologetically and perhaps militantly libertarian, not to double 
down on the lack of confidence. As Pabst (2019) notes, authoritarian civilizations are more than happy to do 
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so, and we submit the libertarian West must be up to the challenge. Our answer to Deist’s question would 
be that libertarians are the most qualified to dictate political arrangements anywhere on Earth, particularly 
to governments. Those (dictated, if necessary—as, to tyrants, the answer is “no”) political arrangements, 
are, in fact, radical self-determination, which is a universal value.

We agree with Christensen’s (2021, p. 433) sentiment that the libertarian interstate federalist tradition 
must be revived. This is not an unfocused call for global government, but a libertarian advocacy for an in-
terstate federation with a libertarian character and a libertarian purpose. We acknowledge that this is un-
likely in the extreme to be achieved any time soon, but abolishing the welfare state, getting government out 
of environmental affairs, or even perfectly safeguarding cyberspace from surveillance or censorship, are 
equally if not more unlikely. While a good advocate always bears pragmatic considerations in mind, they 
do not allow themselves to be defined exclusively by the possible. Some measure of idealism is necessary if 
libertarians wish to push their ideas forward, however insignificantly, with every generation.

NOTES

1 In our research on this topic, the most dominant term used was “liberalism” in its classical sense. We retain 
these where quotes are used. However, in the interest of avoiding confusion, elsewhere the word “libertarian” is 
preferred.

2 As Spieker (2014, p. 927) puts it, “Hayek’s case against international planning rests on the same basis as his argu-
ment against planning on a national level, namely the problem of the impossibility of agreement on ends”.

3 With its rotating federal executive system, and canton system.
4 With its recognition of linguistic communities having certain governing powers.
5 With its division of government power not into only three branches, but six.
6 This is not to say the world has followed the American example of competitive federalism. The substance of the 

American model has largely been ignored in favor of its form.
7 The words Spieker (2014, p. 933) problematizes are italicized. 
8 National-conservative libertarians such as Deist (2017a) similarly use “neo-colonial” disparagingly to refer to lib-

ertarian universalists.
9 It was the Roman refusal to grant land and recognition to the Visigoths that resulted in the first successful sack of 

Rome.
10 For example, see Van Zyl (2021).
11 We do not use “intellectuals” here to refer to university academics exclusively, but in this context include political 

leaders and influencers in particular. We use “intellectual” to distinguish from the layperson who does not care 
too much one way or the other about which theories and systems govern their lives, so long as they can satisfy 
their basic needs, including communal and spiritual needs.

12 Other considerations outside of numbers are also important, as Chenoweth (2020, p. 1) notes: “momentum, orga-
nization, strategic leadership, and sustainability.”
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Abstract: There is no doubt that federalism has important 
ingredients for growing an international order for individ-
ual liberty and interstate peace as well as political and eco-
nomic integration across national borders. Yet sharp dis-
agreement characterizes the effect of federalism. What is 
not at issue in Africa is that two prominent African federa-
tions - Ethiopia and Nigeria—have demonstrated how not 
to grow such an international order. These African federa-
tions, which were deliberately designed to control individu-
al action, have, unfortunately, paralyzed individual liberty, 
fueled interstate violence, and hindered political integration 
beyond state/provincial borders. The imposition of federal-
ism in Ethiopia and Nigeria has not only failed to live up 
to the purported promises of federalism but has also run 
roughshod over pre-colonial African traditions that can 
and should inform the theory and practice of federalism. 
This article draws important lessons from how two pre-co-
lonial self-generating orders among the Yoruba of Nigeria 
used polycentric values of interstate federalism and avoided 
provincial-central [or state-national] sovereignty and inter-
provincial violence as well as ensured individual liberty and 
political and economic integration beyond provincial bor-
ders.

INTRODUCTION

Sharp disagreement characterizes the effect of federalism 
amid the recognized importance of federalism for grow-
ing “future patterns of organization” (V. Ostrom 1978, p. 
121), including an international order of law that can unite 
all societies as coequals (Hayek 1976, p. 269). While the de-
bate rages on, the unique sovereignty-for-equality bargain 
the United States has used to abrogate national-state sover-
eignty offers bright grounds for hope in spontaneously ex-
tending federalism to grow liberal polities that can culmi-
nate in a world state (Christensen 2021). At the same time, 
the study of federalism has largely neglected distinctive pre-
colonial African federations that can teach us something, 
probably more unique and more useful, about federalism 
and polycentricity and about how to extend federalism to 
grow an international federal order. 

This article addresses this missing piece of the federal-
ism puzzle by utilizing the obscured libertarian and classi-
cal liberal tradition of interstate federalism to engage with 
how the citizens of two pre-colonial spontaneous [or self-
generating] orders among the Yoruba of Nigeria, which 
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are Abeokuta and Ibadan, used polycentric values of interstate federalism to grow their respective polities. 
Unlike the consciously planned Ethiopian and Nigerian federations [or taxis], in which provincial and/or 
central governments serve as the sovereign or final authority over individual action, the two self-generating 
Yoruba orders [or cosmos] avoided provincial-central government sovereignty and interprovincial violence 
as well as eliminated nationalism or separatism, protected individual liberty, promoted political and eco-
nomic integration beyond provincial borders, and facilitated free flows of people and goods. Unexpectedly, 
the extraordinary accomplishments of the two Yoruba polities materialized robustly despite the internecine 
wars that ravaged Yorubaland for much of the nineteenth century, the early part of which marked the birth 
of the two polycentric interstate polities (Falola and Oguntomisin 2001). 

Interstate federalism, which is not often adopted in the literature, turns upon the combination of eco-
nomic union and political union that “would do away with the impediments as to the movement of men, 
goods, and capital between the states and that would render possible the creation of common rules of law, 
a uniform monetary system, and common control of communications” (Hayek 1948, p. 255). To guarantee 
individual liberty and republican security, this union must have neither a confederation of sovereign states/
provinces/regions nor a sovereign national government (Robbins 1937, p. 240). In its polycentric character, 
an interstate federation operates as a political-cum-economic union of “self-rule and shared-rule relation-
ships” (Elazar 1991, p. 16) and consists of “many autonomous units formally independent of one another, 
choosing to act in ways that take account of others through processes of cooperation, competition, conflict 
and conflict resolution” (V. Ostrom 1991, p. 225). 

As individuals act as consenting players, in whom sovereignty [or the final authority over governmen-
tal action] resides, and as a check on government officials, polycentric practices—mutual agreement or cov-
enanting, non-centralization, qualified decentralization, areal [or territorial] division of power, open com-
petition, and representative recall—prevent provincial-central government sovereignty [or control over 
individual action] as well as guarantee individual liberty and political and economic integration. These 
outcomes prevail when irrevocable political authority is distributed between the central government and 
the constituent territorial power bases [or local and provincial governments] (Elazar 1991, V. Ostrom 1991). 
The sustainability of the outcomes requires learning, and adaptation to changing conditions, as diverse in-
dividuals act to take one another into consideration in “endless shifting configurations of competition and 
collaboration” that prevent long-term control of governing units by some factions (McGinnis, Baldwin and 
Thiel 2020, p. 3). 

Evidence shows that not only is polycentric interstate federalism well adapted to complex biophysical 
and cultural conditions (E. Ostrom 2009), but it also protects and enhances individual liberty (Elazar 1990, 
V. Ostrom 1991, Polanyi 1951, Schaefer 2009), avoids interstate/interprovincial violence and hierarchical 
power centralization (Christensen 2021, Elazar 1991, V. Ostrom 1991), and promotes political and economic 
integration beyond state/provincial borders (Christensen 2021, Elazar 1991, Hayek 1976). As empirical anal-
ysis has shown, polycentric interstate federalism nurtures and fosters individual liberty when individuals, 
as equal partners, freely participate in growing a covenant founding polity and live according to the terms 
of the covenant or mutual agreement as the successful rules of the game (Elazar 1990, p. 5). The successful 
rules of the game, as manifested in the two pre-colonial cases in this study, include the freedom of diverse 
individuals to become citizens on an equal basis irrespective of where they live in the polity, to form and 
maintain autonomous territorial power bases by mutual agreement, to exercise exit option from any territo-
rial power base and move freely between territorial power bases, to compete for political office within and 
beyond their respective local territorial power bases, and to petition to remove or recall irresponsible politi-
cal officeholders. The dual goal of covenant terms is to ensure that the polity is kept open to all participants 
and to guarantee that political officeholders depend on the governed for their offices (Elazar 1990, p. 9). 

Meanwhile, polycentric interstate federalism also facilitates political and economic integration. While 
economic integration manifests as the use of common standards for economic exchange relationships 
throughout the polity (Hayek 1976), political integration focuses on bringing together socially diverse indi-
viduals and groups as coequals by preserving their ability to organize and maintain autonomous territorial 
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power bases within the polity and by protecting their liberty to exit any territorial power base. As people 
live according to the terms of their mutual agreement, interstate federalism, therefore, tends to facilitate po-
litical and economic integration when diverse individuals and groups are accommodated “by giving them 
territorial power bases of their own” (Elazar 1991, p. 167), which cannot be altered without their consent 
(Wheare 1963, 3), and by giving them “continued opportunities...to exercise power without fear of retribu-
tion from “higher authority”” (Elazar 1979, p. 35).

Interestingly, the United States serves as a unique federation that has used polycentric interstate fed-
eralism to abrogate national-state sovereignty as well as ensure individual liberty and political and eco-
nomic integration across state borders. At the roots of the United States’ accomplishment was a sovereign-
ty-for-equality bargain, whereby each state or province has an equal number of seats in the United States 
Senate that, in turn, exercises oversight over the executive branch to prevent the concentration of power in 
one governmental branch (Christensen 2021). Nevertheless, certain questions beckon attention in this re-
gard. If polycentric interstate federalism is important for individual liberty and republican security, must 
the United States’ uniqueness be the only example for the entire world? Or can more knowledge be gained 
from non-Western traditions of polycentric interstate federalism that have effectively prevented provincial-
central government sovereignty? Focusing on obscured non-Western traditions is a Hayekian inevitability 
because, if polycentric interstate federations must be spontaneous or self-generating to achieve these out-
comes, a spontaneous order [or cosmos] “will always be an adaptation to a large number of particular facts 
which will not be known in their totality to anyone [in either Western or non-Western societies]” (Hayek 
1973, p. 40). This article seeks to answer these questions by focusing on less understood non-Western tradi-
tions of polycentric interstate federalism in the context of the significant debate about the effect of federal-
ism.

FEDERALISM AND SOVEREIGNTY

Evidence supports the potential of federalism in shaping patterns of organization that can culminate in 
an international order. Notable contestation, however, remains on the proper location of sovereignty or 
the final authority in a federation to ensure individual liberty, republican security, and political and eco-
nomic integration. That, indeed, is why it is often argued that federalism lends itself to individual liberty 
and avoidance of interstate violence when the national government dominates the decision-making pro-
cess as the supreme sovereign authority, while the people and the subnational governments are subject to 
the control of the national government (Reagan 1972, p. 17). In support of this national sovereignty model, 
Wilson (1956, p. 203) argues for a more powerful national government, while further anchoring the claim 
on the belief that prosperity lies primarily in what is seen as “a large national unity” that can best be guar-
anteed when the national government is vested with greater powers and operates as the dominant actor. 
DiGiacomo and Flumian (2010, p. 6) buttress Wilson’s position by arguing, inter alia, that “a federal ar-
rangement characterized by a dominant central government is valued because it is better able to ensure that 
citizens are treated equally.” 

To be sure, a sovereign national government may protect individuals against local abuses and achieve 
citizen satisfaction with public services in a precise and cost-effective manner. At the same time, since the 
executive leader(s) of the national sovereign government need a nationwide majority to win political sup-
port, at least through the electoral process, the rights of the minorities might be compromised (Treisman 
2007, p. 271). In addition, the use of the national sovereignty model to grow an international order would 
lead to a confederal union of national sovereignties, which, as evidenced in empirical analysis, has hin-
dered political integration across national borders and ravaged international relations (Christensen 2021) 
with what Thomas Hobbes excellently describes as “a war of all against all,” except where, as can logically 
be predictably expected, sovereign states see nationalistic advantages in cooperation. Unfortunately, these 
suboptimalities characterize consciously planned federal systems, an example of which is Nigeria’s federal 
system. 
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The Nigerian federation demonstrates how not to extend federalism to grow an international federal 
order. Individual liberty is not the focus of the federation, which was consciously designed in 1954 to as-
suage three major ethnic groups—the Ibo, the Hausa-Fulani, and the Yoruba. Initially, the federation op-
erated as a decentralized system of sovereign national and subnational governments in the sense that the 
initial constituent regional governments exercised sovereignty over their respective regional matters and 
peoples. As a result, the regional governments “prevailed in subordinating the traditional rulers to elected 
governments at both the regional and local levels” and stripped the traditional power bases of autonomy 
(Adamolekun 2005, p. 386). Also, the major ethnic group in each region dominated the regional govern-
ment and deprived minority communities of self-determination. Using the strategy of divide-and-conquer, 
the national government sponsored conflict in the political party of the leaders of the opposition (Olowu 
p. 1996). The rancorous relationships between the regional and national governments, along with minority 
marginalization, escalated the “politics of ethnic majority chauvinism, hegemony, and separatism” (Suberu 
2005, p. 142) into the 1966 Nigerian coup d’état and the 1967-1970 Nigerian civil war that resulted in over 
three million military and civilian deaths (Elaigwu 1988).

The Nigerian federation has, since 1966, stealthily morphed into an executive-run system of presiden-
tial government and has fared poorly concerning political integration and the development of common citi-
zenship as well as the security of life and property for its teeming population of about 206 million. As a rule, 
the Nigerian national government centralizes police and uses it to clampdown on the opposition and, in the 
process, to paralyze the freedom of individuals to hold government officials to account. Also, the state and 
local governments in Nigeria depend disproportionately on crude oil revenue that the national government 
uses to subordinate the subnational governments. The national government, as the sovereign authority, has 
unilaterally created, altered, and imposed subnational governments, which has not only led to escalating 
tensions within and between the constituent subnational governments but has also compromised political 
integration and repressed the freedom of individuals to create and run autonomous state and local govern-
ments through, to use Hayek’s (1973, pp. 41-42) words, their interests, creativity, and knowledge not “ever 
being concentrated in a single mind, or being subject to those processes of deliberate coordination and ad-
aptation which a mind performs.” In addition, descent, rather than birth or residency, primarily serves as 
the basis of state citizenship, which has further crushed political integration as well as the freedom of indi-
viduals to compete for political offices outside their respective ancestral home localities and states (Suberu 
2005). 

Meanwhile, unmitigated ethnic and sectarian allegiance also hinders political integration and height-
ens interstate/interregional tensions in Nigeria. This political integration imbroglio has manifested as the 
displeasure of ethnic and sectarian groups in southern Nigerian states not only against the controversial 
adoption of sharia [or Islamic] law in northern Nigerian states but also against the purportedly lopsided 
representation of northern Nigerian states in the national government. The resultant suspicion of domina-
tion among the constituent ethnic groups has intensified nationalistic/separatist interests as well as fueled 
increasing clashes between the national security forces and ethnicity-based security outfits and escalated 
unrelenting pressures for the disintegration of Nigeria (Agboluaje 2021; Wunsch and Olowu 1990). This 
is in addition to growing interregional tensions shambolically complicated by Boko Haram—the world’s 
deadliest terror group - that has unpityingly killed tens of thousands of people and displaced 2.3 million 
from their homes since 2002 (Chinwokwu and Michael 2019; Otu and Nnam 2018). Without equivocation, 
the national sovereignty model at work in Nigeria erroneously suggests federalism is nothing more than a 
top-down devolution of powers by a sovereign national government, whose dismal performance, as shown 
in the foregoing, makes a strong case for the abrogation of national government sovereignty, if, at least, indi-
vidual liberty and interstate peace are to be achieved.

If the Nigerian case demonstrates how not to extend federalism to grow an international order for in-
dividual liberty and republican security, where else should sovereignty reside to ensure, at least, individual 
liberty? In addressing this concern, some scholars argue for political decentralization, whereby the constit-
uent subnational governments in the federation can exercise the final authority or be sovereign, at least in 
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principle, over their respective regional public affairs and peoples. In some multiethnic societies, political 
decentralization has been consciously pursued as ethnic federalism or “ethnic group sovereignty”, where-
by the territorially based ethnic groups each have a sovereign region/state. It is often argued that political 
decentralization is more likely to empower subnational governments to check the excesses of the central/
national government and, where major ethnic groups are territorially based, prevent ethnic insecurity and 
interethnic violence (Diamond, Linz and Lipset 1995, pp. 44-45). However, it is also possible that the subna-
tional governments can become powerful enough to weaken the national government as well as to repress 
the constituent minorities in favor of the supportive majority. This was the case under the United States ar-
ticles of confederation when the sovereign states, as “paragons of the excesses of democracy”, weakened the 
national government and provoked interstate trade wars (Christensen 2021). Also, ethnic federalism can 
complicate ethnic tensions and fuel nationalistic interests, which regional elite or tyrannies may exploit for 
personal benefit (Maddox 1941, p. 1123), as the experience of Ethiopia with ethnic federalism has shown. 

The multiethnic landscape of Ethiopia provided the impetus for the deliberate adoption of ethnic fed-
eralism in 1994. Rather than focusing on individual liberty, Ethiopia used ethnic federalism to try to pacify 
the major ethnic groups in the country. As a result, Ethiopia was divided into nine regions, each dominated 
by a major ethnic group. In addition, each region, in principle, was guaranteed the right of secession and 
sovereignty over regional matters and peoples. Unfortunately, one major challenge of ethnic federalism in 
Ethiopia is the resultant ethnic framing of citizenship, politics, and identity, which has spiraled out of con-
trol and provoked a culture of citizen-stranger dichotomy, intense ethnonationalism, and brutal treatment 
of minorities. Specifically, the constituent regions have intensified interregional tensions by evicting mi-
norities who are treated as outsiders (Taye 2017). The resultant political scheming and ultra-nationalism 
have placed Ethiopia under lethal stress as mutually catastrophic fighting has raged on between “the federal 
troops and Tigrayan forces in eight different locations in the country” (BBC News 2020). 

The Ethiopian and Nigerian federations demonstrate that national-state sovereignty threatens indi-
vidual liberty, interregional peace, and political and economic integration. Inevitably, the sovereignty gap, 
more than ever, forces critical thought about a challenge Alexander Hamilton (1982) poses in Federalist 
Papers No 1: “…whether societies of men are really capable or not of establishing good government from 
reflection and choice, or whether they are forever destined to depend for their political constitutions on ac-
cident and force.” Without equivocation, the American interstate order’s answer to this challenge sheds tre-
mendous light on choice or covenant by individuals as the foundation of federalism that can be extended 
to shape patterns of organization and achieve not only republican security but also the protection of in-
dividual liberty and the achievement of political and economic integration across state/regional borders 
(Christensen 2021, Hayek 1976). It is within the choice matrix of the American experiment the recognition 
by prominent classical liberals and libertarians of interstate federalism for individual liberty and republi-
can security can be properly situated and adaptively extended to the analysis of different polities. 

Interstate federalism describes a polity that combines political union and economic union to ensure 
free flows of people and commerce and abrogate or avoid provincial/state and national sovereignties (Hayek 
1948, Robbins 1937). In its polycentric character, an interstate federal order is a system of “self-rule and 
shared-rule relationships” (Elazar 1991, p. 16) and consists of “many autonomous units formally indepen-
dent of one another, choosing to act in ways that take account of others through processes of cooperation, 
competition, conflict and conflict resolution” (V. Ostrom 1991, p. 225). The consent foundation of polycen-
tric interstate federalism corresponds with Hayek’s (1976) view about government by mutual agreement [or 
by covenanting] limited to operate in areas individuals, as autonomous equals, can obtain true agreement. 
Herein lie the core values that invigorate polycentric interstate federalism to ensure individual liberty, ab-
rogate or avoid provincialization [or state/provincial despotism], and national sovereignty [or hierarchical 
centralization of power] (Christensen 2021) as well as vest sovereignty in the people as autonomous equals 
(Tocqueville 1966), who are “capable of entering into covenants to establish the rules and institutions of 
their self-government…on the basis of mutual consent to advance human cooperation in such a way that 
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all the partners preserve their respective integrities, even as they build a common framework, or common 
frameworks to cooperate to secure common ends” (Elazar 1994, p. 5). 

Consequently, the core values that animate and sustain polycentric interstate federalism as a system of 
self-rule and shared-rule relationships include covenanting as well as non-centralization, qualified decen-
tralization, areal divisions of power, and common citizenship. On its own, covenanting is the process by 
which humans as equals come together to form self-rule and shared-rule relationships, commit to their fun-
damental equality, and retain their basic rights. Generally, proper liberty in polycentric interstate federal-
ism is the liberty to act according to the terms of the covenant, but not according to the whims and fancies 
of a few select interests (Elazar 1994). As excellently captured by Kincaid (2002, p. 7), covenants yield “a sys-
tem of voluntary self-rule and shared-rule ...” based on “… a binding partnership among coequals in which 
the parties to the covenant retain their individual identity and integrity while creating a new entity, such as 
a family or a body politic, that has its own identity and integrity as well.”

Non-centralization and areal division of power imprint the federal relationships embodied in a per-
manent covenant on the federation through the diffusion of irrevocable power among many autonomous 
but limited territorial power bases with overlapping jurisdictions, thereby creating a system of addition-
al checks and balances for discouraging hierarchical centralization of power and for preventing the con-
stituent territorial power bases from serving as the final authority over individual action. The diffusion of 
power prevents hierarchical centralization of power if the authority to exercise political power, and make 
and modify rules, cannot be taken away from the people in the constituent territorial power bases without 
common consent. Yet non-centralization also allows for qualified decentralization, by which the central au-
thority, for example, can decentralize and recentralize only within its sphere of jurisdiction (Elazar 1991; 
Osaghae 1990). 

Furthermore, areal division of power, in the context of non-centralization, facilitates political integra-
tion by accommodating the existence of many groups of autonomous territorial power bases in different 
size categories. This federal value guarantees neutrality and equality when power is internally divided on a 
territorial basis such that localities and provinces operate as autonomous territorial power bases, where dif-
ferent people can freely express their respective sociopolitical preferences, but without a majority having the 
perpetual ability to dominate or exclude other people (Kincaid 2016, p. 568) in endless shifting configura-
tions of competition and collaboration (McGinnis, Baldwin and Thiel 2020, p. 3). Territorial equality, as in 
Abeokuta in this study, allows the preexisting groups to each have their respective territorial power bases 
and thereby find expression both locally and in the federal whole. Territorial neutrality represents diverse 
individuals and groups, along with their diverse interests, in proportion to their strength within the same 
territorial power bases (Elazar 1979, pp. 33-35), such as local [or compound and township] governments in 
Abeokuta and local [or compound] and provincial [or quarter] governments in Ibadan. 

Consequently, areal division of power not only prevents centralization of power but also facilitates po-
litical and economic integration and attraction of people (i) by accommodating diverse groups and giving 
them territorial power bases and (ii) by ensuring that no territorial power bases/provinces or groups are too 
powerful enough to dominate others or exercise sovereignty over others, thereby avoiding separatist or na-
tionalistic interests, interprovincial conflict, and local and provincial government sovereignty. Individual 
liberty and political integration further become a lot more reinforced as diverse individuals have equal 
chances of becoming citizens and vie for political office irrespective of where they live in the polity (Elazar 
1991). It is against this background, Vincent Ostrom (1991, p. 253) claims that polities, which are open to 
more diverse ways of assembling and accommodating diverse individuals, are those that nurture and en-
hance individual liberty, republican security, and economic and political integration. 

As empirical evidence has confirmed, covenant [or choice], non-centralization, areal division of pow-
er, and common citizenship (Elazar 1994) are the key components of “the piecemeal federation of political 
units under the U.S. constitution”, which has largely demonstrated the potential of polycentric interstate 
federalism to abrogate or avoid national-state sovereignty and “achieve more freedom for more people”, 
even beyond state borders (Christensen 2021). On the other hand, scholars face the challenge to consid-
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er covenant-based non-Western societies given that “polities founded by covenant are essentially federal 
in character” (Elazar 1991, p. 4) and that “there is as much to be learned from stateless societies as from 
those that emerged as “kingdoms” and “empires” before the intrusion of European empires [in Africa]” (V. 
Ostrom 1991, p. 18). 

However, analysis of federalism has largely obscured successful attempts at interstate federalism in 
non-Western societies, even though an exploration of non-Western historical practices has a lot to teach us 
about polycentric interstate federalism. As a result, this article utilizes the libertarian and classical liberal 
tradition of polycentric interstate federalism to engage with how the citizens of two pre-colonial spontane-
ous federal orders among the Yoruba of Nigeria, which are Abeokuta and Ibadan, intricately grew govern-
ment by mutual agreement as well as protected individual liberty, avoided both interprovincial violence 
and hierarchical centralization of power, eliminated separatism, attracted more Yoruba and non-Yoruba 
immigrants, and promoted political and economic integration beyond provincial borders. 

POLYCENTRIC INTERSTATE FEDERALISM AMONG THE YORUBA 

Abeokuta and Ibadan were founded by restless soldiers and outcasts, who had been badly treated in Yoruba 
states, with hierarchical structures of subordination, and who desired a covenant founding union of com-
plementary and overlapping territorial power bases strong enough to ward off external aggression and flex-
ible enough to accommodate diverse individuals and groups through processes of cooperation, competi-
tion, and conflict and conflict resolution. The two Yoruba polities, which are in today’s western Nigeria, 
were unclaimed before they were occupied by restless soldiers and outcasts after the collapse of the Old Oyo 
Empire. The Empire was the largest Yoruba kingdom up to the late eighteenth century, which was grimly 
doomed by the invading Hausa-Fulani cavalry from today’s northern Nigeria (Awe 1973; Phillips 1969). 
Unfortunately, internecine wars then broke out among the surviving Yoruba states in the early nineteenth 
century, which threatened Yorubaland for much of the nineteenth century. It was during the turbulent pe-
riod that Abeokuta and Ibadan were founded, precisely in 1830 and 1829, respectively. The two Yoruba poli-
ties have, since then, been home to diverse individuals, with Yoruba being their common language. 

During the nineteenth century, Abeokuta was made up of Egba Yoruba [or the founders] and Owu 
Yoruba [or the immigrants] (Biobaku 1952, p. 49) as well as freed slaves from the trans-Atlantic slave trade 
[or the immigrants]. Ibadan has, since 1829, been home to diverse individuals, including Egba Yoruba, 
Ekiti Yoruba, Ife Yoruba, Ijebu Yoruba, and Oyo Yoruba as well as freed slaves from the trans-Atlantic 
slave trade. Outcasts from other Yoruba states, who had been treated badly, also migrated to Abeokuta 
and Ibadan (Oguntomisin 1981, pp. 227-232). The occupational diversity of the two federations was so rich 
that they each had diverse professionals including warriors, police officers or hunters, blacksmiths, farm-
ers, traders, and other craftspeople. As diverse individuals engaged in mutual adjustment and respectful 
contestation, the distinctive heterogeneities in linguistic dialect and ancestry in both polities were greatly 
obscured by the covenanting basis of their respective systems of interstate federalism (Biobaku 1952, Falola 
and Oguntomisin 2001), which is further discussed below.

Covenant Terms, Individual Liberty, and Political and Economic Integration

Covenanting underlay polycentric interstate federalism in Abeokuta and Ibadan during the nineteenth 
century. In the two Yoruba political economies, covenanting found expression in mutual agreement 
[ìfohùnṣọ̀kan or àdéhùn] or voluntary will [ife atinuwa] (Adamolekun and Kincaid 1991, p. 180), by which 
the Yoruba people in Abeokuta and Ibadan, as coequals, grew a covenant founding system of interstate fed-
eralism or what Frederick Hayek has called government by mutual agreement. Through voluntary will, rest-
less soldiers and outcasts in Abeokuta and Ibadan, tied together by the shared experiences of oppression, 
spontaneously nurtured individual liberty and political and economic integration and avoided separatism 
and provincial-central government sovereignty. The citizens of the two Yoruba polities accomplished these 
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outcomes by discarding the “monarchical institution hitherto characteristic of the Yoruba” and by cove-
nanting to non-centralization, representative recall, open political competition, areal division of power, and 
common citizenship as the successful rules of the game (Oguntomisin 1981, p. 224).

In fostering individual liberty and political and economic integration, the belief that landownership 
was the nontransferable ancestral right of the founding lineage was deemphasized through voluntary will. 
As experts have confirmed, there was no lineage land and no landless person in Abeokuta and Ibadan (T. 
Falola 1984, p. 50, Imoagene 1976, p. 14), which prevented the concentration of economic and political pow-
er in the hands of a few select interests and further affirmed the fundamental equality and liberty of di-
verse individuals as citizens in each polity. In Ibadan, for example, “everybody belonged or was attached to 
a compound [a local government] and each compound had sufficient land to give its members” (T. Falola 
1984, p. 26). A compound or local government consisted of a set of nuclear families. A man, his wife or 
wives, and their children constituted a nuclear family. In enhancing individual liberty and political and 
economic integration as the population landscape changed, the Egba Yoruba in Itoko, Ijemo, and Ikopa 
townships in Abeokuta waived “their rights to the land so that all the newcomers might have some land to 
cultivate” (Mabogunje 1961, p. 266) and to form autonomous compounds as territorial power bases, with 
successive waves of newcomers given land to own (Biobaku 1991, p. 17; Imoagene 1976, p. 15). 

Traditionally, political office-holding was hereditary and created a citizen-stranger dichotomy in 
Yoruba states before the founding of Abeokuta and Ibadan (Oyerinde 2019, pp. 996-997). As a covenant 
term in Abeokuta and Ibadan, however, merit or “personal achievement rather than ascription became the 
criterion for holding office” (Oguntomisin 1981, p. 224). The basis of personal achievement included warfare 
performance and impartial judgment. This covenant tradition not only prevented the concentration of lead-
ership prerogatives in the hands of few individuals or groups but also promoted individual liberty by giv-
ing diverse individuals an equal chance to compete for leadership positions in local [compound and town-
ship], provincial [quarter or provincial], and central governments (Awe 1973, p. 66; Imoagene 1976, p. 14). 
In the final analysis, “the Yoruba idea of hereditary office had little meaning” (Oguntomisin 1981, p. 231). 
Although there were times when individuals competed for vacant positions that had once been held by their 
relatives, citizens vied freely for vacant positions outside their local and provincial governments, thereby al-
lowing more freedom for diverse individuals and cementing political integration across the constituent lo-
calities and provinces (Biobaku 1991, T. Falola 1984). 

In attracting more diverse individuals and discouraging separatism, the tradition guiding group alle-
giance was voluntarily relaxed in Abeokuta and Ibadan during the nineteenth century. As a result, diverse 
individuals worked together and formed local and provincial governments as autonomous territorial power 
bases, such as compounds and townships [or local governments], quarters and provinces [or provincial gov-
ernments]. It is important to note that the practice of territorial equality initially allowed the preexisting 
groups in Abeokuta—Egba Ake, Egba Oke-Ona, and Egba Gbagura as well as Owu - to each have their re-
spective provinces and thereby find expression both locally and in the federal whole. On the other hand, the 
tradition of territorial neutrality allowed diverse individuals and their diverse interests to be represented in 
proportion to their strength in local governments [or compounds and townships] in Abeokuta and local [or 
compound] and provincial [or quarter] governments in Ibadan. As no groups of individuals were powerful 
enough to exclude others from the constituent territorial power bases as foreigners and as the interests of 
diverse individuals and groups were represented by giving them autonomous territorial power bases, the ar-
eal divisions of power prevented local and provincial governments from being the final authority over indi-
viduals and facilitated political integration across the constituent provinces (Imoagene 1976; Johnson 1921). 
Also, federal [or individual] liberty prevailed for individuals as the covenant-induced flexibility “reduced 
the authority of some fathers over their children’s labor” and “encouraged many ambitious young men to 
‘break away’ from their compounds and stand on their own, in another person’s compounds as sole entre-
preneurs, at a relatively young age, doing whatever job they liked” within their covenantal terms (T. Falola 
1984, pp. 52-53). Overall, the covenanting process yielded a voluntary system of self-rule and shared-rule as 
well as checks and balances in both Yoruba polities; vested sovereignty in the people; and discouraged the 
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sovereignty of the constituent local, provincial, and central governments over the people (Biobaku 1991, T. 
Falola 1984).

Self-Rule and Shared-Rule, Individual Liberty, and Political and Economic Integration

Vincent Ostrom (1991, p. 51) argues that “[t]he autonomy of the open public realm” is critical to grow-
ing self-rule and shared-rule relationships, by which individuals can govern themselves and work with co-
equals to “avoid the perversities whereby some oppress and exploit others”. During the nineteenth century, 
self-rule and shared-rule relationships thrived in Abeokuta and Ibadan. Self-rule was evident in common 
sayings about the sovereignty and liberty of citizens, such as Egba o loba, onikaluku lo nse bi Oba [or indi-
viduals in Abeokuta were their own kings] and onikaluku lo nse ijoba ara re [or individuals in Ibadan gov-
erned themselves] (T. Falola 1984, Johnson 1921). The expressions provided insight into how the local, pro-
vincial, and central governments were responsible to the sovereignty of the people.

Due to the open public realm the key covenant terms created and sustained, diverse individuals in each 
Yoruba polity exercised the federal liberty to create and govern compounds [or local governments] as their 
territorial power bases. Mogaji or Baale [or compound heads] and compound members worked together in 
securing their respective compounds against kidnapping and property theft. As compound members acted 
together through voluntary will, they saw themselves as belonging to an integrated sociopolitical unit. The 
feelings of political integration were so strong that diverse individuals freely lent and borrowed each other’s 
household utensils in an atmosphere of peaceful coexistence (Fadipe 1970). 

The multiplicity of autonomous governing units and professional associations in different size catego-
ries not only avoided hierarchical centralization of power but also provided the opportunity to size govern-
ing units to functions. There were economic and security challenges whose scale of effect went beyond the 
jurisdictional boundaries of individual compounds and whose costs and benefits could not be completely 
contained within the compound. In matching those externalities to governing units as individuals adjusted 
to their changing governance circumstances through respectful contestation, compound members freely 
worked together in creating more territorial power bases for coordination, such as townships in Abeokuta 
[or local governments], quarters in Ibadan and provinces in Abeokuta [or provincial governments], and 
central councils of chiefs [or the central government]. The governments processed the diverse interests of 
their respective constituent units, while citizens openly competed freely for political office in the govern-
ments (Biobaku 1952, p. 38; Pallinder-Law 1974, pp. 66-67). 

In Abeokuta, for example, there were four provinces, which included Egba Ake, Egba Oke-Ona, and 
Egba Gbagura as well as Owu. Before their settlement in Abeokuta, each province was a group of townships: 
forty-four (44) townships in Egba Ake, eleven (11) in Egba Oke-Ona, nineteen (19) in Egba Gbagura, and 
five (5) in Owu (Ajisafe 1998). The first three provinces, as well as their respective compounds and town-
ships, had been formed in Egba forest before the Egba people fled from oppression to settle in Abeokuta 
in 1830. The flexible governing institutions of the Egba people attracted the Owu people, who were fleeing 
their collapsed state (Johnson 1921). 

Furthermore, for individual freedom to thrive as well as to avoid concentration of power in one gov-
ernment branch and promote political and economic integration, governance in Abeokuta was based on 
the functional division of labor among four separate but interdependent branches in the constituent town-
ships and provinces as well as at the central government. The four governmental branches included Ogboni 
[judges and lawmakers], Oloroogun [war chiefs], Parakoyi [trade chiefs], and Ode [police chiefs] (Biobaku 
1991). They each met every 17 days and represented the diverse interests of individuals including warriors, 
police officers or hunters, traders, blacksmiths, and other craftspeople. As a covenant term, freed slaves and 
freeborn individuals exercised the liberty to compete for offices in each branch (Folarin 1934), except that 
age differentiation characterized the process of competition. For example, elderly citizens typically were 
Ogboni chiefs “who could be relied upon to place duty before sentiment and maintain secrecy [or confi-
dential information]” (Biobaku 1952, p. 38). Oloroogun and Parakoyi chiefs consisted of middle-aged citi-
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zens. Young citizens were Ode chiefs. In consequence, a citizen could be first an Ode [police] chief, then a 
Parakoyi [trade] or Oloroogun [military] chief, and later an Ogboni [judicial] chief. 

For fairness to prevail, positions in each governmental branch were zoned among the constituent ter-
ritorial power bases of each governmental jurisdiction. Based on prevailing records, citizens in Abeokuta 
sometimes suspended or recalled their irresponsible representatives [chiefs] from the four branches, which 
ensured and sustained the sovereignty of the people over the actions of their governments. When chiefs fell 
short of the expectations of their citizens, the citizens, as a practice, sometimes demanded the recall of the 
irresponsible chiefs from the meetings of the affected branches. The recall remained in force until the con-
cerned chiefs reconciled with their citizens or new chiefs were selected through open competition (Tejuoso 
1991, pp. 139-140; Yemitan 1998, pp. 48-51).

As expected, the four branches of government performed different, albeit sometimes overlapping, du-
ties. Specific duties Ogboni chiefs performed included interpretation and making of rules as well as adju-
dication of disputes in their respective governmental jurisdictions. Since Ogboni chiefs handled disputes 
that affected different occupations—including policing, warfare, trade, farming, and other occupations—
heads of the other three governmental branches [Oloroogun, Parakoyi, and Ode] in each jurisdiction were 
members of the Ogboni court in that jurisdiction. This interjurisdictional cooperation demonstrates how 
governance functions overlap in a system of polycentric interstate federalism. However, the Ogboni court 
could not be initially established as part of the central government. The challenge could hardly be discon-
nected from the internecine wars ravaging Yorubaland, which, largely, shifted the interest of the citizens of 
Abeokuta toward defense against external attacks and the protection of external trade routes (Pallinder-
Law 1974). As records have confirmed, however, the Ogboni court was later established at the center, with 
such positions as Oluwo, Lukosin, Odofin, and Ekerin zoned to Egba Ake province, Egba Oke-Ona prov-
ince, Egba Gbagura province, and Owu province, respectively (Ajisafe 1998).

Also, during the nineteenth century in Abeokuta, Parakoyi chiefs in the central government oversaw 
economic exchange relationships between Abeokuta and other Yoruba and non-Yoruba states, while local 
[or township] and provincial Parakoyi chiefs coordinated economic exchange relationships within their re-
spective jurisdictions. In the process, Parakoyi chiefs regularly met in Ile-Aje [or merchants’ court], where 
they processed conflicts among traders and made rules that ensured just prices. For a common market for 
the whole Abeokuta, Parakoyi chiefs created and protected common standards of workmanship and trade 
(Ajisafe 1998). 

Generally, Oloroogun [military] chiefs were able-bodied males responsible for military service. Local 
and provincial Oloroogun chiefs provided military service in defense of their respective jurisdictions. 
Central Oloroogun chiefs took responsibility for defense against external aggression and the protection of 
trade routes between Abeokuta and other Yoruba and non-Yoruba states. As a practice, central Ode [police] 
chiefs, in the context of qualified decentralization, worked with the central Oloroogun in securing external 
trade routes, without the latter taking away the decision-making power of the former. On their own, local 
and provincial Ode chiefs maintained internal security and developed policing tactics in reining on theft 
and kidnapping within their respective jurisdictions. Also, Ode chiefs mobilized human and non-human 
resources with which they constructed and maintained roads (Folarin 1934; Sotunde 2002). 

The areal division of judicial, military, trade, and police powers not only prevented intra- and inter-pro-
vincial violence but also facilitated qualified decentralization in Abeokuta in an environment of non-cen-
tralization. For example, the existence of multiple local and provincial military units successfully disincen-
tivized the constituent townships and provinces from seeking to dominate one another, thereby avoiding 
interlocal and interprovincial violence as well as separatism. In addition, individuals competed for political 
office in the judicial, military, trade, and police branches outside their territorial power bases. The shifting 
alliances that characterized political competition prevented localities and provinces from colluding with 
one another and dominating other localities and provinces. In addition, it was very clear to the central gov-
ernment that, without the support and cooperation of local and provincial governments, it would be diffi-
cult for central Oloroogun [military] chiefs to perform their duties. To this end, central Oloroogun chiefs 
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decentralized military enlistment to local and provincial Oloroogun chiefs who in turn recruited able-bod-
ied males for military service for the central government. In the process, central Parakoyi chiefs worked 
with their local and provincial counterparts and supplied food and ammunition to central Oloroogun 
chiefs. As evidence of political and economic integration, local, provincial, and central Ode chiefs volun-
tarily worked together in recruiting young individuals who served as war boys or scouts and reconnoitered 
external enemies’ positions as well as gave surveillance reports to local, provincial, and central Oloroogun 
chiefs, who utilized the information in planning military tactics in defending Abeokuta and its external 
trade routes. Indeed, qualified decentralization spontaneously animated cooperative intergovernmental re-
lations without a government or a governmental branch taking away the decision-making powers of other 
governments or governmental branches (Biobaku 1952). 

As diverse individuals engaged in shared-rule and respectful contestation in a changing environment 
of competition and collaboration, each government “administered its own justice and guarded its own in-
terest” without fear of retribution from higher authority (Oguntomisin 1981, p. 229). Consequently, mutual 
trust resulted and encouraged peaceful coexistence among diverse individuals (Biobaku 1991, p. 37). The 
practice of non-centralization of power in Abeokuta, as confirmed by prevailing records, “accords with the 
traditional Egba abhorrence of the concentration of all power in one pair of hands” (Biobaku 1952, p. 39). 
As a result, immigrants, who moved to Abeokuta in 1843, felt “well treated at Abeokuta”, “they practiced 
their trades and calling”, and “many engaged in agriculture, cultivating maize, yams, and cotton” (Biobaku 
1991, p. 28). By 1848, the peaceful atmosphere also attracted more Nigerian and European traders and 
teachers who taught “agriculture and the mechanical arts” to the citizens of Abeokuta (Biobaku 1991, p. 35).

Similarly, non-centralization and areal division of power also reinforced each other in Ibadan and fos-
tered individual liberty and political and economic integration as well as avoided interprovincial conflict 
and separatism. Compound members in Ibadan freely worked together in creating independent quarters 
[or provincial governments] within which the constituent compounds [or local governments] were nested. 
Babaogun [or military chief] led each quarter, which consisted of warriors, police officers, blacksmiths, 
farmers, traders, and other artisans. As compound members managed the internal affairs of their territo-
rial bases in an environment of respectful contestation, they shared the day-to-day running of their quarter 
[or provincial] affairs without confining power to a few select interests. As an expression of the liberty of 
citizens and respectful contestation, dissatisfied compound members freely formed new quarters or joined 
existing quarters whenever their Babaogun became wicked, miserly, and/or unpopular among other mili-
tary chiefs. All of this was facilitated by the belief about liberty that Ibadan o ki se ile enikan [or Ibadan is no 
man’s ancestral home] and Ibadan kii gba onile bi ajeji [or Ibadan never blesses the natives as much as the 
strangers], which discouraged separatism. The existence of many compounds and quarters as autonomous 
territorial power bases—as well as the ability of immigrants and natives to prove military worth equally 
within compounds and quarters and the freedom of immigrants and natives to form compounds and quar-
ters—promoted non-centralization and political integration in Ibadan as well as protected individual lib-
erty (T. Falola 1984, Watson 1999).

As expected, the constituent local and provincial governments individually lacked the capacities for 
the planning and coordination of matters of general importance to the whole of Ibadan. In response to the 
public affairs challenges, a council of military and civil chiefs was established as the central government by 
mutual agreement. The council exercised decision-making power over the defense of Ibadan against ex-
ternal aggression as well as over the creation and security of trade routes to other Yoruba and non-Yoruba 
states. Also, the central government coordinated internal exchange relationships for economic integration 
across the constituent localities [or compounds] and provinces [or quarters]. The council was composed of 
two male lines, one civil and the other military, as well as one female line. Selection onto the Ibadan coun-
cil of chiefs was not hereditary but rested on a promotion basis. Whenever a chief died or was dismissed or 
recalled for irresponsibility or declining ability, the chief below moved up by one step in each of the three 
lines. Success in warfare and other professional enterprises served as the basis for competition for the low-
est position in each of the three lines. To prevent hierarchical centralization of power or central government 
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sovereignty, the council, as a rule, usually did not interfere with the internal affairs of the constituent local 
and provincial governments (T. Falola 1984).

As localities and provinces competed in attracting residents, cooperative intergovernmental relations 
characterized the interactions between the central, provincial, and local governments in Ibadan and rein-
forced political and economic integration. As an acceptable tradition, the council of chiefs utilized qualified 
decentralization by which they devolved (i) defense responsibilities to local and provincial governments and 
(ii) exchange relationships to professional guilds. In addition, the council mobilized warriors from com-
pounds and quarters for the internal and external defense of Ibadan. The sense of political integration in 
Ibadan was so strong that the efforts of the central government were complemented with support from 
trade guilds as well as local and provincial governments. Trade guilds supplied weapons, food, security ser-
vices, and revenue, which enhanced defense and security capabilities. Trade guilds also attended meetings 
of the council [or the central government] and worked with the council in ensuring “that ammunition as 
well as food supplies were available” for the defense of Ibadan against external aggression (Awe 1973, p. 74). 
In the final analysis, qualified decentralization led neither to the usurpation of the decision-making pow-
ers of trade guilds as well as those of local and provincial governments nor to the loss of the policymaking 
power of the central government over matters of general importance (T. Falola 1984). 

Meanwhile, in coordinating the exchange relationships for a common market, the council partnered 
with trade guilds and integrated economic relationships across provincial borders via a well-organized 
trading network. Indeed, through the trading network, trade guilds organized storage facilities for goods 
coming to Ibadan from outside as well as provided storage facilities for visiting traders. Trade guilds also 
determined the prices of commodities and prevented dishonest practices (Awe 1973, p. 73). Hunters [or po-
lice officers] from the constituent local and provincial governments policed trade routes to other Yoruba 
states [such as Lagos, Ijebu, Abeokuta, Eruwa, and Badagry] and non-Yoruba states [including the Nupe 
area in northern Nigeria and Port Novo in the West African nation of Benin Republic]. Overall, exchange 
relationships were well managed that the citizens of Ibadan developed a complexity of markets held at ei-
ther four- or eight-day intervals, including Oja Igbo [or a market in the bush] and Elekuro [or a place of 
palm kernels] (Awe 1973). 

The complementary efforts so facilitated the exchange sector in the nineteenth century that Ibadan citi-
zens could freely go to other Yoruba and non-Yoruba states to trade. People from other states also came to 
Ibadan in pursuit of diverse economic interests. In the process, Ibadan never became a centralized political 
order where government dominated the people (Watson 1999, p. 18). As was the case in Abeokuta, Ibadan, 
instead, spontaneously developed into a complex polycentric system of many independent but limited ter-
ritorial power bases facilitating mutual trust and political and economic integration as diverse individuals 
freely pursued their respective interests and took one another into consideration. The resultant peaceful 
co-existence provided a common market where, according to T. Falola (1984, p. 34), numerous farmers in 
Ibadan “operated far above the subsistence level; its military rulers provided the necessary peace and con-
trol over the economy; and its exchange sector allowed for the distribution of surplus local items and im-
ports.”

Checks and Balances and Individual Liberty

Limited government also contributed to the outstanding outcomes in Abeokuta and Ibadan, especial-
ly the avoidance of provincial-central government sovereignty. For limited government to survive, James 
Madison, in Federalist Papers 51, opined that “a dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control 
on the government” as well as “the necessity of auxiliary precautions” as a system of checks and balances 
that citizens can utilize to subject leaders to effective limits (Madison 1982). Citizen voice and freedom of 
choice played an important role in checking the excesses of chiefs [or political officeholders] in Abeokuta 
and Ibadan, which, as a rule, made the local, provincial, and central governments responsible to the sover-
eignty of the people. As a rule of mutual agreement, chiefs in Abeokuta and Ibadan exercised limited power. 
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In Ibadan, as was the case in Abeokuta, for example, the success of a chief “was measured by the number 
of people [or constituents] he had supporting him” (Watson 1999, p. 15). Furthermore, chiefs in the con-
stituent territorial power bases in both Yoruba states received gifts from their constituents in recognition of 
their performance. Chiefs, however, lost the honor when they persistently failed to meet the expectations of 
their constituents. In some instances, chiefs were dismissed from office due to irresponsibility, unpopular-
ity, and/or declining ability. 

As the prevailing records have demonstrated, poor performance by chiefs sometimes induced their re-
spective constituents to exercise the liberty to compare them with their predecessors and colleagues in other 
territorial power bases, usually to their disadvantage. Unpopular chiefs were removed from office when they 
did not heed warnings from their constituents. The ease with which dismissal or recall from political offices 
was carried out benefited from the non-hereditary nature of leadership positions in Abeokuta and Ibadan. 
Also, dissatisfied citizens sometimes exercised the liberty to move either to better territorial power bases or 
to form new ones as a statement against their unpopular chiefs. To avoid the dissolution of their governing 
units, chiefs usually attempted to establish and maintain good relations and ensured that their constituents 
had access to impartial conflict resolution and attractive livelihoods (Ajisafe 1998, T. Falola 1984).

 Generally, despotism was discouraged in favor of individual liberty in Abeokuta and Ibadan, respec-
tively, in that “decisions on vital issues were reached either in the council of chiefs or at public meetings” 
(Oguntomisin 1981, p. 232). Additionally, despotic tendencies were greatly minimized by the presence of 
many autonomous territorial power bases, which exercised specific irrevocable powers and whose citizens 
freely subjected their chiefs to limits in those jurisdictions. The checks and balances, in place in Abeokuta 
and Ibadan, encouraged their respective chiefs to do their jobs, which, also, strengthened mutual trust be-
tween chiefs and their citizens as well as reinforced peaceful interactions in Abeokuta and Ibadan during 
the nineteenth century (Oguntomisin 1981). In the final analysis, the freedom guaranteed by the prevalence 
of interstate federalism in the two Yoruba successfully attracted more people from other Yoruba states as 
well as from Europe and from within Nigeria (Imoagene 1976). 

LESSONS FOR THE LIBERAL WORLD ORDER

This article has shown how Abeokuta and Ibadan, unlike Ethiopia and Nigeria, have utilized the polycen-
tric values of interstate federalism to avoid provincial-central government sovereignty and separatism/na-
tionalism as well as to ensure individual liberty, promote political and economic integration, and attract 
more people. The success stories of the two Yoruba polities offer important lessons for using polycentric 
interstate federalism to grow an international order of law that can unite all societies as equals. First, the 
constitution of a global federation must focus on individual liberty and support government by agreement 
as well as make it possible for individuals to serve as a check on the constituent governments. Unlike in the 
consciously planned Ethiopian and Nigerian federations [or taxis], the federal practice of mutual agreement 
was responsible for the avoidance of provincial-central government sovereignty in Abeokuta and Ibadan, 
where diverse individuals not only discarded the sovereignty of the local, provincial, and central govern-
ments but also freely covenanted or mutually agreed to a common political-economic union of self-rule and 
shared-rule relationships.

A future international federal order also stands to benefit from the polycentric values of non-central-
ization of power, areal division of power, and qualified decentralization. These federal values discouraged 
the sovereignty of local, provincial, and central governments in the two Yoruba polities and accommodated 
diverse groups of individuals by giving them territorial power bases. In the process, political and economic 
integration was ultimately promoted across the constituent localities and provinces in the two Yoruba spon-
taneous political systems. Specifically, the value of areal divisions ensured that no territorial power bases 
or groups in Abeokuta and Ibadan were too powerful enough to dominate others, thereby tempering the 
separatist or nationalistic ember of intra- and interprovincial violence, unlike the Ethiopian and Nigerian 
federations where national-state sovereignty has triggered mutually destructive ethnic framing of citizen-
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ship, politics, and identity, which has, in turn, repressed the liberty of minorities and provoked catastrophic 
interstate tensions. 

In addition, both Yoruba polities demonstrated the importance of qualified decentralization for the 
avoidance of national sovereignty. For example, the central government in each Yoruba polity decentralized 
responsibilities within its sphere to local and provincial governments, but without taking away the deci-
sion-making powers of local and provincial governments, thereby reinforcing political integration and dis-
couraging hierarchical centralization of power. Indeed, the poorly understood intergovernmental relations 
put to work the qualified decentralization guaranteed by their respective covenanting terms. This pattern of 
intergovernmental relations, however, contrasts sharply with the centralized state’s unqualified decentral-
ization that has led to both recentralization of power and subordination of local and state governments in 
the Ethiopian and Nigerian federations. 

Another important lesson for a future international federal order turns upon the role of open political 
competition and representative recall in strengthening and sustaining individual liberty and the sovereign-
ty of the people. Although provinces were not equally represented in the central government in Abeokuta 
and Ibadan, citizens, however, freely utilized open competition to select political officeholders to local, pro-
vincial, and central governments. The selection process enhanced individual liberty by giving citizens equal 
chances of vying for political office within and without their territorial power bases, unlike in Nigeria and 
Ethiopia where individuals cannot vie for political office outside their ancestral home states and localities. 
Also, political officeholders were subject to recall in Abeokuta and Ibadan, which, in practice, citizens uti-
lized to remove political officeholders for poor performance or misconduct. In the process, the recall pro-
cedure protected individual liberty, while, also, serving as a check on political officeholders in the local, 
provincial, and central governments in both Yoruba polities. The recall mechanism contrasts quite sharply 
with the situation in the United States, where the constitution does not provide for the direct recall by citi-
zens of presidents and congressional members to curb the excesses of national political officeholders. The 
terms of political office-holding ensured individual liberty and promoted political integration as well as af-
firmed the sovereignty of citizens, who, as de Alexis Tocqueville (1966) has observed about self-governing 
polities, were the only source of authority over local, provincial, and central governments in Abeokuta and 
Ibadan. 

In consistence with the potential of interstate federalism for democratic governance (Christensen 2021), 
non-centralization and common economic standards are fundamental in abrogating or avoiding national-
state sovereignty and ensuring free flows of people and goods. As evidenced in Abeokuta and Ibadan, non-
centralization advanced individual liberty and discouraged separatism in Abeokuta and Ibadan as “deci-
sions on vital issues were reached either in the council of chiefs or at public meetings” (Oguntomisin 1981, 
p. 232). Also, natives and immigrants, warriors [or solders], police officers [or hunters], farmers, black-
smiths, traders, and other craftspeople exercised power within their respective territorial power bases with-
out the fear of retaliation from higher authority. In addition, a common market evolved in each Yoruba fed-
eration and operated on common standards of exchange relationships. As a result, Yoruba and non-Yoruba 
immigrants, who moved to both pre-colonial federations, freely participated in the exchange sector. The 
way political integration proceeded with economic integration in both federations supports the idea of a 
liberal economic regime as a necessary condition for interstate federalism (Christensen 2021). 
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Abstract: This paper evaluates the prospects of a republican 
alternative to national liberalism. It draws on Max Weber 
to provide an account of how national liberalism is meant 
to work. It examines some of the tensions that emerge from 
this account, and some of the ways liberals and nationalists 
have tried to deal with these tensions. Ultimately, I argue 
that both liberalism and nationalism have struggled to go it 
alone, but both also struggle to go on together. I suggest that 
the republican alternative is potentially promising, but still 
faces stiff competition from nationalism. To beat national-
ism, the republicans will need to offer citizens a more com-
pelling relationship with the state than the nationalists of-
fer. This will require a substantial expansion of citizenship 
rights. Because republicans reject the thick, cathartic, inti-
mate relationship nationalism offers, they must provide a set 
of rights that citizens consider even more valuable, binding 
them in a thin way to the republican constitution.

This special issue is interested in whether libertarianism and 
classical liberalism can be productively paired with inter-
state federalism to overcome the limitations that state sov-
ereignty imposes on them. To answer that question, we must 
first ask whether it is possible to separate the liberal proj-
ect from the project of the nation-state. In this paper, I’ll ar-
gue that liberalism and nationalism have become intimately 
bound up with one another. Each depends on the other, and 
both chafe at the limitations this imposes. These limitations 
largely take the form of state capacity problems. The nation-
alists are unable to achieve the kind of internal social unity 
they desire because of liberalism, and the liberals are unable 
to build the kind of global capitalism they want because of 
nationalism. In recent years, the two projects have tried to 
go their separate ways. But because they are fundamentally 
codependent, this separation is extraordinarily fraught. On 
its own, nationalism pursues a level of social unity that is 
fundamentally unsustainable. This results in the prolifera-
tion of an ever-larger array of group identities, each of which 
demands a level of political representation that it cannot en-
joy consistently alongside the others. Sectarianism and grid-
lock follow. At the same time, liberalism is unable to gen-
erate political legitimacy as a standalone theory. It must be 
partnered with a compelling theory of political community. 

The theory of community offered by nationalists is se-
ductive, because it offers the extraordinarily cathartic jou-
issance of seeing one’s values reflected back at one by the 
state. Liberal anti-nationalists have struggled to build a 
compelling alternative vision of political community. Out of 
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frustration, some liberals even conflate nationalism with statism itself, slipping into an outright rejection of 
states and polities writ large. Neo-republicans attempt to break this pattern, replacing the nation-state with 
a kind of interstate federation. Can it work? The infighting between liberals and nationalists potentially cre-
ates an opening for renewed republicanism. I’ll argue that republican success depends on whether republi-
cans can articulate a conception of citizenship that can offer something more substantive than the cathar-
sis of national identity. I’ll suggest that this might best be achieved through an expansion of the rights of 
American citizenship.

THE NATIONAL LIBERAL FRAMEWORK

The liberal thinker who best expresses how liberalism and nationalism work together is Max Weber. Earlier 
liberals, like Kant or Bentham, straightforwardly connected liberalism to notions of universal reason. Our 
freedom was anchored to “reason” as understood through the categorical imperative or the principle of util-
ity. It was expected that we would use our freedom in a reasonable way, and it was believed that what counts 
as “reasonable” could be readily understood, with adequate public education. In the late 19th century, conti-
nental European liberalism took a Nietzschean turn, rejecting the possibility of consensus on any one value 
schema. This resulted in a liberalism that was more particularist, that was tied to specific nations and their 
individual value sets. In the literature, Weber is widely recognized as both a liberal and nationalist, though 
it is often pointed out that he does not fit neatly in either the “classical liberal” or “social liberal” category 
(Beetham 1989, pp. 311-323, Kim 2007, 2021). Disputes in the political theory literature focus not on wheth-
er Weber was a national liberal, but on whether Weber prioritized one over the other. Did Weber use liber-
alism for the benefit of the German nationalist project, or did he use nationalism to advance a neo-Kantian 
ethics? (Beetham 1989, Warren 1988, pp. 31-50). And what do we make of the break in Weber’s corpus, from 
1898 to 1902? (Ghosh 2016). For my purposes, Weber offers a detailed account of how liberalism and nation-
alism work together, one that helps us think about some of the problems that emerge when we try to take 
them back apart. The same cannot be said for most of the earlier liberals, whose liberalism was transpar-
ently universalist from the get-go.

For Weber, the collapse of the Christian consensus gave rise to a struggle over value. The German state 
was no longer built around Catholicism or Protestantism, but around the management of disagreement. In 
place of one dominant religion, there now arose “many gods and demons.” Weber (1946, pp. 129-156) de-
scribes the situation this way:

… as science does not, who is to answer the question: ‘What shall we do, and, how shall we ar-
range our lives?’ or, in the words used here tonight: ‘Which of the warring gods should we serve? 
Or should we serve perhaps an entirely different god, and who is he?’ then one can say that only a 
prophet or a savior can give the answers. If there is no such man, or if his message is no longer be-
lieved in, then you will certainly not compel him to appear on this earth by having thousands of 
professors, as privileged hirelings of the state, attempt as petty prophets in their lecture-rooms to 
take over his role. All they will accomplish is to show that they are unaware of the decisive state of 
affairs: the prophet for whom so many of our younger generation yearn simply does not exist. But 
this knowledge in its forceful significance has never become vital for them. The inward interest of a 
truly religiously ‘musical’ man can never be served by veiling to him and to others the fundamen-
tal fact that he is destined to live in a godless and prophetless time by giving him the ersatz of arm-
chair prophecy. The integrity of his religious organ, it seems to me, must rebel against this.

For Weber, this situation required a political synthesis of an ethic of conviction with an ethic of respon-
sibility. To have conviction, individuals needed be free to choose their own ends, to choose which gods and 
demons to follow. For Weber a consciously guided life is one in which the soul makes “a series of ultimate 
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decisions” through which it determines “its own fate, i.e., the meaning of its activity and existence” (Weber 
1949, pp. 1-47).

For Weber, the trouble is that because modern people want their convictions to enjoy the kind of rec-
ognition and supremacy that was once enjoyed by Christianity, they cannot be satisfied with the individual 
freedom to choose. Instead, they try to impose their ends on others, abolishing the very freedom that en-
abled them to choose these ends in the first place. Because the religious consensus has collapsed, never to 
return, these efforts to win a transcendent moral victory cannot succeed. All they can do is produce inter-
nal political conflict, ultimately culminating in violence. But the “truly religiously ‘musical’ man” feels that 
to hold back would be a betrayal of his convictions. As Weber (1946, pp. 77-128) relates:

You  may demonstrate to  a  convinced syndicalist,  believing  in  an  ethic of  ultimate ends,  that 
his action will result in increasing the opportunities of reaction, in increasing the oppression of 
his class, and obstructing its ascent—and you will not make the slightest impression upon him. If 
an action  of  good  intent  leads to  bad  results,  then,  in  the actor’s eyes,  not  he  but  the  world,  or 
the stupidity of other men, or God’s will who made them thus, is responsible for the evil.

To counter this, Weber argues that this conviction must be tempered by responsibility, by a willingness 
to prioritize the maintenance of the nation-state when convictions conflict with its maintenance. Weber 
argues that the German people need a particular kind of civic education to become politically “mature.” 
This civic education emphasizes the essential role of the German nation-state in securing freedom. In this 
way, Weber argues that for liberty to be maintained in a society of intense value conflict, all citizens must 
in some way subordinate their convictions to nationalism. He puts this very bluntly (Weber 1994, pp. 1-28):

We economic nationalists measure the classes who lead the nation or aspire to do so with one po-
litical criterion we regard as sovereign. What concerns us is their political maturity, which is to say 
their grasp of the nation’s enduring economic and political power interests and their ability, in any 
given situation, to place these interests above all other considerations.

The nation-state, therefore, protects the freedom of the people not merely by intervening to stop citi-
zens from imposing their values on one another, but also by educating the citizens so that they will have the 
maturity to self-regulate. This means the nation-state is engaged in defending freedom in both positive and 
negative senses (Berlin 1969). It protects citizens from direct attacks on their freedom, but it also cultivates 
in citizens the two ethics of conviction and responsibility. By cultivating conviction, it equips citizens with 
the capacity and willingness to choose values for themselves. By cultivating responsibility, it equips citizens 
with the maturity necessary to subordinate their values to the national project. 

In this way, nationalism is used to sustain the possibility of liberalism. Without nationalism, liberalism 
collapses into civil conflict, as the proponents of different values struggle endlessly for supremacy. Yet at the 
same time, nationalism depends on liberalism for its justification. Weber is a nationalist because national-
ism protects citizens’ abilities to choose further values for themselves that go beyond mere nationalism. So, 
for the national liberal, liberalism relies on nationalism, and nationalism relies on liberalism. The one can-
not subsist in the absence of the other.

A MUTUALLY FRUSTRATING CODEPENDENCY: ON CIVIC EDUCATION

There are, however, several areas in which liberalism and nationalism struggle to fit together. I’ll take a look 
at three trouble spots—civic education, trade, and identity. One of the issues with Weber’s framework is 
that, as he himself acknowledges, it is very difficult to combine conviction and responsibility:
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I am under the impression that in nine out of ten cases I deal with windbags who do not fully real-
ize what they take upon themselves but who intoxicate themselves with romantic sensation (Weber 
1946).

This doesn’t just lead to the person who has conviction without responsibility or responsibility without 
conviction. It also leads to people who have liberalism without nationalism or nationalism without liberal-
ism. The liberal anti-nationalist is bothered by the limits that nationalism places upon autonomous choice. 
The nation-state’s attempts to produce maturity often circumscribe the freedom to choose ends. If our ends 
must be compatible with nationalism and must never be pursued past the point at which they would under-
mine the nation-state, many value sets have to be neutered or toned down. This results in a superficial plu-
ralism, in which the nation-state claims to defend freedom by circumscribing it.

This problem is worsened by the prevalence of illiberal nationalism. Illiberal nationalists don’t take the 
nation-state’s aim to be the protection of autonomy, but the political representation of a specific “people” 
with a discrete cultural, ethnic, religious, or ideological essence. This illiberal nationalism is best expressed 
in the work of Carl Schmitt. For Schmitt, each nation-state represents a people, and the people are defined 
as a group of friends who share a common enemy. He writes (Schmitt 2007, p. 28):

Rationally speaking, it cannot be denied that nations continue to group themselves according to 
the friend and enemy antithesis, that the distinction still remains relevant today, and that this is an 
ever-present possibility for every people existing in the political sphere.

The enemy threatens whatever it is that the friends consider valuable about their way of life, and there 
are no restrictions on what categories the friends can use to distinguish themselves from the enemy:

“Every religious, moral, economic, ethical, or other antithesis transforms into a political one if it is 
sufficiently strong to group human beings effectively according to friend and enemy” (Ibid., p. 37).

When the illiberal nationalist identifies the nation with specific thick criteria, this further circum-
scribes the space for autonomous value selection. If the nation is not merely concerned with defending free-
dom, but with defending a specific national culture with specific characteristics, more and more values can 
be defined as contrary to that culture and therefore incompatible with political maturity. This pushes il-
liberal nationalists to make civic education more dogmatic and rigid. The “freedom” the state purports to 
defend becomes increasingly superficial. From the point of view of the freedom-loving liberal the national 
project becomes self-defeating. Instead of giving citizens the tools to autonomously choose their own values 
in a manner compatible with the maintenance of the state, the illiberal nationalist shoves a specific national 
culture down their throats. 

Liberals understandably recoil from this, and this leads them to reject nationalism and to try to build 
a theory of freedom that depends less heavily on the nation-state curating the discourse through civic edu-
cation. They want the state to defend freedom without acquiring education tools that can potentially be ap-
propriated by illiberal nationalists. But here they reach the limits of the state’s capacity. The civic education 
apparatus is precisely the thing that is necessary to prevent people from becoming illiberal nationalists. To 
abolish it is to allow immaturity to run rampant. This is the dilemma liberal anti-nationalists face. If they 
use civic education to cultivate maturity, they risk the appropriation of the education system by illiberal ac-
tors. If they don’t use civic education to cultivate maturity, the failure to produce maturity allows illiberal 
attitudes to spread. So, if they refuse to wield the state’s institutions to defend liberalism, liberalism will fall. 
If they embrace the state’s institutions, they potentially strengthen them, and this means those institutions 
will be more effective if they are subsequently appropriated by illiberal actors. With no good options, many 
of these liberal anti-nationalists retreat into anarchist fantasies, attempting to hide from the political in the 
private sphere. Their retreat from the political cedes it to others, hastening the demise of the liberty they 
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prize. To preserve freedom, they must make use of the state’s capacities, even though this will often involve 
expanding them. Tyler Cowen has made this point—that defending liberty will tend to grow state capaci-
ties, and therefore initial victories for liberalism often result in future defeats (Cowen 2007). He calls this 
the “paradox of libertarianism.” But it is just as plausibly the paradox of liberalism, as conceived by Weber. 
Liberals who try to avoid the paradox by embracing anarchism hasten liberty’s demise.

The illiberal nationalists also run into trouble. They are trying to have a level of cultural unity that is 
not really possible in the absence of the kind of religious consensus that prevailed—only intermittently—in 
the Middle Ages. The pursuit of this unity in a context in which it is fundamentally unachievable pushes il-
liberal nationalists to go to totalitarian lengths, and even then, they are met with resistance and hostility. 
We can see this in the recent discussion of the 1619 Project and 1776 Project in the United States (New York 
Times Magazine 2019; The President’s Advisory 1776 Commission 2021). Both of these civic education proj-
ects are grounded on the idea that the United States has a particular national essence. The 1619 Project cri-
tiques that essence while the 1776 Project celebrates it, but both projects agree that an essence exists, even 
as they disagree about both its content and the normative value of that content. Neither project proposes 
to offer a liberal national education, in which students are encouraged to develop both conviction and re-
sponsibility. Instead, each tries to shove a dogma down the throats of America’s children. Both approaches 
meet endless resistance, and neither will succeed in establishing any permanent hegemony. The main con-
sequence of the struggle is that the culture war further intensifies. These illiberal nationalists are also facing 
a problem of state capacity—the state lacks the ability to reinstate or replace the Catholic consensus. That 
level of thick unity is no longer obtainable, and attempts to obtain it end in tragedy.

A MUTUALLY FRUSTRATING CODEPENDENCY: TRADE

The second trouble spot is highlighted by Weber’s own critique of global economic integration:

…the expanded economic community is just another form of the struggle of the nations with each 
other, one which has not eased the struggle to defend one’s own culture but made it more difficult, 
because this enlarged economic community summons material interests within the body of the 
nation to ally themselves with it in the fight against the future of the nation (Weber 1994, p. 16).

For Weber, the German bourgeoisie are immature in part because they are unwilling to place national 
economic interests ahead of their own personal interests. Here Weber sharply conflicts with those who sup-
port contemporary global capitalism, and in recent years both liberal nationalists and illiberal nationalists 
have increasingly tried to rollback global economic integration in bid to defend what they take to be nation-
al interests and national cultures.

Ultimately, they haven’t seen much success. Once globalization takes hold, it is enormously difficult 
to reverse. Any rapid cutting of trade links disrupts supply chains, spikes prices, and hurts growth rates. A 
government that tries to reverse all of this all at once will trigger a politically suicidal economic cataclysm. 
The more the liberal commitment to free trade is advanced, the more costly it would be to reinstate a regime 
of protectionism, and the more the hands of the nationalists are tied.

The inability to withdraw successfully from global capitalism forces the nationalists to look even hard-
er for cathartic victories in the cultural realm. The nationalists cannot rapidly end US trade ties to China or 
Mexico. They cannot rapidly end British trade links with the European Union. But they can performatively 
reject the liberal economic order by transgressing against its norms. They can make punching bags out of 
immigrants and foreigners. They can reassert sovereignty in superficially radical ways without disrupting 
the economic system.

Donald Trump was very skilled at appearing like an economic nationalist while acting like a liberal. 
When he abandoned the Trans-Pacific Partnership in favor of a trade war with China, nationalists got very 
excited about bringing manufacturing jobs back home. But manufacturing jobs grew just 3.7% between 
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January 2017 and February 2019, after declining by 30% between April 1998 and January 2017 (Federal 
Reserve Economic Data). The minor gains were nowhere near enough to restore American manufacturing, 
and even these gains were wiped out by the coronavirus recession. As of April 2021, there are fewer manu-
facturing jobs in the United States than there were before Trump took office (Ibid.). As a percentage of GDP, 
manufacturing made no comeback, and the trade deficit with China remains very large (World Bank; US 
Census Bureau). Despite the bluster, the trade war didn’t radically disrupt supply chains or break economic 
ties. At most, it sent signals to businesses that the economic relationship might be unstable going forward.

The coronavirus gave the Trump administration a potential opportunity. It might have used the crisis 
as an excuse to rapidly unwind America’s economic relationship with China. The US economy was con-
tracting quickly anyway, due to lockdown restrictions, and any further economic disruption could have 
been blamed on those lockdowns. But even in this unique situation, the administration was not willing to 
be substantively economically nationalist in a thick, robust sense. It wanted to give the appearance of be-
ing tough on China without taking the economic and political risks of being substantively tough on China.

At the same time, liberal anti-nationalists have been frustrated by nationalist resistance to further glob-
al economic integration. Donald Trump was unable to unravel the US-China trade relationship, but he was 
able to block the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which would have greatly increased US economic ties to many 
other economies in East Asia. Illiberal nationalist governments in Hungary and Poland have been unable to 
undo European economic integration, but they have helped to frustrate efforts to further integrate Europe. 
For many liberals, this is aggravating not just because it frustrates the advance of global markets, but be-
cause it obstructs us from solving a whole host of irreducibly global collective action problems. Different 
liberals highlight different problems. For Cowen, existing nation-states struggle to deal meaningfully with 
climate change, pandemics, intellectual property, and nuclear proliferation, due to lack of state capacity 
(Cowen 2007). For Brandon Christensen, the rise of illiberal nationalism is itself a problem that the nation-
state is unable to solve (Christensen 2021). 

Nationalists won’t relinquish sovereignty to solve these problems, and liberals won’t permit national-
ists to tear apart the global economic system to re-assert their conceptions of sovereignty and the national 
interest. This leaves each in the way of the other. The nationalist has a project that has political appeal in the 
abstract, but would be economically disastrous to enact in practice. The liberals have lots of policy solutions 
for the global problems they recognize, but face steep political obstacles to their enactment.

Historically, national liberals have pursued a compromise position, in which the nation-state pursues 
an international market order. The markets satisfy the liberals, while the international system continues to 
defer to national sovereignty, even when this leaves pressing problems unresolved. Increasingly, this com-
promise is untenable. The problems that systems of sovereignty leave unresolved are too serious and too 
glaring for liberals to leave them be. Globalization has increased enormously over the past 50 years, and lib-
erals believe it must be taken further still. For their part, the nationalists could live with a post-war system 
of tariffs, tight borders, and capital controls, but increasingly they chafe against the erosion of cultural and 
national distinctiveness in the era of globalization. It is hard to find a compromise position that is likely to 
satisfy both sides, and it is also hard to imagine either side surviving politically without the other. The lib-
erals struggle to win elections without the nationalists, and the nationalists struggle to run the economy 
without the liberals.

A FRUSTRATING CODEPENDENCY: IDENTITY

The increasing conflict between liberalism and nationalism is not especially new. Liberal political theo-
rists have been trying to deal with the problem since at least the 1990s. John Rawls attempted a reconcilia-
tion, urging liberal states to tolerate “decent” peoples even though these peoples are, by his own definition, 
non-liberal (Rawls 2001). David Miller attempted to formulate a new kind of “liberal nationalism” that rec-
ognizes the validity of national identity and of special obligations to co-nationals (Miller 1997). But these 
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arguments have not been able to defuse the tension. Nationalists view these accounts as insufficiently na-
tionalist, and liberals view them as insufficiently liberal.

The intervention that has perhaps made the most difference is the push to replace the paradigm of 
nations with a paradigm of group identity. We can see this move very clearly in the work of Iris Marion 
Young. Young rejected nationalism as intrinsically oppressive:

The white male bourgeois unity and universality which implicitly defined the idea of the public in 
the nineteenth century reached its most arrogant development in nationalism (Young 2011, p. 138).

As you can see, Young also rejected “bourgeois unity and universality” writ large. This left her in the 
position of wanting a theory that protects distinctiveness and particularity without appealing to a national-
ist frame. So instead, she introduces the “social group” or “group identity”:

A social group is a collective of persons differentiated from at least one other group by cultural 
forms, practices, or way of life. Members of a group have a specific affinity with one another be-
cause of their similar experience or way of life, which prompts them to associate with one another 
more than with those not identified with the group, or in a different way (Ibid., p. 43).

This conception of the social group is, however, not entirely different from Schmitt’s conception of the 
nation. Both Schmitt and Young focus on the sharing of a way of life as the thing that does the uniting. 
But while for Schmitt the nation is represented by a particular nation-state, Young does not give any of her 
groups states their own, instead arguing for a “politics of difference”:

In this vision the good society does not eliminate or transcend group difference. Rather, there is 
equality among socially and culturally differentiated groups, who mutually respect one another 
and affirm one another in their differences (Ibid., p. 163).

From a Weberian perspective, the trouble with this argument is not that it takes difference seriously, 
but that it does not take difference seriously enough. For Weber, intense conflicts over values threaten the 
integrity of the state. Without something that cuts across difference and promotes some level of unity, dif-
ference is liable to tear apart the social order. By attempting to dissolve national identity into many different 
group identities, Young sets these groups up to think of themselves as if they were nations, to want states of 
their very own. Young expressly classifies “cultural imperialism” as a face of oppression:

To experience cultural imperialism means to experience how the dominant meanings of a society 
render the particular of one’s own group invisible at the same time as they stereotype one’s group 
and mark it out as the Other (Ibid., pp. 58-59).

The trouble here is that groups are unlikely to settle for merely feeling visible. For nationalists, a key 
reason for a nation to want a state is to have its values represented in full. When the state reflects our values 
and identity back at us in a thick way, we get a sense of catharsis, a sense that we are represented and seen. A 
big part of the appeal of nationalism is that this recognition is very total. If the citizen identifies in national-
ist terms and the state is communicating in nationalist terms, the state makes the citizen’s values and way of 
life feel real and transcendent. This is what Catholicism did for Catholic subjects during its era of medieval 
hegemony. The medieval Catholic subject sees their religious worldview reflected in the pious Christian 
king who does obeisance to God and the church. Catholic subjects get a sense not merely that their values 
are visible to the state, but that the state has defined itself in their terms. It represents them and their values 
in a thick, totalizing sense.
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A state that is following a politics of difference cannot offer this kind of representation. It is encourag-
ing its citizens to identify with groups, but it is also reluctant to give any of these groups the catharsis of 
thick representation. The groups are set up to want something they cannot have. The frustrations this gen-
erates eventually lead to devolution and separatism. Unable to take a nation-state for themselves, the groups 
seek to carve out semi-autonomous states within the existing nation-states.

This kind of thinking has played out in an especially pernicious way for Native Americans. The United 
States put Native Americans on reservations and created a doctrine of “tribal sovereignty.” It attempts to re-
spect the cultural difference of Native Americans by granting tribes special legal autonomy within the res-
ervations. But this autonomy also enables the American government to divest responsibility for outcomes 
on reservations. The tribes are not truly sovereign in any meaningful sense. The reservations are located on 
land the government deemed particularly low value. Economic opportunities on reservations are extremely 
poor relative to the rest of the country (Kocherlakota 2015). The concept of “tribal sovereignty” is itself de-
fined by the American government, and the American legal system determines how the federal and state 
governments interact with the tribes. In effect, the tribes have been forced into ghettos and then encouraged 
to embrace those ghettos on the grounds that they exercise a fictional sovereignty over them. Their sover-
eignty is a way of papering over their segregation.

How did this happen? The only way that Native Americans could get a level of state recognition that 
would satisfy the group identity pushed upon them was to have some level of political autonomy, and once a 
group has a semblance of political autonomy the state that granted them autonomy no longer feels the same 
level of responsibility for them. By attempting to respect difference and avoid marking social groups out as 
an “other,” we eventually end up granting them a kind of pseudo-autonomy that results in their becoming 
precisely that.

This is precisely the opposite of what advocates of “descriptive representation” envisioned. They argued 
that by ensuring social groups are represented by group members, the quality of representation would im-
prove, and the attachment of the group members to the polity would be enhanced (Mansbridge 1999, pp. 
628-57). But Native Americans living on reservations have a lower standard of living than those living off-
reservation in districts where it is highly unlikely that their representative is a member of their social group. 
The devolution of powers from Westminster to Scotland under Tony Blair did not increase Scottish attach-
ment to the UK. Instead, it increased the strength of Scottish national identity, strengthened the Scottish 
National Party, and led to renewed calls for independence. The proliferation of social group identity in the 
United States will weaken—not strengthen—the connection of these social groups to the American politi-
cal project.

As identity politics works its way through American society, group identity is more and more intensely 
felt by more and more people. Young’s social groups want a level of recognition that is incompatible with 
their rejection of nationalism. They want the kind of catharsis that nationalism offers, but they do not want 
to obtain that catharsis through the nation-state, because they view the nation-state as inherently oppres-
sive. 

This leads to a kind of anti-nationalist nationalism that results in pushes for alternative kinds of small, 
regional or local political units. These regional and local units are meant to provide the full recognition that 
illiberal nationalists seek from the nation-state. But instead, they lead to neglect from the central author-
ity, which divests itself of responsibility for their fate. What’s more, to make these local polities feel real to 
the citizens who inhabit them, the governments that create them must devolve powers to them. As they de-
volve more and more powers to regional and local pseudo-autonomous units, state capacity declines, fur-
ther intensifying collective action problems. The central government weakens itself by giving its powers 
away, while the new local units rarely accumulate enough power to solve problems on their own.

The fragmentation of the population along group lines also makes it more difficult to bring people to-
gether for cooperative purposes. Very quickly, groups begin worrying about whether they are being given 
enough recognition, and public deliberations are repeatedly sidelined by meta-disputes about whether the 
various groups are being respected and treated appropriately. By turning America into a society of groups, 
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this theory effectively turns America into a society of nations who do not recognize themselves as such. 
The country’s political discourse begins to sound more like what you might expect to hear at the United 
Nations, where very often the national delegations spend their time expressing historical grievances and 
seeking recognition instead of trying to solve problems. The decision-making institutions increasingly can-
not take meaningful decisions, because any decision would violate the way of life of some number of these 
groups. The institutions lose political vitality and instead become arenas for quasi-political performance 
art.

Along the way, the groups become much less liberal. Despite their commitment to difference, the de-
mand for visibility causes each group to feel crowded out by the others. Visibility and recognition become 
zero sum, and each group’s effort to be seen becomes threatening to other groups with other value sets. 
Individuals are lost in the shuffle, as the groups attempt to use their members as foot soldiers in value strug-
gles with one another. 

So, while there have been many attempts to reconfigure liberalism’s relationship to nationalism, these 
attempts haven’t overcome the fundamental problems in the relationship. At this point the tensions be-
tween the liberal and nationalist visions are too sharp for straightforward rapprochements of the kind of-
fered by Rawls or Miller. At the same time, attempts to replace national identity with group identity not 
only reproduce many of the same problems, but create new problems by encouraging in the groups an in-
satiable desire to be publicly seen and recognized. Insofar as the groups value different things, these desires 
inevitably conflict with one another. The groups constantly get in each other’s way, building up mutual ani-
mosity, reproducing the problem of sharp value conflict. We end up back where Weber started, with a series 
of conflicting factions unable to fit into a common political framework.

THE NEO-REPUBLICAN ALTERNATIVE

Instead of trying to salvage the liberal national alliance or redescribe it in identitarian terms, we might at-
tach the liberal project to a different kind of political project. This project would need to generate the state 
capacity necessary to solve irreducibly global problems. It would also need to supply a sufficiently strong 
basis for political unity. Neo-republicans have tried to revive the republican tradition as an alternative to 
national liberalism. They argue that freedom is “non-domination.” To be dominated is to be subject to arbi-
trary power, and power is arbitrary when it constitutes “an unchecked capacity for exercise of the will over 
another” (Honohan 2020, pp. 355-370; See also Pettit 1997 and Lovett 2010).

This emphasis on preventing domination through checks resembles the language of Federalist no. 51 
(Madison or Hamilton, 1788):

In a single republic, all the power surrendered by the people, is submitted to the administration 
of a single government; and usurpations are guarded against by a division of the government into 
distinct and separate departments. In the compound republic of America, the power surrendered 
by the people, is first divided between two distinct governments, and then the portion allotted to 
each, subdivided among distinct and separate departments. Hence a double security arises to the 
rights of the people. The different governments will controul each other; at the same time that each 
will be controuled by itself.

In this way the neo-republicans maintain a firm commitment to freedom of a certain kind. Of course, 
the boundaries of non-domination are subject to dispute. Recent scholarship on Karl Marx, for instance, 
increasingly identifies him within the republican tradition, alleging that for Marx the wage labor relation-
ship is objectionable in part because it is form of domination, not merely by the employer but by the system 
of market incentives. Indeed, for Bruno Leipold (2017), this is where Marx’s originality lies:
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Where Marx’s originality lay, was in his analysis of the impersonal domination of markets. He ar-
gued that markets subjected people to arbitrary social forces beyond their control. The worker was 
thus not just personally dominated by the capitalist, but impersonally dominated by the market 
imperatives of capitalism.

What counts as “arbitrary power” on a republican view is therefore open to considerable interpretation. 
It’s a view that is highly compatible with a robust debate over what freedom requires. Christensen also takes 
issue with domination, arguing that within federations the sub-units must have a “healthy fear of being 
dominated” by one another and by external polities (Christensen 2021). I won’t try to settle the debate over 
how best to conceptualize freedom as non-domination here, but I do wish to emphasize that, as in a conven-
tional debate about the meaning of liberty, many positions and interpretations are possible.

Instead, I wish to discuss in greater depth the way neo-republicans attempt to replace the nation-state. 
This replacement must work on two levels. First, the republic must offer citizens a compelling relationship 
to the state, one that can beat out the relationship offered by nationalism. Second, a federal republic revises 
the relationships between states, by replacing international relations with a federal umbrella. The ability of 
a republic to do the second depends heavily on its ability to do the first. It is because citizens see the repub-
lican citizen/state relationship as attractive that they are willing to sign up to a federal structure in the first 
instance.

Christensen’s work pays especially close attention to the second component, to what is needed to suc-
cessfully bring states together under a federal umbrella. He writes:

…some basic similarities are needed in order for federation to effectively take root among poli-
ties: 1) the units federating must have relatively similar institutional capabilities, 2) there must be a 
stronger polity within the realm of the potential republic willing to initiate federal discussions and 
suffer the petty jealousies of the smaller states along the way, and 3) there must be a healthy fear of 
being dominated by both the largest polity within the federation-to-be and by polities outside of 
the potential federative realm (Ibid.).

But while the units federating have all sorts of practical reasons to federate, all sorts of problems that 
require the state capacity that only a federation can provide, they can only federate with the support of their 
citizens. If the citizens harbor national identity, they are likely to resist efforts to federate even when fed-
erating is the rational thing to do from the point of view of solving pressing irreducibly regional or global 
problems. The question that needs answering is why the individual citizens should identify principally as 
citizens of a republic rather than as members of a nation. 

We have described many of the benefits people think they get from national identity. For national lib-
erals like Weber, national identity helps to temper social conflict by giving the citizens something to care 
about above and beyond their differentiated value sets. It’s certainly plausible that commitment to a repub-
lic, to a set of constitutional essentials, could play this same role. Indeed, this is similar to Rawls’ proposal 
that reasonable citizens subordinate their differentiated “comprehensive doctrines” to an “overlapping con-
sensus” on, at minimum, “the principles and rules of a workable political constitution” (Rawls 2005, p. 149).

The trouble is that part of what makes the nation-state perform the role assigned to it by Weber is that 
the nation-state tends to thicken the kind of representation it offers. It promises the catharsis of totalizing 
recognition, and it offers itself as the representative not of a thin consensus on constitutional essentials but 
of a thick way of life. In other words, part of what makes the nation-state plausible as a vehicle for national 
liberalism is its illiberal nationalist formulation. It is the illiberal nationalists who make the idea of the na-
tion-state compelling enough to citizens for it to plausibly play the unifying role to which national liberals 
assign it. The national liberal is therefore always in the awkward position of having to borrow from illiberal 
nationalism. The followers of Weber become too reliant on the followers of Schmitt, and the liberal national 
project therefore becomes dependent on the illiberal forces that seek to subvert it.
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Rawls tried to resolve this problem by extending the overlapping consensus beyond the constitutional 
essentials to include a shared conception of justice (Ibid. pp. 164-168). The Rawlsian notion of justice sits in 
between the thin constitutional consensus and the thick consensus on a way of life. But by Rawls’ own ad-
mission, even this consensus proves unobtainable when there is deep social division:

…if the liberal conceptions correctly framed from fundamental ideas of a democratic public cul-
ture are supported by and encourage deeply conflicting political and economic interests, and if 
there be no way of designing a constitutional regime so as to overcome that, a full overlapping con-
sensus cannot, it seems, be achieved (Ibid., p. 168).

If we take division seriously, it means that attempts to thicken political unity won’t work. The illiberal 
nationalist is promising a kind of deeply satisfying relationship with the state that is not actually possible. 
Even the Rawlsian is promising a consensus that is too thick. For republicanism to prevail, it must somehow 
make a thin consensus on the constitutional essentials more appealing than the fantasy of a thick consen-
sus on a way of life.

Christensen points to the United States as an example of the viability of a republic. But the United 
States was constructed before the era of nationalism properly began. J. G. Fichte’s Addresses to the German 
Nation were not delivered until 1806, during the Jefferson administration (Fichte 2009). Insofar as we wish 
to characterize the work of Abbé Sieyès as proto-nationalist, his argument that France’s third estate con-
stituted a complete nation did not appear until 1789, when the ratification of the US constitution was al-
ready complete (Sieyès 2014). Those who would identify nationalism with the Peace of Westphalia, in 1648, 
have located the origins of the doctrine of state sovereignty rather than nationalism as such. In the 17th 
century, theorists like Hobbes did not frame the state as representing a national people with a particular 
thick cultural essence, but instead pitched it as a rational way of dealing with conflict among enormously 
diverse multitudes (Hobbes 1994). Westphalia was about the maintenance of peace. It was about the rights 
of states, rather than the rights of nations. Real, recognizable modern nationalism emerges with the French 
Revolution, and the French Revolution came after the American.1

This means that after the American founding, the idea of nationalism slowly trickled into the United 
States from across the Atlantic. When it arrived, nationalism competed with American republicanism, and 
the history of this competition does not look great for the republican side. Nationalism is a potent force. It 
tends to dissolve pre-nationalist identity and culture. American civic education is increasingly not framed 
as a device for bringing up the citizens of the republic. Instead, it is pitched as a way of instantiating a thick 
national culture. This national culture is celebrated on the right and condemned on the left, but in both cas-
es the republican understanding has been crowded out by thick narratives that describe the United States 
as essentially devoted to some comprehensive value set from its inception. Both factions want the education 
system to depict the United States in this way, though the left wants to paint American national values as 
fundamentally wicked while the right wants to paint them as laudable.

At present, American republicans find themselves on the defensive. They are fighting to preserve the 
republican tradition within the United States from attacks from both illiberal nationalists and group identi-
tarians. Both of these factions emphasize the cathartic embrace of a thick value set, be it the values of iden-
tity groups or a national culture, at the expense of a thinner, less totalizing identification with the US con-
stitution or with American citizenship.

Can republicans counterattack, and take advantage of the strife between liberalism and nationalism? 
Can they even defend their own position within the United States? The answer to both questions depends, 
on my view, on the ability of republicans to revitalize the concept of “citizenship.” The idea of republican 
citizenship is pivotal, because it contains within it the relationship between the individual and the state. 
The more compelling republican citizenship is, the better republicanism can compete with nationalism.

A nationalist conception of citizenship is compelling because it suggests an intimate, totalizing, ca-
thartic recognition of the individual’s values by the state. What makes a conception of republican citizen-
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ship compelling? The usual way of building a republican conception of citizenship is to give the citizens 
some valuable set of rights. These rights do not provide cathartic recognition, but they empower citizens to 
make meaningful decisions freed from the domination of others. Republican citizenship is compelling be-
cause the set of rights it protects are exceptionally extensive, especially by comparison with those who do 
not possess citizenship status. Existing political science literature argues that rights were critical in moti-
vating the American Revolution (de Figueiredo, Rakove, and Weingast 2006, pp. 384-415; Rakove, Rutten 
and Weingast 1999). The failure of British institutions to meet a credible commitment to protect American 
rights both motivated rebellion and heavily influenced the construction of the constitution. American citi-
zenship was and is viewed as valuable insofar as it entitles people to a more extensive set of rights than they 
can have without it.

While individuals prize the cathartic recognition that nation-states purport to offer, this cathartic rec-
ognition may be less valuable to them than a genuinely expansive set of republican rights. This is suggested 
by the mere fact that during the 20 years after the unification of Germany, more than 2.1 million Germans 
immigrated to the United States (Department of Homeland Security 2020). This amounts to a full 5% of the 
country’s population in 1871. For these Germans, living in a nation-state based explicitly around German 
national identity was less attractive than living in a federal republic where the idea of Germanness had no 
special position. In America, these Germans not only enjoyed a more extensive set of political rights, but 
also had access to markedly higher living standards. German per capita income in 1871 was more than 40% 
smaller than America’s (Bolt and van Zanden 2020).

To maintain America’s status as a federal republic, Americans have to be reunited around the idea that 
they share a compelling political status as American citizens. This means that the best way to fight against 
nationalism is through political campaigns oriented around rights expansion. When Americans are fo-
cused on the rights of American citizenship, we are focused on a status we all share, and to which others po-
tentially aspire. This cuts across cultural differences.

Which rights should be expanded? I’d like to distinguish between two categories of rights—rights that 
concern our ability to contribute political input, and rights that concern our access to economic outputs. 
Both kinds of rights are necessary, in some measure, to protect us from domination. Those without politi-
cal input are straightforwardly dominated by those who have it. Those without enough economic output are 
dominated by their economic needs. Often unmet economic needs obstruct people from contributing po-
litical input, and the input they do contribute is heavily colored by the fact that they have unmet economic 
needs (Hamilton 2003).

Friedrich Hayek himself points out the need to provide a level of economic security if liberty is to be 
maintained:

Some security is essential if freedom is to be preserved, because most men are willing to bear the 
risk which freedom inevitably involves only so long as that risk is not too great (Hayek 2006, p. 
137).

It may be that the only way to save the republican project from illiberal nationalism and group identi-
tarianism is through an expansion of both input and output rights, including economic rights. Too many 
now look at the US constitution as incomplete or out of date. Instead of prizing these rights and their politi-
cal status as American citizens, they indulge in fantasies of total cultural victory. Some of these fantasies 
call for the abolition of the senate itself (Dingell 2018; Geoghegan 2020). Listen to how Thomas Geoghegan 
justifies the dismantling of the federal system:

The very structure of the U.S. Senate makes it difficult for us to know who ‘We the People’ are. If 
North Dakota has the same power as New York to determine the will of the country as a whole, it 
is impossible for the chamber to act on behalf of the population as a whole—the people that we re-
ally are. And it makes it impossible for the country to be free. A country is free only to the extent 
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its government is subject to the will of the people as a whole, and if the country is not free, we are 
not free as individuals, either (Geoghegan 2020).

Geoghegan ignores completely the traditional republican conception of America as a federation of 
states. He takes it as a given that there is a distinct American people with a singular “will” that the govern-
ment can straightforwardly represent. What’s more, Geoghegan goes so far as to deny that freedom is com-
patible with any other political arrangement. This is a nationalist interpretation of what the United States is, 
even though it comes from Geoghegan, a union lawyer and former Democratic candidate who likely does 
not think of himself as a nationalist.

 These kinds of views will continue to proliferate unless the concept of American citizenship is re-
vitalized. Its revitalization requires the emergence of strong majorities in both the House and the Senate 
that are committed to a meaningful, compelling expansion of the rights of American citizenship. The coun-
try badly needs a second bill of rights to refocus the public mind on American citizenship and its value. I 
won’t pretend to be in position to tell you which particular rights should be added or expanded. That is, 
necessarily, a question that should be decided through a robust debate that includes perspectives from all 
our states. But the need for rights expansion is clear. It is necessary not just to defend the existing American 
project from nationalist encroachments, but to take advantage of the global antagonism between liberalism 
and nationalism. Christensen’s goal—to expand the federal union as a vehicle for generating the state ca-
pacity necessary to address global problems—requires a rebirth of American belief in the federal union and 
its value. When the constitution was first instituted, it won over skeptics through the promise of a Bill of 
Rights. If it is to survive, much less thrive anew, rights expansion will be a necessary feature.

NOTES

1  For more on the origins of nationalism, see Ringmar 1998, pp. 534-549. 
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Abstract: This paper outlines two distinct conceptions of 
European integration. One, the EU can be understood as 
a forward-oriented project seeking to dramatically reshape 
political realities in Europe and in the world. Two, it can be 
seen, more modestly, as an effort to structure interactions 
between states and other actors through general rules and 
the creation of formal and informal platforms for intergov-
ernmental cooperation. While both approaches have re-
spectable intellectual pedigrees, the European project has 
been long tilted in the former direction, resulting in fre-
quent cycles of overreach and underdelivery. To get the EU 
out of its present blind alley, the latter approach needs to be 
reinvigorated and translated into a practical agenda for in-
stitutional and policy reform.

Keywords: European integration, liberalism, pluralism, 
subsidiarity

1. INTRODUCTION

The European Union (EU) can be looked at through two 
distinct sets of intellectual lenses. Seen through the first 
one, the EU’s institutional architecture, past evolution, and 
its legitimacy are all derived from the promise of the proj-
ect’s future, ushering in not only a qualitatively new form 
of governance in Europe, overcoming Europe’s atavistic  
divides in favor of the Treaty of Rome’s vision of an ‘ever-
closer union,’ but also serving as a vehicle of universal prog-
ress. The latter set of lenses, in contrast, focuses one’s atten-
tion on the EU’s present as a nexus of institutions, rules, 
and relationships linking together and constraining nation-
al governments, creating a space for economic competition 
and political cooperation. 

Both of these perspectives can be illuminating. Yet, the 
two are in tension. To look at the EU’s present is to be obliv-
ious to the underlying teleology of the European project, 
and to the intentions of its founders and its current movers 
and shakers. Focusing on the EU’s direction, on the other 
hand, makes one interested in where the integration project 
is supposedly headed, at the risk of ignoring the EU’s cur-
rent state. Whatever the EU’s current flaws, they are merely 
temporary obstacles on the road toward fuller integration, 
bringing about greater harmony, peace, and human prog-
ress.

This paper argues that since its inception, the EU’s self-
understanding has been tilted heavily toward the latter, te-
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leological view of European integration. As the legal scholar Joseph Weiler notes, the EU has rarely been 
justified through traditional means of input/output, or process/result legitimacy. The EU’s deficiencies as a 
democratic polity have long been apparent, as has the bloc’s failure to deliver some essential Europe-wide 
public goods. Yet, “the justification for action and its mobilizing force derive […] from the ideal pursued, the 
destiny to be achieved, the promised land waiting at the end of the road” (Weiler 2011, p. 683). Moreover, 
this paper shows, this teleological paradigm, in which the tools at the EU’s disposal have rarely matched 
its stated ambitions, has finally become unsustainable in the crises of the 2010s. Contrary to the view of 
integration as an engine moving forward thanks to bargains struck in crises, the EU’s operation over the 
past decade has become increasingly intergovernmental, ad hoc, and untethered from both the European 
Parliament and, to some extent, the European Commission (Puetter and Fabbrini 2016; Smeets and Zaun 
2021). The initial response to the COVID-19 pandemic, for example, involved unilateral border closures 
contravening the spirit and letter of EU treaties, superseded in the summer of 2020 with bilateral travel cor-
ridors (Opiłowska 2021). Tackling the refugee crisis required a deal struck effectively between Germany’s 
chancellor Angela Merkel and Turkey’s president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (Okyay and Zaragoza-Christiani 
2016; Szabo 2018). Even the Eurozone’s muddling through its debt crisis in the early 2010s was facilitated 
not by some grand Hamiltonian bargain but by the creation of an emergency fund and a system of surveil-
lance outside of the scope of the EU’s treaties (Mody 2018).

For a long time, the EU’s self-understanding as a vehicle of irreversible political integration, associated 
with a sense of historic progress, has long distinguished it from other examples of international economic 
integration and federalism. Unlike in any other international organization, the EU’s governing institutions 
have shaped to mimic the functioning of a federal state, featuring an executive (European Commission), 
a directly elected lower chamber (European Parliament), a Senate-like form of representation for states 
(European Council), and an apex court charged with interpreting and enforcing EU law (European Court 
of Justice). The EU has also its own currency and a central bank, pan-European political parties, and a flag. 
Political leaders such as France’s president Emmanuel Macron make frequent allusions to “European sov-
ereignty.” The term is particularly arresting, as sovereignty has traditionally referred to forms of political 
power that are “indivisible, supreme and absolute”—and not to federal arrangements that involve an asso-
ciation of self-governing political units (Reho 2018).

In important ways, the European project represents a revival of federal systems of governance seen in 
Europe for over a millennium since the collapse of the Roman Empire. The continent’s smorgasbord of fief-
doms, kingdoms, duchies, and city-states was tied through intricate feudal relations and the common bonds 
of Christendom. Arguably, those “somewhat ragged and untidy” (Jones 1987, p. 110) governance structures, 
as the historian Eric Jones characterized them, served Europe well. The shared frameworks enabled goods, 
ideas, and capital to travel relatively freely, while decentralization and competition kept local rulers from 
overreaching and forced them to cater to local needs and preferences. Cities formed leagues, either for de-
fense (Lombard League) or for the advancement of shared economic interests (Hanseatic League). For over 
a millennium, much of Central Europe had been part of the Holy Roman Empire, a loose quasi-federal en-
tity comprising hundreds of state-like units with different degrees of representation in the shared central 
institutions. Europe’s cultural, political and institutional pluralism have been instrumental to the discovery 
and diffusion not only of technological innovations, but also innovations in governance—most prominent-
ly accountability, democracy, rule of law, and limited government (Bergh and Höijer 2008).

However, the main difference between the EU today and those earlier forms of federal, or covenantal, 
governance is the EU’s commitment to a continual deepening of political unity and the shared sense of di-
rection—a feature that instead came to characterize the period of consolidation of nation states in the 19th 
century, together with their efforts at cultural homogenization. In the same vein, there is nothing inevitable 
about the future deepening of other existing projects of economic integration existing around the world, 
such as ASEAN, MERCOSUR or USMCA/NAFTA, or within existing federal and confederal states around 
the world. In fact, with some notable exceptions (Switzerland, United States), a majority of federally admin-
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istered countries are results of a decentralization of previously unitary forms of governance where devolu-
tion of power proved necessary to accommodate local diversity.

The commitment to ‘ever-closer union’ has brought the EU into a blind alley, in which a continuing 
deepening of political integration and a pooling of competencies in Brussels is a political impossibility. The 
most obvious, though unappealing, alternative to the dominant paradigm is a return, advocated by the na-
tionalist right, to a Europe of sovereign nation states. This paper can be seen as part of an effort to move 
the EU beyond this false dichotomy. Without any doubt, a thin federal or quasifederal form of governance 
reflects Europe’s pluralist realities in ways that centralized nation states do not. It also enables it to exploit 
economies of scale through its single market, foster institutional competition and learning, as well as coop-
eration in addressing challenges transcending national borders. For those reasons, the best response to the 
current crisis of the integration project is not its abandonment but rather its reinvigoration, along classical 
federalist lines.

This paper proceeds by exploring the intellectual origins of the notion of the EU as a state in the mak-
ing (Section 2) and of an alternative, more restrained vision that seeks to build common European institu-
tions with the narrow purpose of managing Europe’s underlying diversity (Section 3). Section 4 examines 
the practical ramifications of the EU’s tilt toward a teleological view of itself in the form of various practi-
cal policy decisions that were meant to propel the project forward but have largely failed to do so. Finally, 
Section 5 explores what a rebalancing of the EU toward a more horizontal and thinner polity, better geared 
to accommodate Europe’s diversity, means within the context of existing European treaties.

2. EUROPE AS A PROJECT OF PROGRESS

Many of the intellectual precursors of the European project, starting with the French utopian thinker Henri 
de Saint-Simon saw Europe as a vehicle of historic progress. Saint-Simon articulated the idea in effectively 
messianic, religious terms—as the continent’s chance of redemption from the sins of the past (Swedberg 
1994). For France’s maverick philosopher Alexandre Kojève, in turn, Europe’s integration was a corollary of 
unstoppable historic forces transcending the nation state and leading humankind toward an inclusive glob-
al government—the effective ‘end of history.’ A Marxist and Hegelian thinker, he not only trained a genera-
tion of French thinkers, but also worked in various high-level positions at France’s ministry of the economy, 
participating directly in negotiations leading to the formation of the European Coal and Steel Community 
(ECSC) and later worked to block the UK’s application to join the European Economic Community. “[I]t 
is impossible to jump from the Nation to Humanity without going through Empire” (Kletzer 2006, p. 146), 
Kojève argued, conceptualizing the future European project as a “Latin Empire,” encompassing the cultur-
ally, linguistically and politically likeminded nations of France, Spain, Italy, and Portugal, which would join 
an economic union in order to “create and inspire” a new “specifically political ideology,” which would be 
geared toward securing not so much power or ‘greatness’ but rather autonomy. “A will to autonomy” is not 
necessarily imperialist or militarist, as “‘militarism’ and ‘imperialism’ are outgrowths of a fundamentally 
underdeveloped will to autonomy and do not use truly powerful means of execution.” 

For socialists among the European project’s founding fathers, integration was emphatically not meant 
to restore the decentralized, covenantal political order Europe had experienced in the past. Rather, the 
EU was meant to represent a radical break with everything Europe had seen. As the wartime Ventotene 
Manifesto, co-authored by Altiero Spinelli, who would play a key role in the integration effort well into the 
1980s, put it, “[w]e must know how to discard old burdens, how to be ready for the new world that is com-
ing, that will be so different from what we have imagined. Among the old, the inept must be put aside; and 
among the young, new energies are to be stimulated” (Spinelli and Rossi 1941). Spinelli and his disciples 
stressed the need to immediately create “a secure and strong European power based on a democratic con-
sensus among Europeans” as a vital institutional prerequisite to establishing an ‘effective economic, mili-
tary and diplomatic unit’ in Europe (Spinelli 1985). In fact, the argument went, common European po-
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litical institutions ought to be built before the post-war reconstruction of Europe’s nation states takes place 
(Majone 2013, p. 296). 

The progressive approach to European federalism relied on a unitary view of sovereignty and stressed 
the hierarchical and vertical nature of the relationship between federal power and states. Centralist federal-
ists sought to set up “an efficient centralized government” in much the same way as unifications of Europe’s 
nation-states took place in the 19th century—presumably to be accompanied by similar efforts at cultural 
and social homogenization. 

This intellectual tendency was further bolstered by the technocratic functionalism of Jean Monnet. 
Monnet’s toolbox was different from Spinelli’s, who was transparent about the need to “organize power at 
the European level” (Burgess 1996, p. 4) through discrete political moves. Monnet’s method eschewed di-
rect challenges to national sovereignty in favor of a gradual pooling of competencies, which was supposed 
to open the way to gradual political unification—“the [European] Community is only a step towards orga-
nizational forms of tomorrow” (Monnet 1985, p. 617). Growing economic ties will feed an ongoing cycle 
of political integration, “establishing de facto solidarity, from which a federation would gradually emerge” 
(Burgess 2000, p. 35). The common state would thus emerge out of necessity, not out of a discrete political 
choice. While his strategy was different, Monnet concurred with the progressives on the obvious desirabil-
ity and indeed inevitability of the ultimate goal—of ‘ever-closer union.’ “The realities will themselves allow 
to create a political union,” Monnet wrote in his memoirs. “The idea is clear: Europe will be built by men, at 
the right moment, from the reality that is available to them” (Monnet 1985, p. 506). “Europe is late on a path 
on which it has already embarked deeply” (Ibid., p. 617).

The teleological outlook has made generations of European officials, politicians, and judges more than 
just fair-minded guardians of existing European institutions. It has provided them with an ideological im-
perative to push the project constantly forward, and never look back. The messianic zeal is already apparent 
in the pathos of the 1950 Schuman Declaration, which does far more than just articulate the now-uncontro-
versial idea of pooling of coal and steel production as a precondition for making war between France and 
Germany “not merely unthinkable, but materially impossible.” Echoing Kojève’s universalist understanding 
of its mission, economic union between European states was a first step to a global goal of “raising living 
standards and to promoting peaceful achievements. With increased resources Europe will be able to pursue 
the achievement of one of its essential tasks, namely, the development of the African continent. In this way, 
there will be realized simply and speedily that fusion of interest which is indispensable to the establishment 
of a common economic system; it may be the leaven from which may grow a wider and deeper community 
between countries long opposed to one another by sanguinary divisions” (Schuman 1950). 

3. EUROPE AS A PLURALISM-SUSTAINING ORDER

The notion of the European project as a one-way ticket to a historically unavoidable terminus, a European 
if not a global superstate, has not been shared by every supporter of European integration. Prominent clas-
sical liberals and ordoliberals, as well as many Christian democrats saw Europe’s post-war challenge not 
as a project of self-evidently desirable political unification but rather as a program of restructuring and 
constraining Europe’s nation states to prevent the excesses of their unchecked and destructive behavior 
observed in the first decades of the 20th century. A European federation, a term used by these thinkers in 
its original meaning (the Latin root of the word, foedus, meaning covenant), was to provide a two-prong, 
self-reinforcing solution to Europe’s political instability and resurgence of interventionist and protectionist 
policies that followed the advent of nation states in the 19th century.

Firstly, an international authority ought to enforce a plethora of rules constraining the nation state, 
particularly its economic policies. The Austrian economist and later Nobel Laureate Friedrich August von 
Hayek would delegate to this authority the power to “[prevent] individual states from interfering with eco-
nomic activity in certain ways” without necessarily holding also the “positive power of acting in their stead” 
(Hayek 1948, p. 267). Likewise, the German ‘ordoliberal’ economist Wilhelm Röpke thus rejected the sug-
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gestions that Europe ought to be organized politically by moving sovereign power from the nation states to 
a European federation. Instead, Röpke argued, “the excess of sovereignty should be abolished instead of be-
ing transferred to a higher political and geographical unit” (Majone 2013, p. 298).

Hayek argues that policies of economic protectionism or the extension of special privileges to domes-
tic industries would be impossible in an international setting—precisely because the pluralistic nature of a 
federation would hamper the sense of national solidarity that makes it politically feasible, in a nation-state, 
to urge voters to make: 

[s]acrifices that benefit] compatriots whose position is familiar to them. Will the same motives 
operate in favor of other members of the Union? Is it likely that the French peasant will be will-
ing to pay more for his fertilizer to help the British chemical industry? Will the Swedish workman 
be ready to pay more for his oranges to assist the Californian grower? Or the clerk in the city of 
London be ready to pay more for his shoes or his bicycle to help American or Belgian workmen? 
(Hayek 1948, pp. 262-263).

Secondly, this group of thinkers argued, constraining the nation-state required the devolution of exist-
ing unitary states in Europe. Hayek, for example, saw Nazism not as a one-off aberration. Rather, it was an 
extension of the much earlier project of Germany’s political consolidation and militarization. Accordingly, 
he argued in 1944, “the victors should not regard Bismarck’s creation of a highly centralized Germany as 
an irreversible fact, and that, if Germany is ever to fit as a peaceful member into the European family of 
nations, it will be necessary partly to undo Bismarck’s work and to reconstruct Germany with a decen-
tralized and truly federal structure” (Hayek 1945, p. 12). Such policy of domestic decentralization had to 
“be supplement[ed] by the enforcement of complete free trade, external and internal, for all these German 
states” (Ibid., p. 13).

There is another, distinctly European and Christian, perspective on European federalism, based on 
papal encyclicals and pronouncements starting with the Rerum Novarum (Leo XIII 1891). Although the 
Church did not explicitly discuss federalism in those documents, it espoused a peculiarly organic view of 
society, together with distinct institutional implications (Burgess 2000, p. 11). In addition to Catholic so-
cial teaching, which exercised strong influence on the European vision of the Christian democratic found-
ing fathers, much of the relevant philosophical machinery was provided by the personalist philosophical 
movement (Kinsky 1979). Personalism, which was grounded in the personal nature of God in Christianity 
and the resulting centrality of the individual as the Imago Dei, advocated decentralization. This was due 
to its emphasis on the covenantal nature of human society as based on the “cooperation between indepen-
dent decision-making centers and restructuring of the whole of society, both based on freely entered into 
contracts” (Ibid., p. 152). In contrast, personalism saw the unitary, consolidated nation states of the era as 
Jacobinic, centralist and oppressive. 

Such voices have not been inconsequential.1 Röpke, for example, was a prominent participant in 
German center right debates over domestic economic policy2 as well as over the early direction taken by 
the European project, of which he was highly critical (Gregg 2010, p. 156). Yet, among the founding genera-
tion of the EU’s statesmen on the center right, few sought to create a European superstate. France’s towering 
post-war figure of Charles de Gaulle saw the European project primarily as an extension of France’s stature 
in the world. Christian Democrats among the EU’s founding fathers, such as Italy’s Prime Minister Alcide 
De Gasperi or Germany’s Adenauer, tended to be well-versed in personalist philosophy, (Kaiser 2007) which 
held an organic, covenantal view of society and emphasized the importance of subsidiarity, the principle 
that social and political issues should be dealt with at the most immediate level consistent with their effec-
tive resolution. Ludwig Erhard, Germany’s Ordoliberal chancellor (1963-1966) shared Röpke’s intellectual 
pedigree though the latter’s actual influence on Erhard remains contested (Mierzejewski 2006). The second 
post-war president of Italy, Luigi Einaudi, maintained a distinctly classical liberal view of European integra-
tion as “the opposite of subjugating the various states and the various regions to a single center” (Einaudi 
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1945). Instead, it simply meant “assigning to the federal authority certain economic tasks strictly defined in 
the constitutional document of the federation […] it is necessary to reduce to a minimum absolutely neces-
sary the number of tasks assigned to the federation from the beginning” (Ibid.).

4. HUBRIS AND NEMESIS

The history of the European Union has always involved uneasy compromises between its two basic under-
standings: one, as a forward-oriented vehicle of progress and state-building, and two, as a stable rules-based 
system constraining national governments. 

On the one hand, the integration efforts led to a gradual disappearance of both tariff and non-tariff 
barriers to commerce in the EU, with last tariffs phased out by the end of the 1960s. Classical liberals and 
conservatives were also instrumental in the gradual emergence of the European Commission as a guardian 
of a level playing field. Its role in competition policy dates to the 1950s and grew gradually stronger through 
legal cases such as Dassonville, which curbed the ability of governments to impose arbitrary trading restric-
tions. “All trading rules,” the European Court of Justice decided, “enacted by Member States, which are ca-
pable of hindering, directly or indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade are to be consid-
ered as measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions” (European Court of Justice 1974). 

Later, the Single European Act, a highly complex piece of legislation going far beyond just issues of 
economic integration (e.g. covering questions of voting procedures, the European Commission’s powers in 
areas of environmental, social, and regional policy), entrenched the principle of free movement of goods, 
people, services, and capital (Gillingham 2003, pp. 228-258). Since then, the Commission has successfully 
curbed state aid to national champions, broke up numerous publicly owned monopolies in network indus-
tries, deregulated the airline industry, and dismantled barriers to the integration of financial markets.3 The 
relative rigidity in the enforcement of state aid rules in the past few decades has been a primary ingredi-
ent in the creation of the single market, reflecting a distinctly ‘ordoliberal’ view of the world. With a few 
exceptions, they ban any discretionary intervention from member states that may result in a distortion of 
the commerce between or within the member states themselves. As a result of the EU’s commitment to the 
single market, a number of product and service markets in Europe, most prominently airlines and telecom, 
are more competitive than in the United States (Gutiérrez and Philippon 2019).

The distinctly Christian-democratic idea of subsidiarity, furthermore, has made it into European trea-
ties. Article 5(3) of the Treaty on European Union (Maastricht Treaty) states that: 

[u]nder the principle of subsidiarity, in areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the 
Union shall act only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently 
achieved by the Member States, either at central level or at regional and local level, but can rather, 
by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved at Union level” (Treaty 
on European Union) 

Yet, unlike traditional federations, which feature a clear division of powers, a vast majority of the 
Union’s competencies are exercised jointly by the EU and member states. Subsidiarity is thus a “dynamic 
concept that should be applied in the light of the objectives set out in the Treaty [on European Union]” rath-
er than a directly binding constraint on policymaking (European Council 1992, p. 17).4

Two avenues exist to challenge undesired infringement of subsidiarity and of the related principle of 
proportionality by European institutions. The first is a political one, known as the ‘early warning system’ 
(EWS), consisting of yellow and orange cards issued by national parliaments. A third of all national parlia-
ments can force the European Commission to review the proposal on subsidiarity grounds (‘yellow card’ 
procedure). If more than a half of national parliaments flag the proposal, the Commission has to justify to 
the European Parliament and the European Council why the proposal does not infringe on subsidiarity—
or to withdraw the legislation (‘orange card’ procedure). The second avenue is a legal challenge with the 
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European Court of Justice (ECJ), which can be brought about by member states or by the Committee of the 
Regions. 

In reality, only a small number of subsidiarity-related cases have been brought to the ECJ in over twen-
ty years. While the ECJ used the principle of proportionality to strike down European legislation in Digital 
Rights Ireland (European Court of Justice 2014), it has never struck down European legislation on subsid-
iarity grounds, neither has it cited the Edinburgh Guidelines explicitly. If some boundaries to the EU’s ju-
risdiction were set, as in Keck (European Court of Justice 1993) or in Tobacco Advertising (European Court 
of Justice 2000) they did not provide a binding check on the EU’s powers. In Tobacco Advertising, the Court 
did not base its reasoning on conferral grounds, arguing that the EU’s power to regulate the EU’s internal 
markets, conferred to it by member states, had its limits. Yet, it took only three years since the latter case, 
which struck down EU legislation banning tobacco advertising, to introduce a new, substantively similar, 
directive into EU law (Directive 2003/33/EC). In the Spain v Council case, the ECJ established a purely pro-
cedural yardstick for assessing the EU’s decisions, which simply requires EU institutions to apply “ade-
quate” reasoning and “relevant” evidence in order to justify a piece of legislation (European Court of Justice 
2006). In short, as judicial review principles, subsidiarity and proportionality requirements “have been ren-
dered essentially meaningless platitudes,” as Moens and Trone (2015) conclude.

Similarly, EWS has not placed effective constraints on the EU’s actions. ‘Yellow’ cards have been raised 
by national parliaments only three times, and an ‘orange’ card has never been raised. Only once has a piece 
of legislation been stopped as a result of the ‘yellow’ card—and even then, the withdrawal was not a di-
rect result of the EWS procedure but rather of the understanding that it would not find sufficient support 
in the Council (European Commission 2021). Strikingly, the European Commission’s own Task Force on 
Subsidiarity, Proportionality and Doing Less More Efficiently concluded that the EU adds value in every 
policy area in which it is present—and there are, therefore, no “competencies or policy areas that should be 
re-delegated definitively, in whole or in part, to the Member States” (Reho 2019).

The EU’s institutional set-up and its policies have thus been biased heavily in favor of a teleological 
view of the European project as a state-building exercise. Very early on in its history, the notion of the di-
rect effect of European law and its supremacy over national law was articulated in ECJ’s jurisprudence, most 
prominently in Van Gend & Loos (European Court of Justice 1963) and Costa v. ENEL (European Court 
of Justice 1964). Yet, it has never been quite recognized as such by all member states’ judiciaries, resulting 
in frequent tensions between national and European sources of law—most prominently the Kompetenz-
Kompetenz problem,5 manifested in the decisions of the constitutional courts of Germany and Poland in 
recent years (Federal Constitutional Court of Germany 2020, Constitutional Tribunal of the Republic of 
Poland 2021). 

In the 1970s, the decision was made to hold direct elections to the European Parliament (EP)—previ-
ously known as the European Parliamentary Assembly, which played a largely consultative role. Endowed 
with new powers over the EC’s budget and deliberately organized along ideological, not partisan lines, it 
was seen as a step toward a democratic pan-European legislature, with newly institutionalized European 
political parties, though largely without the normal contestation that occurs in democracies between the 
government and the opposition. However, contrary to the early hopes, the legislature has never taken on 
the role of a normal legislature—in part because the Commission has preserved its monopoly on new leg-
islation—nor has it contributed to the emergence of a pan-European public square, as illustrated by the ex-
tremely low turnouts in European elections.6

It even failed to usher a European superstate, much less an effective blueprint for global governance. 
The notion of the European project as an unbounded forward-looking instrument had consequences. For 
one, it has fueled a gradual expansion of the EU’s reach and powers, much of it taking place away from pub-
lic scrutiny. While at the time of the UK’s accession to the European Communities the ‘acquis communau-
taire’ was merely 2800-pages long, today it encompasses over 90 thousand pages of legislation (Anderson 
2021). Even the Single Market has been used to expand the powers of European institutions—the applica-
tion of the principle of mutual recognition has gone hand in hand with a degree of harmonization of legal 
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rules, and there have been pressures both from big-government member states and from the Commission 
to move in the direction of corporate tax harmonization, labeling low tax regimes in countries such as 
Luxembourg as a form of illegal and unfair state aid.7 However, few examples illustrate the EU’s proclivity 
to overreach as well as the introduction of the common currency and the EU’s post-communist enlarge-
ments which, successful as they were in many respects, also dramatically increased the EU’s internal het-
erogeneity, placing thus the ambition of ‘ever-closer union’ further out of reach. 

4.1 The Euro

Following unsuccessful attempts at establishing a system of fixed exchange rates between European curren-
cies in the 1970s (‘snake in the tunnel’) and the 1980s (European Monetary System), economists across the 
ideological spectrum warned against the commitment made through the Treaty of Maastricht to proceed 
with the introduction of a single European currency.8

Still, the imperative of moving the integration machine forward, illustrated by the official slogan of 
“One Market, One Money,” trumped any evidence that efforts at exchange rate coordination were neither 
stable nor contributed to economic convergence. Whatever benefits to cross-border trade could be gener-
ated by a single currency, the theory of optimum currency areas (Mundell 1961) suggested that the move 
was highly problematic. Introducing a common European currency into vastly different economies, with-
out a much higher degree of labor market integration, price and wage flexibility, and fiscal transfers would 
be a source of macroeconomic instability. Yet, according to the logic of ‘ever-closer union,’ that only meant 
that the introduction of the common currency would create a pressure to complement it with appropriate 
fiscal and structural reforms in order to make it viable. The same optimism led to the admission of poorer 
countries such as Greece into the Eurozone in spite of not meeting the fiscal and financial stability criteria 
for membership (Hanreich 2004). From the perspective of Greek or Spanish governments—and their vot-
ing publics—the common currency meant not only lower inflation but also much lower borrowing costs, a 
feature that eventually turned out to be a double-edged sword (Tkačevs and Vilerts 2019). Meanwhile, to 
placate the Euro’s critics, particularly in Germany, where there was little popular support for abandoning 
the German mark, the architects of the Euro sought to prevent the predictable moral hazard by including 
an explicit no-bailout clause into the Maastricht Treaty (Article 125, Treaty on European Union) and laying 
down explicit criteria for sound administration of public finances at the national level (Article 126, Treaty 
on European Union). The set-up of the European Central Bank, furthermore, emulated the example of the 
Bundesbank by heavily prioritizing price stability over employment and growth, remaining detached from 
politics, and setting up its headquarters in Frankfurt.9 

In reality, the common currency amplified interdependency between European economies and the 
downside risks of financial shocks without creating an institutional framework for managing such risks in 
an effective and democratic way. The fiscal rules created to curb moral hazard in the Eurozone were vague 
and also economically dangerous since they encouraged a pro-cyclical fiscal policy, running larger deficits 
in good economic times and resorting to painful budget consolidations only in recessions—thus amplify-
ing the size of economic downturns (Bilbiie, Monacelli and Perotti 2021).10 And soon after the 2008 crisis 
hit Europe’s shores, the prescience of the common currency’s critics became obvious as the Eurozone spent 
a good part of the past decade mired in a deep economic crisis with no obvious, politically feasible solutions 
(Mody 2018).

The issue was not simply one of economic adjustment in the absence of the exchange rate channel, but 
also one of intensified political conflicts between European nations (Losada 2016). Harvard University’s 
Martin Feldstein warned in 1997 that the Euro, which would lead to “a much more centralized determina-
tion of what are currently nationally determined economic and social policies,” is “often advocated as a way 
to reduce conflict within Europe.” In reality, “it may well have the opposite effect. Uniform monetary policy 
and inflexible exchange rates will create conflicts whenever cyclical conditions differ among the member 
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countries. Imposing a single foreign and military policy on countries with very different national traditions 
and geographic circumstances will exacerbate these economic conflicts” (Feldstein 1997, p. 41). 

4.2 Enlargements

A similar degree of historic optimism was reflected in the decision to proceed with enlargements through 
which the number of the EU’s members more than doubled in less than two decades—from 12 at the begin-
ning of 1994 to 28 in the latter half of 2013. First and foremost, the post-communist enlargements—jointly 
with enlargements of the NATO—were seen by Central and Eastern European governments as a historic 
opportunity to embed their countries in Europe’s community of Western liberal democracies, securing the 
outcome of post-communist transitions and fostering catch-up growth with the West. And from that per-
spective, the enlargements were a resounding success, notwithstanding current concerns about de-democ-
ratization in countries such as Hungary and Poland. 

At the same time, enlargements put a strain on the EU’s institutional architecture. Increasing the num-
ber of entrants meant diluting the power ‘old’ governments held in the Council and making consensual bar-
gains more difficult. Moreover, many of the economic gains from trade associated with membership could 
have been realized through trade agreements or forms of economic integration that would fall short of full 
membership (Schimmelfennig 1999). 

Neither did ‘old’ member states see robust domestic debates about the merits of enlargement, which 
was not an obviously popular political proposition. In 1999, for example, only 42 percent of EU citizens 
were in favor of enlargement, including just 35 percent in Germany and 34 percent in France (Annex 2 to 
European Parliament 1999). In fact, French political elites first actively opposed enlargement, and then sup-
ported it only very reluctantly (Silke 2007). The enlargement agenda had its strongest advocates in Berlin, in 
part because of Germany’s doctrine of the Primat der Aussenpolitik, and on the eve of the first large enlarge-
ment wave only 34 percent of Germans were against enlargement while 46 percent were in favor (Dimitrova 
and Kortenska 2017). The enlargement represented a challenge for the EU in part because there appeared 
to be a tension between admitting new members to the EU (‘widening’) and the ambition of ‘deepening’ it 
through institutional reforms, not least the introduction of a common currency. One prominent response 
to the dilemma was provided by the leader of the CDU/CSU group in the Bundestag, Wolfgang Schäuble 
and its foreign policy spokesman, Karl Lamers. In a joint policy paper, they argued that enlargements were 
in the EU’s and German interests but needed to be handled carefully, relying on long periods of transition 
and ‘variable geometry.’ In fact, the proposal suggested that the new members would not be required to 
adopt the full acquis communautaire upon their accession, and that the EU would effectively become a two-
tier structure featuring a tightly integrated core of its five or six founding members and a looser periphery 
(Tewes 1998).

However, the successive waves of enlargements followed a far more ambitious template, admitting post-
communist countries as full members in 2004, 2007, and 2013. Those have not simply made the EU bigger 
but also dramatically more diverse in terms of its economic performance, quality of institutions, or cultural 
and social attitudes, with implications for its ability to respond to shocks and crises in real time, as illus-
trated by the behavior of some of the ‘new’ member states both during the debt and the refugee crises (Auer 
2019). Yet disagreements were to be expected. At the time of Austria’s, Finland’s and Sweden’s accession in 
1995, for example, average income in the EU’s poorest member state (Greece) was at almost 40 percent of 
the income in the EU’s wealthiest state (Luxembourg). When Bulgaria joined the EU in 2007 as its poor-
est member state, that ratio dropped to 15 percent. Since then, the gap between the wealthiest and poorest 
member state has narrowed only slightly, to 20 percent in 2020 (World Bank 2021). Whether or not the am-
bitious pattern of enlargements was wise and whether or not it can be replicated in the future given the lack 
of appetite for further enlargements in key European capitals such as Paris, it reflected an ideological out-
look that saw the main instrument of the EU’s outside engagement the projection of its model on the rest of 
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the world—a deliberate effort to turn its neighborhood, if not the rest of the world, into a version of Europe 
itself (Nicolaïdis and Howse 2002), 

5. CONCLUSION: BREAKING OUT OF A DEAD END

Following a decade of internal crises and an intellectual exhaustion of the paradigm of ‘ever-closer union’,11 
the EU has reached a dead end. For classical liberals, the good news is that mindless nationalism and nostal-
gia for unfettered national sovereignty peddled by the continent’s far-right populists is not the only alterna-
tive to the status quo.

In addition to classical liberal and personalist forms of federalism, the contemporary spectrum of sober 
thinking about the complexities of Europe’s political organization, “between the extremes of teleological 
Euro-idealism and chauvinist Euroscepticism,” is vast and united, as the British-German sociologist and 
former European Commissioner for Trade, Ralf Dahrendorf, put it, by an understanding of the European 
project as:

an untidy but effective combination of a core of (for the most part single-market related) policy de-
cisions within the framework of the Treaty of Rome, a range of common actions by some though 
not all members of the European Union, a dense network of intergovernmental co-operation, and 
throughout […] the advancement of ‘those habits of permanent, institutionalized co-operation 
and compromise which ensure that conflicts of interest which exist, and will continue to exist, be-
tween the member-states and nations are never resolved by force.’ Some call this ‘flexible integra-
tion; others speak of the values of ‘hybrid institutions,’ one day, this Euro-realist vision may simply 
be called the European model (Dahrendorf 1996, p. 10), 

Examples include the multilevel governance theory of Hooghe and Marks (2001) and constitution-
al pluralism (Bobić 2017). The latter focuses on the implications of a simultaneous existence of a variety 
of actors plausibly claiming constitutional authority, which results in clashes of different sources of law—
European and national ones—which often go unresolved. In the eyes of critics, this is an untenable situa-
tion, which has furthermore facilitated the defiance of EU law by the likes of Hungary and Poland (Kelemen 
2016). However, to claim that one single European court should “enjoy unconditional supremacy” is anti-
thetical to the traditional idea of federalism, where political and judicial power is dispersed, not concentrat-
ed—even at the cost of potential stand-offs between different sources of law. Moreover, national apex courts 
oftentimes disagree with the European Court of Justice in good faith by prioritizing national constitutional 
law over EU law. Rather than railroading national courts, legitimate disagreements must be addressed and 
negotiated through political means if the EU is to exist as a free association of states (Flynn 2021). Similarly, 
political theorists Francis Cheneval (2011) and Kalypso Nicolaïdis (2013) have advanced the idea of the EU 
as a ‘demoicracy’—a polity governed not by the people (as in a unitary democracy) but jointly by a plural-
ity of peoples, each living in a democracy organized at the level of a nation-state. Understood thusly, the EU 
needs to rely much more heavily on coordination between member states rather than on delegation to the 
European institutions. Similarly, the Italian political scientist Giandomenico Majone articulated a disag-
gregated vision of the EU most systematically in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis (Majone 2013). The 
EU, he argues, ought to function primarily as a “club of clubs,” referring to the economic theory of club 
goods, which are non-rivalrous in consumption (like public goods) but excludable (like private goods). If 
collective attempts at providing club goods at the EU level tend to fail, it is preferable to allow for a pluralism 
of such efforts to proliferate, involving different coalitions of EU members and non-members, embedded of 
course within a shared framework of basic rules—particularly those underpinning the single market.

While there are important variations in these conceptions of European integration, they all share an 
understanding of the EU as a pluralistic, rambling assemblage with many moving parts, rather than a neat 
monolith, amenable to simple top-down solutions. Somewhat surprisingly, a more flexible, disaggregated, 
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or horizontal approach to integration can successfully proceed even within the existing institutional frame-
work. In Article 20, the Treaty on European Union allows for ‘enhanced cooperation’ between nine or more 
member states, allowing them to exercise the Union’s non-exclusive competences, which are not being exer-
cised by the EU as a whole. As a result, the path for those who “want more to do more,” as the Commission’s 
White Paper (European Commission 2017) puts it, is open to those member states who decide to pursue it. 
The procedure has already been used by groups of member states a number of times. All countries other than 
Spain have agreed on a European unitary patent and a common patent court, in order to end the practice of 
costly patent litigation in numerous EU countries in parallel. 17 member states have agreed to common rules 
guiding the divorce and separation of international couples. 22 member states have agreed to the creation of 
a European Public Prosecutor Office for cases of suspected fraud against the EU budget. Likewise, there is a 
discussion about a possible financial transaction tax (Tobin tax, whose implementation will likely involve the 
use of enhanced cooperation, as opposed to joint action by the EU as a whole). 

Similarly, in its legal provisions for the EU’s common defense, the Lisbon Treaty envisages that its es-
tablishment will involve only “those Member States whose military capabilities fulfil higher criteria and 
which have made more binding commitments to one another in this area” (Article 42(6), Treaty on European 
Union). That is exactly what has happened with the Permanent Structured Cooperation in the Area of Defence 
and Security (PESCO), in which Denmark has chosen not to participate. Moreover, if PESCO is to become a 
meaningful defense arrangement in the future, it will have to find ways to engage with European countries 
outside of the EU, most notably the United Kingdom. 

The recent past offers many examples of moves toward tighter cooperation that eschewed revisions to 
treaties. Probably the most consequential among those is the governance architecture of the Eurozone, built 
during the crisis years of 2010-2012. Not all EU finance ministers, only those from countries within the 
Eurozone (Eurogroup), have a final say about the fiscal and structural reforms required of member coun-
tries—though common European institutions, most notably the Commission, play a role in monitoring, re-
viewing, and supplying technical expertise. Aid that is made available to countries in financial distress does 
not come from the EU’s common budget—the loans and guarantees are provided by Eurozone member states 
through the European Stability Mechanism (ESM), an entity created by an intergovernmental treaty between 
Eurozone members, outside of the scope of EU law. Moreover, Eurozone members—as well as several member 
states outside of the Eurozone—decided to abide to the so-called Fiscal Compact, an intergovernmental treaty 
tightening the provisions of the Stability and Growth Pact. Again, the arrangement exists outside of the EU’s 
law, is intergovernmental in nature—even if it assigns a significant role of surveillance and monitoring to the 
European Commission. 

Some of these arrangements, particularly in the context of the Eurozone, have been criticized for under-
mining the “prerequisites of the EU as a project oriented towards democratic constitutionalism” (Chiti and 
Teixeira 2013). Yet it is precisely the point of this paper that that particular project has brought the EU to a 
blind alley. Doubling down on the project of creating a European polity existing independently of its constitu-
ent units will not only not work, further overreach and underdelivery will provide ammunition to nationalists 
who are seeking the EU’s demise. Neither does a differentiated approach to integration obviate the need for an 
overarching system of rules, most of those upholding the EU’s four freedoms of movement: of goods, services, 
capital and labor.

The Eurozone’s financial stability, for example, can be further bolstered without completing the elusive 
‘fiscal union,’ by breaking instead the nexus between national banking systems and sovereign borrowing. 
That would be a corollary of single market in banking services, which would allow for a much healthier man-
agement of the risks facing financial institutions and governments, while allowing for an autonomy of mem-
ber states in their conduct of fiscal and economic policies—and indeed also in being or not a part of the 
Eurozone.12 Similarly, the EU’s single market offers tools to align the vastly different priorities of member 
states in the area of energy policy: climate change, far more salient in Western Europe, and energy security 
which continues to pre-occupy policymakers in post-communist Central and Eastern Europe. A more com-
petitive European market in energy not only makes energy policies of individual countries—including con-
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troversial projects such as Nordstream 2—of far less concern to other member states, it is key to the diffu-
sion of energy innovation needed to decarbonize the EU’s energy supply.

Without any doubt, there are complexities and grey areas. Can, for example, the existing diversity of 
national asylum policies and a free movement of people within the EU be reconciled without leading to a 
recurrence of the refugee crisis of 2015? And what implications would a disaggregated approach to inte-
gration have in areas where common action appears necessary for its effectiveness, such as in foreign and 
defense policy? Allowing instead national governments to pursue the ‘art of association’ in the pursuit of 
common goals is no guarantee of outcomes that are in any way optimal. The main assumption undergird-
ing this paper, in contrast to more technocratic discussions of these subjects, is that policymaking in plural-
ist societies is primarily an art featuring political leadership, bargaining and experimentation, rather than 
a technical discipline. 

Utopias of European unity and wishful thinking are no substitute for a political strategy that enables 
one to navigate a divided, quarrelling and pluralistic continent. A differentiated approach to integration of-
fers precisely that: mechanisms of bargaining and ad hoc collaboration between member states, provisional 
solutions, and muddling through. It is not a panacea, nor history’s final station. It is simply a path along 
which groups of EU members and their partners outside of the EU can work around the constraints posed 
by the imperfections of the EU’s institutional design and by the continent’s inherent diversity. And that is 
no small feat.

NOTES

1 For a more detailed discussion of particularly classical liberal voices behind the European project see Rohac and 
Mingardi (2021). 

2 In the 1950s, for example, he was invited by Chancellor Adenauer to assess the effectiveness of economic reforms 
undertaken by then-economy minister Ludwig Erhard. See Spicka (2018, p. 97). 

3 To be sure, the Commission has also played other roles within the EU’s architecture. For a discussion see e.g. 
Wonka (2015). 

4 For an early discussion of the pitfalls of subsidiarity within the context of the EU’s legitimacy, see de Noriega 
(2002). 

5 In a nutshell, the challenge consists of determining whether the ECJ and/or national apex courts have the power 
to define their own jurisdictions – and what happens if those jurisdictions overlap. 

6 The existing system of pan-European political parties has also had unintended consequences, e.g. facilitating de-
democratization in countries such as Hungary. For a discussion of the mechanism, see Kelemen (2020).

7 This argument was largely rejected by European Court of Justice (2021).
8 Compare, e.g., Krugman (1990) and the interview with Milton Friedman by Levy (1992). 
9 On the tension between the eurozone’s founding rules and the discretion and improvisation involved in manag-

ing the crisis post-2008, see Auer (2019).
10 For an early critique of the EU’s fiscal rules, see also Eichengreen, Wyplosz, Bean, and Gerlach (1998).
11 “We should stop talking about the United States of Europe […] because the peoples of Europe do not want them,” 

the European Commission’s former Jean-Claude Juncker said in a speech in October. (Juncker 2016) Likewise, the 
rhetoric of the current president, Ursula von der Leyen, emphasizes ‘unity in diversity,’ as opposed to the notion 
of ‘ever closer-union.’ See Nicolaïdis (2020, p. 1319).

12 See, e.g., Wyplosz (2018). 
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Abstract: A central figure in the classical liberal tradition, 
Friedrich Hayek and his intellectual legacy have rarely fea-
tured in debates surrounding the merits of the European 
Union, despite the free-market cause animating a consid-
erable section of the Eurosceptic political class. To the ex-
tent Hayekian arguments have been deployed to landmark 
events like Brexit, this is typically in opposition to trans-
national political centralization. The potential soundness 
of such arguments notwithstanding, the pendulum often 
swings so far back that classical liberals, quite contrary to 
Hayek’s warnings, find themselves setting up camp with na-
tionalists. In particular, a Hayekian approach—arguably an 
ongoing project—to international relations and European 
integration would take issue with claims that binding law is 
only possible within the confines of a nation-state, ostensi-
bly emanating from a sovereign democratic body politic. A 
key misunderstanding seems to lie in the conflation of inter-
national institutions, such as law, and international organi-
zations proper. Following Hayek, an international political 
community is possible in line with the public acceptance of 
rules, not according to the fiat of hierarchically higher au-
thority. This view also requires the reaffirmation that some 
institutions on the international level are designed while 
others emerge.

UNDERSTANDING HAYEK AS A SCHOLAR 
OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION AND 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Hayek’s political economy and social philosophy can be 
characterized as going through a nascent phase of appli-
cation to the international realm. Contemporary authors 
(Sally 1998, Van de Haar 2009, 2011, Rohac 2016, Pavel 
2015, Slobodian 2018, Coyne 2015, and Staubach 2018) have 
placed often strongly normative assessment of current issues 
in European integration, international law, international 
relations, international political economy, and foreign in-
tervention, within a specifically Hayekian framework. For 
some commentators, at least in 2016, it was logical to imag-
ine Hayek at the ballot box, voting to Leave, and Remain.

The present exploration is empathically not about spec-
ulating whether the current workings of, say, the European 
Union (EU) conform to the expectations or predictions out-
lined in the famous 1939 essay on interstate federalism. Such 
considerations are valuable though somewhat misplaced be-
cause there seems to be greater and untapped potential in 
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the overall coherence of Hayek’s work, especially when it comes to his institutional analysis. This is to say 
that a positive Hayekian take on a topic like the EU should consider both his parsimoniously expressed (and 
evolving!) opinions on all things international as well as his general theory about the origin and character of 
social institutions and the desire to deliberately, consciously, or rationally tinker with them.

Hayek’s basic distinction between institutional evolution & design and spontaneous & made orders can 
be applied to the study of European integration as an ordered process based on law as well as on governmen-
tal organization (expressed in supranational legislation), but which is neither of them fully—an implication 
that should weigh heavily in liberal debates on the EU and Brexit. In the long run, Brexit might easily result 
in more trade liberalization, deregulation, and less government intervention in the UK economy overall, 
on the condition that liberal ideas will prevail in the fight for public opinion. In reality, such development 
is hindered by the countervailing forces that want to reassert national sovereignty and to “democratically” 
manage globalization. While sovereignty concerns are well established as factor of Euroscepticism by Euro-
scholars,1 some commentators of a conservative, libertarian, or classically liberal bent have found in Brexit 
an ultimate proof that political community and binding law are possible only on the level of nation-state de-
mocracy. Such an exclusionary interpretation is suited to a conservative outlook but is utterly incompatible 
with an authentic liberal understanding of the world.

Regrettably, many self-understood classical liberals of today have fallen for the fallacy of legal positiv-
ism and unlimited sovereignty, hoping that the nation-state, freed from supranational organization, will 
deliver (more) liberal results. While this paper is not about the merits of Brexit as a decision, it can shed 
light on where Brexit might lead as a process unless certain fallacious ideas are eschewed. The clues con-
tained in Hayek are enough to warrant such a conclusion, yet these clues are as explicit as they are discrete, 
requiring an exegetic analysis. In this regard, Sally and Van de Haar offer a remarkable model: they are pio-
neers in demonstrating that classical liberalism is also an international project and in characterizing Hayek 
as a scholar of international relations or international political economy. The two authors also share a cer-
tain thread of reasoning that is partly responsible for the market-liberals’ conundrum on international gov-
ernance, described above.

THE EVOLUTION OF HAYEK’S VIEWS ON EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

A common error among scholars who wish to “internationalize” Hayek is to treat his ideas as ready-made. 
In order to construct the The International Hayek, it is also necessary to ask which “national” Hayek should 
serve as the cornerstone. The task is laborious because, as mentioned above, discerning the implications of 
Hayek’s work for a topic like European integration requires not only a thorough bibliographical perusal but 
also a hefty dose of exegesis. The mostly successful endeavors of Slobodian (2018) and Van de Haar (2009) 
attest to that sort of struggle.

A certain distinction, of course, exists between Hayek the economist and Hayek the philosopher, 
though it is not watertight. Scholars of Hayek such as Boettke, Caldwell, and Kolev record Hayek’s shift-
ing interest between and within disciplines, which can legitimately be called phases,2 though certain issues 
stuck with him as a life-long project and attempting to deal with various elements of the same idea brought 
forth matured insights. One of the most fundamental of these ideas can serve as guide to interpreting his 
own thinking, too; namely, that reason is also subject to evolution: the human mind does not stand outside 
of nature and society—it has been evolving alongside them (Hayek 1982). The force of Hayek’s principal ar-
guments in economics and philosophy can be attributed precisely to their evolution—their departure from 
what he would later self-ironically recall as “technical economics” (Hayek 1967). The analysis of general 
equilibrium marks the time when Hayek explicitly started to spell out the problem of agents possessing dis-
persed and concealed knowledge as the better response to the socialist calculation debate in which he par-
took in the 1930s after he had been invited to the London School of Economics by Lionel Robbins.

It was Hayek’s continuation and expansion of his mentor Mises’ argument on the impossibility of ra-
tional economic calculation under socialism that brought him into the unknown territory of seeing prices 
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as conveyors of fractional knowledge and guides to individual action. Crucially, it was Hayek’s rethinking 
of equilibrium economics that led him to realize the epistemological properties of prices, which is also con-
nected to his definition of market competition as a dynamic temporal process in which the facts known 
to individuals should not be treated as a given, but as something that needs to be discovered (Hayek 1948, 
2002 [1968]).3

Caldwell says that the transition in Hayek’s argument against socialism away from technical economics 
amounts to a “transformation” (Caldwell 2004, p. 231). This argument becomes increasingly philosophical, 
especially after WWII. Hayek picks up the task of explaining how socially beneficial institutions develop 
mainly through evolution, not by intelligent design—a fallacy he calls “constructivist rationalism.” In the 
last couple of decades of his life (1970s and 1980s), Hayek crystallizes the two-fold distinction between made 
and spontaneous orders, depending on whether they can be “rationally” designed and consciously steered, 
what kind of rules their functioning is based on, and how individual knowledge is used within them. While 
made orders—typically organizations—rely on commonly known aims, spontaneous orders emerge as the 
unintended consequence of individuals acting in pursuit of their own aims and using their own intimately-
held knowledge. The problem of socialist central planning is, among other things, a knowledge problem.4

Hayek’s own intellectual evolution can be better described as refinement than reversal with the excep-
tion of his views on monetary policy, where Hayek’s preoccupation with government control of currency is 
radicalized with age.

Likewise, there is a trajectory in Hayek’s views on international issues. Thus, Slobodian is only partly 
correct in his conclusion (Slobodian 2018) that Hayek went from being an international federalist to a prin-
cipled opponent of world government. Not, as Slobodian seems to suggest, out of desire to publicly disavow 
some ulterior anti-democratic motives expressed previously5 but because of Hayek’s exposition of the re-
lationship between law, public opinion, and political authority where it is the collective adherence to the 
“rules of just conduct” that gives rise to coercive governance, and not the other way around (Hayek 1982). 
Slobodian is not alone in his assessment—it is a common misconception that Hayek’s support for an inter-
national federation was geographically unbound or that it was mostly of a theoretical nature and that prac-
tically, Hayek “rejected most international organizations” (Van de Haar  2009, p. 122). A more reasonable 
explanation, I believe, proceeds in two steps.

1.  Hayek regarded internationalism (both interstate cooperation and cultural, non-statist cosmopol-
itanism) as a desirable goal throughout his life.

2.  In the later part of his life, Hayek came to regard the liberal-institutional basis for successful co-
operation on the international level as lacking, at least in certain aspects, and was afraid some of 
the proposed internationalist policies would turn out to be counter-productive.

Already in the 1939 essay on interstate federation, Hayek wonders whether the bonds of mutual support 
among members of a future superstate would be sufficiently strong to sustain a level of residual protection-
ism to the benefit of different local (national, before federalization) producers. He repeats the concern, con-
necting it with a moral question of different peoples agreeing on legitimate government tasks, in the 1940s 
(The Road to Serfdom, particularly ch. 15) and then, likewise, in the 1960s (The Constitution of Liberty, p. 
263) he suspects that the “moral foundations” for a world government are lacking. He explicitly repudiates 
the latter in late 1980s, and in-between (in the three-volume Law, Legislation, and Liberty, written through-
out the 1970s), he expounds more philosophically on the path towards a global society of peace and cooper-
ation through the extended adoption of the appropriate rules enabling the operation of a spontaneous order 
(1982, pp. 112, 145-147, 151). Specifically, Hayek feared that too eager attempts at establishing universally 
valid rules allowing for the equal treatment of all people would be counter-productive and therefore push-
ing for free movement across open borders could lead to nativist backlash (1982, p. 58). In fact, Hayek had 
used the exact same argument a few years prior to defend Margaret Thatcher’s controversial immigration 
policy just before she was elected prime minister, a position for which he received instantaneous libertarian 
backlash from the USA (Ebeling 1978). Comparing that to the 1930s, when Hayek regarded the cross-border 
mobility of labor as a positive goal of an international federation, should then be interpreted not so much as 
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evidence of a change of mind as much as the realization that such a federation would be limited to liberal 
democracies whose residents subscribe to similar values.

In terms of monetary unification, he went from predicting a monetary union (Hayek 1939) in a supra-
national federation to denouncing (Hayek 1976a) the European Economic Community’s (EEC) designs for 
a common currency in the 1970s, which reflected his own journey from an utopian longing for a stronger 
international gold standard administered by a supranational authority (Hayek 1948, ch.   X.) in the interbel-
lum age of competitive devaluations, to suggesting the relinquishing of central banking, exchange controls, 
and legal tender laws in favor of the free private use of competing sovereign or privately issued currencies 
(Hayek 1976b, 1978, pp. 57-58, 147-148).

FROM THE NATIONAL HAYEK TO THE INTERNATIONAL

Unjustly,6 Hayek is only rarely recognized as an international scholar. Like his Jewish mentor Mises and 
their numerous intellectual contemporaries from Vienna, Hayek fled from the Nazi advance by migrating 
throughout Europe only to end up in the USA, which facilitated a distinctly cosmopolitan outlook evidently 
present throughout his œuvre. He displayed a vast knowledge of different national histories and a detailed 
familiarity with the current situation in various parts of Europe and the USA.

Furthermore, Hayek’s cosmopolitanism is inextricably linked with his  liberal political philosophy. 
Related to his thoughts on the genesis of social institutions like law is Hayek’s repudiation of sovereign-
ty and legal positivism as expressions of unlimited legislative power (Hayek 1982), which means that law 
is and can be whatever the effective government on a given territory at a certain time ascertains as law. A 
quote from Law, Legislation, and Liberty, is appropriate:

The concept of sovereignty, like that of the ‘state’, may be an indispensable tool for international 
law - though I am not sure that if we accept the concept there as our starting point, we do not 
thereby make the very idea of an international law meaningless. But for the consideration of the 
problem of the internal character of a legal order, both concepts seem to be as unnecessary as they 
are misleading. Indeed the whole history of constitutionalism, at least since John Locke, which is 
the same as the history of liberalism, is that of a struggle against the positivist conception of sover-
eignty and the allied conception of the omnipotent state (Hayek 1982, p. 61).

Whether it was his writing on monetary economics, political philosophy, or explicitly international top-
ics, Hayek’s take-down of the distorting effects of government intervention was of course related to na-
tional government’s claim to intervene as a supreme, unlimited authority—as a sovereign. For this reason, 
I believe the framing of Hayek as an international relations (IR) scholar—embryonic, though international 
nevertheless—needs to go beyond the routine mention of The Economic Conditions of Interstate Federalism 
or the passages on international governance in The Road to Serfdom, The Constitution of Liberty, and Law, 
Legislation, and Liberty, and should rather deal chiefly with his institutional analysis.

Caldwell’s (2004) and Boettke’s (2018) almost complete omission in their outstanding intellectual biog-
raphies on Hayek of his treatment of international issues is telling. Slobodian’s cynical remark, cited above, 
from his otherwise refreshing overview of 20th century classical liberalism shows that despite its decisive 
contribution to international political economy  (IPE) and European integration, many, if not most, clas-
sical liberals of today are ignorant of their own intellectual tradition and the topic of “international order” 
itself. It is important, though, to note that in his latest book, Boettke lists Hayek, Mises, Robbins, and Hans 
Sennholz as examples of classical liberalism’s traditional commitment to liberal cosmopolitanism and in-
vites new scholars to further the research agenda (Boettke 2021, pp. 310-320); however, he does not refer to 
Slobodian’s comprehensive overview of the topic. In his London heyday, however, Hayek was at the very 
heart of international federalist debates in the first half of the 20th century, alongside his contemporaries 
(of all political stripes), and his thoughts on IPE were well articulated. He was a member of the avant garde 
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Federal Union and belonged to the same generation as most pre- and post-World War II leading interna-
tionalist and federalist persons (born around the end of 19th century): Lionel Robbins (1898), Harold Laski 
(1893), Barbara Wootton (1897), Wilhelm Röpke (1899), Fritz Machlup (1902), Gottfried Haberler (1900), 
Oskar Morgenstern (1902), Jacques Rueff (1896), and Ivor Jennings (1903). To this roster, of course, it is 
necessary to add the two perhaps most famous international federalists of all times—the founder of the 
Pan Europa Union, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi (1894), and Clarence Streit, founder of Federal Union, 
Inc. (1896). Interestingly enough, the two men who had a lasting influence on Hayek’s life and work—his 
mentor Mises and his ideological sparring-partner John Maynard Keynes were passionate students of in-
ternational affairs (Mises 1941, and Keynes 1919)who both explored the political and institutional mecha-
nisms needed to avoid or remedy war. After World War II, some of the above mentioned, including Hayek, 
would go on to inspire, draft reports for, or lead efforts by international governmental organizations and 
private associations aimed at international political and intellectual cooperation: the United Nations (UN) 
system (Keynes through the Bretton-Woods system, Haberler with the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade), the European Communities (Rueff), the Mont Pèlerin Society (Hayek et al), the Pan Europa Union 
(Coudenhove-Kalergi and Mises; see Coudenhove-Kalergi 1954, p. 247), and the precursors of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO; the political wing of Streit’s Federal Union, Inc., the Atlantic Union 
Committee, would bring together a parliamentary assembly of future NATO signatories).7 It should be re-
iterated that “globalism,” at which Slobodian takes aim, was and is a shared moral commitment of intel-
lectuals, politicians, and social scientists, regardless of their views on the role of government in economic 
policy. The Bolsheviks dreamt of a world revolution, the Nazis wanted to dominate at least all of Europe if 
not the world, and interwar socialists and liberals believed in some form of national or international plan-
ning under interstate federation. For neofunctionalist scholars and advocates of European integration, such 
as Mitrany, Haas, and Schmitter, transnational technocratic management was key, and modern social dem-
ocrats, neo-Marxists, and post-functionalists like Marks, Scharpf, Rodrik, Van Parijs, and Habermas, who 
espoused the provision of public goods in a globalized world, have equally been committed to internation-
alism and globalism, though not necessarily of the same kind as the EU and the World Trade Organization 
as they currently are. As Kolev notes, Slobodian also takes too lightly, to the point of ignorance, the right-
wing nationalist, conservative, and nativist revolt against the global idea (Kolev 2019).

Regarding Hayek’s foreign policy views, the pacifist libertarian activist will be disappointed by Van de 
Haar’s reminder of Hayek’s “warmongering” (my term, not his—Van de Haar claims he was more “belliger-
ent” compared to other classical liberals): Hayek did not shy away from advocating the use of force interna-
tionally, as he did with the Falklands War and the Iranian hostage crisis (Van de Haar 2009, pp. 105-106).

This historical and theoretical detour into IR serves to reassert Hayek’s commitment to not only liberal 
cosmopolitanism but also internationalism. The liberal outlook of Hayek was not anarchist nor instinc-
tively anti-state, though it is perfectly possible to argue that lasting and prosperity-inducing institutions on 
the international level owe their existence much less to intelligent design than to spontaneous evolution. 
For instance, a common misconception is that the EU (and its predecessor, the EEC) was created and de-
veloped in a straightforward fashion, while its history has been awash with aborted plans for institutional 
design (Vanthoor 1996) and unintended consequences (Pierson 1996). Conceiving of political globalization 
at least partly as result of unplanned emergence requires the difficult task of reconciling individualist politi-
cal philosophy with an institutional setting of multiple simultaneously-existing states, and recognizing that 
individualism is not inherently hostile to international institutions like international public law and inter-
national organization.
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THE ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OF INTERSTATE FEDERALISM, AND MORE

In the intellectually vibrant yet anxious environment of the last interwar decade, Hayek was not alone in 
trying to shape the development of future interstate federation. What contrasts his vision from his con-
temporaries was his focus on economic policy. The key message of The Economic Conditions of Interstate 
Federalism, written on the cusp of World War II, was that political and economic unification must go to-
gether. Furthermore, economic integration will only proceed by means of a liberal economic policy. 
National sovereignty, including the power to regulate economic life, would have to give way to an authority 
with the power to prevent discriminatory measures between the different national governments comprising 
the federation. This was a controversial conjecture when it was made. The idea that national economic plan-
ning and intervention, when wedded to the notion of omnipotent sovereign authority, leads to international 
friction, echoes or is identical to those advanced by other classical liberals of the 19th and the 20th century 
like Mises, Lord Acton (1907), and Robbins (1937). As long as national economic planning is fashionable, 
there will be no prospects for successful political unification: this was the message of another adherent of 
the Austrian School, German-born Hans Sennholz, who was Mises’ first PhD student in the USA (Sennholz 
1955). Again, the assumption was that peace through international cooperation was desirable, but the ques-
tion was how to make it work.8

Hayek anticipated in his essay that regulatory trade barriers will have to be dismantled and that, as a 
result, the overall level of government involvement in the economy will have to be lower. This is a theoretical 
observation that has famously been made, albeit from an unsympathetic position, by Fritz Scharpf. Starting 
in late 1980’s, Scharpf (1988, 1997) was one of the first to rediscover that the “transfer of sovereignty” from 
the national to the European level implies a circumscription of sovereignty, rather than a pooling; that is, 
a limitation to its substance because the heterogeneity of preferences on the international scale makes the 
costs of agreeing on positive intervention prohibitively high.

Hayek’s early venture in public choice theory is shown in his treatment of subsidies where he reiterated 
that the only way for this federal policy to work was a move towards democratically approved liberalization. 
Members of different ethnic groups would have to agree to support a certain, though generally lower than 
previously, level of “protection” for industries in other parts of the federation for the sake of political unity. 
Hayek’s default position was not that subsidies should be abolished completely and instantaneously but that 
their progressive minimization would be in line with expanding markets and the weakening of political 
limitations thereof. Since the free-market case against the EU is often based on a protectionist characteriza-
tion of its policies, especially the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of subsidizing European farmers, it 
should also be noted that Hayek later explicitly treated subsidies as a legitimate policy tool. In 1960 (p. 264), 
he says subsidies should be seen as beneficial not for the value they represent to the direct beneficiary but be-
cause they allow the government to step in and provide goods or services where the market cannot.9 Due to 
the relatively high common external tariff on food products, CAP clearly represents one of the more redis-
tributionist policies of the EU. Yet a Hayekian, evolutionary interpretation of CAP suggests that the relevant 
competition for post-war political integration in Western Europe was between the EEC and the European 
Free Trade Association (EFTA): the former managed to integrate horizontally across all sectors through a 
customs union and the latter only achieved market liberalization for industrial, but not agricultural prod-
ucts, through a preferential trade area. That the customs-union model was more attractive was displayed in 
the withering away of most EFTA members into the EEC/EU, and EFTA countries’ agricultural policy re-
mains more protectionist than that of the EU.10

The rationale for Hayek to support interstate integration was that competition would no longer be po-
litical but economic—that groups of constantly varying composition (producers) would compete with each 
other, not with groups with stable membership (states).11

Hayek’s defense of a common interstate currency is also noteworthy: he claims that it would be even 
more stringent than the historical international gold standard because the latter still allowed for deviations 
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in value due to varying national liquidity requirements for banks, and because of the distortionary effects of 
flexible exchange rates (Hayek 1948).12

Because the essay superficially reads as if these conditions were applicable to the whole world and be-
cause Hayek also anticipated a common monetary policy, defense policy, and communication policy, he 
could be, and indeed has been, criticized for betraying the same kind of  “constructivist rationalism” he 
disparages later on in his work. This is why a variety of authors range from confused and skeptical to out-
right scornful (Van de Haar 2009, pp. 108, 110; Pavel 2015, pp. 163-164; Hazony 2018, pp. 34-35, 116; Sally 
1998, p. 134) of Hayek’s idea of interstate federation, even if they approve of his ideas on the domestic level. 
But that, of course, means reading into Hayek an endorsement of international federation as synonymous 
with a world state or world government. The original idea was “regional,” despite the region in question be-
ing quite large, and it would comprise Northern Atlantic liberal democratic states and their colonial posses-
sions of the time. The crucial adjective was likely liberal democratic, not global.13

This point should be expanded a bit further. With reference to classical liberal treatment of IPE, Van de 
Haar and Sally reject not only the idea of world government but also appeals to international community 
by saying that mutual bonds sufficiently strong to form political institutions exist only within nations and 
nation-states;14 an international liberal order of cross-border economic exchange requires nothing but “lib-
eralism from below” (Sally 1998, p. 98), i.e. unilateral trade liberalization and domestically-limited govern-
ment enforcing international private law. International organizations, according to Van de Haar and Sally, 
are largely unnecessary if not counter-productive to liberal purposes.

This kind of hostility to international organizations hardly conforms to Hayek’s argument in which 
public authority ultimately rests on public opinion (especially 1982), which is why lasting international or-
ganizations like those of the EU or UN, would not be possible without the long-lasting assent of citizens of 
the participating polities. It seems that public support for international organizations is not a topic of inter-
est to Sally and Van de Haar. In any case, Hayek thought it was perfectly possible to have a legislative pow-
er that extends beyond the geographical area of separate government powers which shows he never really 
abandoned his internationalist ideals (1982, pp. 132-133).

WHAT WOULD HAYEK SAY?

As recipient of the Nobel Prize in Economics, initiator of an international intellectual movement, and an 
inspiration for the free-market revival in the United Kingdom, the US, and elsewhere in the second part of 
the 20th century, Hayek is a natural reference point for self-proclaimed Hayekians in their assessment of the 
pressing topics of today. One of those is certainly Brexit or the general stance on the desirability of inter-
national organizations such as the EU. The classical liberal argument on the referendum vote was divided, 
though heavily tilting towards Leave.

The liberal argument in favor of Remain was voiced by few European and American classical liberals, 
mostly scholars, for example Philip Booth (2016),15 Dalibor Rohac (2016),16 Ilya Somin (2016),17 Jacob Levy 
(2016), Johan Norberg (2016), Leszek Balcerowicz (2016), Nigel Ashford (2021), Sam Bowman (2015),18 and 
Diego Zuluaga, who were concerned about the rise of nationalist populism, particularly in connection with 
free movement in the EU. Those who explore the application of Hayekian ideas in their field of work natu-
rally invoked Hayek or employed specifically Hayekian language in their opinions on Brexit. But otherwise, 
such a strategy was almost entirely missing among the classical liberal camp in the campaign leading to the 
June 2016 referendum. The most direct references to Hayek were made by Rohac (2016), published in the 
first half of that year, and on the Institute of Economic Affairs’ (IEA) blog by two policy analysts. There, 
Ryan Bourne and Diego Zuluaga, engaged in a pro and contra “Hayek would have voted...” debate. Bourne 
was convinced Hayek would have been a Brexiteer (Bourne 2016) based on his view that the European in-
tegration project represents the kind of “constructivist rationalism” Hayek warned against. He attacked the 
EU from all the well-rehearsed points: regulatory capture by interest groups and unnecessary harmoniza-
tion, the customs union’s and CAP’s protectionism, the imposition of euro, and other detrimental aspects of 
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political centralization in Europe. He praises the EU’s early achievements and then laments its later devel-
opment, saying Hayek would have been repelled by the EU’s institutional degeneration.19

Zuluaga (2016), meanwhile, identified several points where the EU has lived up to Hayek’s 1939 blue-
print, as well as points of divergence. He explains how the relatively free-trading epoch before World War 
I influenced Hayek’s outlook and his thoughts on nationalism, and warned against the nativist elements in 
the Leave campaign. While both blog entries emphasized the dangers of the EU bureaucracy’s constructiv-
ist rationalism, only Zuluaga mentions spontaneous growth in the context of European identity.

Rohac, a disgruntled former Eurosceptic, was the one who resurrected the Hayekian argument for in-
terstate federation. He started the journey (2014) with a debate in the e-pages of the libertarian magazine 
Reason20 and followed through with two books on European integration and global governance. Rohac 
takes on the evolving center- and not-so-center-right arguments against European integration and global-
ization, seen both as an economic and political process, and provides useful reference to the internationalist 
tradition of Hayek and Mises. The core of his argument (2016) was based on public choice—if we are to fol-
low the prescriptions of Eurosceptics in dismantling the European supranational system, what is the guar-
antee that the process won’t unleash even more destruction upon liberal society and economy, as sometimes 
the EU itself does (a point he honestly concedes), when nationalists and populists are voted into national 
and supranational offices? Rohac (2016) also dispenses with the myth that identity is fixed and thus that all 
movement towards a transnational political community in Europe is utopian and dangerous.

Rohac, who has frequently been critical of the EU, was a vocal supporter of the Remain camp.
Among the classically liberal opponents of the EU, the arguments are manifold and surely it would 

be futile to break down all of them. Many clever people—self-proclaimed Hayekians or classical liberals—
spoke out in the Brexit debate and believed that liberty would be better served with the UK out of the EU. 
Already six years before the Brexit referendum, Van de Haar (2009, p. 134) wrote that the EU does not 
conform to the Hayekian interstate federation vision, and in 2020 said Hayek would have “hated” the EU 
(iealondon 2020). On the other hand, Sally, who shares Van de Haar’s pronounced distaste for international 
organizations, voted Remain.21

Hayek’s reference to Hume (Hayek 1983) on how the deliberative process of reasoning alone cannot 
tell us what is morally right or wrong can be paraphrased: “the rules of our moral judgment of the EU are 
not the conclusions of our reason”. Neither rules nor reason can tell us how to vote in elections or referen-
dums.22 Similarly, the task to reformulate the liberal cause for the internationalist and cosmopolitan era 
should be based more on insight than literal interpretation of past ideas.

WHY DOES HAYEK MATTER?

There is, though, one specific strain of Eurosceptic reasoning worth addressing—the one that many classi-
cal liberals are, at best, sympathetic to and, at worst, true believers in.

In his effort to describe the substance of the Brexit referendum, former MEP Daniel Hannan—whom 
The Guardian (Knight 2016) dubbed “The Man Who Brought You Brexit” and whose fame as the exempla-
ry free-market Brexiteer is unrivaled,23 was probably in the right when he said that the main motivation of 
Leave voters wasn’t purely to rein in immigration. The concerns that carried the vote were primarily about 
sovereignty, explained Hannan after the referendum, citing a reliable mainstream opinion pollster (Hannan 
2016). It is noteworthy that the current UK Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, is a fan of the concept, having 
highlighted it when Brexit took effect.”24 It is almost certain that the sentiment is widely shared amongst the 
Brexit-supporting public.

Presenting the scale of preferences of Leave voters as being dominated by sovereignty concerns instead 
of hostility to immigrants, does not necessarily paint Brexit in a more liberal light. But it is an appealing ar-
gument. Hannan speaks for Britons and many Eurosceptic libertarians alike when he espouses the virtues 
of national democracy and unimpeded sovereignty. The Cato Institute, one of the leading libertarian think 
tanks in the world, summed it up right after the referendum: “The question facing British voters was, fun-
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damentally, whether their parliament should be sovereign and their laws supreme, or whether such powers 
should continue to be pooled at the European level (Cato Institute 2016).”25 This is, in essence, similar to the 
liberal-nationalist case against global governance made by Jeremy Rabkin (Rabkin 2005) of George Mason 
University, who thinks of globalization qua supranational organizations as inherently inimical to nation-
al sovereignty, and that liberal values (especially individual rights) are ultimately guaranteed by national 
constitutions and enforced by national courts and executives, commanding national allegiance. In more 
national-conservative terms, the book by Yoram Hazony (2018) is a more popular and less scholarly ver-
sion of the same. Hazony rides one of the waves of the recent populist and nationalist movements, arguably 
not the most reactionary, the so-called “National Conservatism” international. Hazony’s argument echoes 
the one made decades ago by the recently deceased British conservative intellectual Roger Scruton (1990, p. 
77), who defined law as inseparably a territorial concept—the “territorial idea of jurisdiction,” which finds 
life either in empire or nation-state. Scruton, much like Hazony, likens moral universalism to world govern-
ment26 and, similarly to liberal-nationalists like Hannan and Rabkin or classical liberals like Sally and Van 
de Haar, who dismiss, not without reason, as the lofty ideals of world community or cosmopolitan identity, 
the claims that national identity is the primary force for social cohesion and the ultimate source of political 
legitimacy. Scruton (2014) further criticizes the project of European integration in general and the common 
currency in particular as being “imposed” on Europeans without asking, as well as the unelected bureau-
crats and judges who can strike down laws “passed by elected parliaments.”

Hayek’s warning against the alliance of liberals with socialists and nationalists, as well as the under-
lying identity of socialist and nationalist impulses, spans works as early as 1939 (1948, pp. 28-29 and even 
more pp. 270-271) and continues through 1944 (pp. 148, 173, 185) to 1960 and The Constitution of Liberty 
(especially the postscript ‘Why I Am Not a Conservative’) to the early 1980s with Law, Legislation, and 
Liberty (II, p. 111, II, p. 341). While the point is connected with the equally contentious issue of secession 
where, at stake, are collective rights (which a classical liberal should admit only as extensions of individual 
rights, not on their independent merit), as regards to global governance and European integration the con-
ception of law is more fundamental.

As mentioned earlier, Hayek (1982) links the concept of sovereignty with the positivist approach to law. 
One of his basic distinctions was between law that is a set of tested, lasting rules of just conduct, and legis-
lation, which is regulation directed more towards the organization and management of government. Law 
is almost always a product of non-purposive, spontaneous human action, whereas legislation is typically a 
product of deliberate, “rational” human design and, according to Hayek, appropriate for directing govern-
ment as organization, not society as a whole. Contrary to this insight is the idea of legal positivism, which 
states that law is only what the sovereign power decides it to be in a given time in a given territory, with an 
extra requirement that the legal rules must be mutually and hierarchically congruent. Whereas positivism 
presupposes a willful or “voluntarist” human creation of law, its opposite—natural law—presupposes a di-
vine revelation or purely rational invention.27

Hayek would have neither of it. Hayek’s humans are imperfectly rational, rule-following, yet exper-
imenting and spontaneous beings. When people learn how to limit the coercive power of rules to areas 
where genuine social agreement is possible, freedom to act within the limits of law is established and as con-
sequence, civilization can flourish. There is, nevertheless, a role for conscious efforts in this picture. Hayek 
(1982) insists that only a principled, long-term acquiescence to rules of negative justice that protect the pri-
vate domain of individuals secures the conditions of limited government. While formal constitutional con-
straints, for example, on the executive can be useful, it is mostly rule of law that prevents abuses of social 
power. This narrative leaves little to no space for the concept of sovereign power which represents the ra-
tional will of the body politic, easily aggregated and democratically translated into universally binding law.

Hayek says that while the legitimation of governmental power has shifted since the Middle Ages from 
the monarchs to the people, the accompanying danger was (is) in thinking that since decision are now made 
by the people—the many and not the few, that the people should also be able to make decisions on anything. 
He cautions, instead, that while the ultimate source of social power might be public, not elite, opinion, it 
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does not follow that this democratic power is unlimited. Even more important for the present discussion 
is Hayek’s further caveat that the most effective check against the risk of this democratic power’s tempta-
tion for unlimited “sovereignty” is not control by another, higher sovereign body but, as already mentioned 
above, adherence of public opinion to long-term principles of negative justice. Hayek writes:

But if the power of the legislator is not derived from some fictitious basic norm, but from a state 
of widespread opinion concerning the kind of rules he is authorized to lay down, his power might 
well be limited without the intervention of a higher authority capable of expressing explicit acts of 
will” (Hayek 1982/II, p. 61).

Now compare this to the populists’, and indeed popular, portrayal of European integration where the su-
pranational authorities are in disposal of a sovereignty that nation-states need to recapture. It is perhaps a 
sign of irony that some of the people most loudly advancing the seemingly liberal case against global gover-
nance and European integration employ the exact positivist majoritarian rhetoric they would probably be 
opposed to on the domestic level. Once again, Hannan (Hoover Institution 2019, p. 128):

[the EU] creates its own legal order that is superior to the national laws and constitutions of its 
members, and it does this because it wants over time to become a single state, or something very 
close to a single state (Hannan 2019, italics added).

This constructivist-positivist worldview, where social phenomena like transnational law do not exist unless 
they were willed into existence, also ignores, as mentioned, the pervasive public support for international 
treaties like those of the EU. Nearly all European states participating in the EU/EFTA have organized refer-
endums on European integration with the majority of the results sanctioning the proposed treaty or policy 
changes. When the results were negative, they often acted as veto points in the planned European  constitu-
tional design and contributed to the convoluted, differentiated institutional and organizational landscape of 
European integration.28

In sum, a classically liberal position on European integration should remain liberal (Leave or Remain) 
and steer away from arguments rooted in positivist sovereignty or unimpeded national democracy. It is 
possible that eventually, Brexit as a process will prove to be an instance of a successful Hayekian experimen-
tation with “rules of just conduct,” but for this to happen, a large part of the rhetoric leading to Brexit as a 
decision will have to be rescinded.29

NOTES

1 Hooghe and Marks (2008) are the authors of an influential explanation of pro-European and Eurosceptic atti-
tudes in the framework of what they call a “post-functionalist” theory of integration.

2 Boettke (2018, pp. xvi-xvii) identifies four such phases: Economics as a Coordination Problem, Abuse of Reason 
Project, The Restatement of the Liberal Principles of Justice, and the Philosophical Anthropology and the Study 
of Man. Kolev’s (2010, p. 8) distinction is between Hayek I (the business cycle theorist), Hayek II (the ordo-liberal 
philosopher), and Hayek III (the evolutionist philosopher). In the same paper, he, too, describes Hayek’s intellec-
tual “evolution”.

3 For a detailed rendition, see Caldwell (2004, pp. 205-230) and Boettke (2018, pp. 81-88).
4 The exact term “the knowledge problem” was introduced by Lavoie (Lavoie 1985). The late Steven Horwitz brought 

this to my attention.
5 According to Slobodian (2018, p. 91), it represents “either [a] conscious disavowal of, or selective amnesia regard-

ing, an earlier position”.
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6 As Haar (2009, p. 102) notes in his extensive review of Hayek’s writing, “he repeatedly expressed the wish to write 
more about international affairs and regularly showed concern for the international context of his ideas”.

7 For further reading of how Hayek fits into the context of this internationalist milieu of the period around World 
War II, see also Rosenboim (2014), Spieker (2014), and Masini (2011).

8 See, for instance, how Sennholz takes aim at Coudenhove-Kalergi’s (and others’) socialism, while sharing his ob-
jectives, in the book’s part II.

9 But only as long as they weren’t based on government prohibition of competitive provision.
10 See OECD data on how much government spending is included in farm incomes, and what the average tariffs on 

agricultural products in EU and EFTA are (WTO, World Tariff Profiles 2021).
11 This is the so-called doux commerce thesis according to which commercial interdependence reduces the likeli-

hood of violent conflict for members of diverse groups. Boettke (2021) places it among the fundamental tenets of 
classical liberalism, which also follows from the reading of one of the most prominent classical liberals of today, 
Deirdre McCloskey. Haar (2009, p. 150) connects the idea with the similar paradigm of democratic peace and is 
critical of both, going as far as producing a paper bluntly titled Free Trade does not Foster Peace.

12 See de Soto (2012), to amplify the importance of an exogenous monetary check on the profligacy of national gov-
ernments in Europe.

13 On this point, see Schliesser 2019.
14 Haar 2009, pp. 102-104 and Sally 1998, pp. 58-59.
15 Booth is more reluctant.
16 A good venue for a reasonable debate is Cato Unbound, including Rohac (2017), Bowman (2017) and Hannan 

(2017).  https://www.cato-unbound.org/2017/09/13/dalibor-rohac/reasons-concern-about-brexit.
17 See, for instance, Somin 2016.
18 Already in 2015, Bowman warned against voting Leave from a classical-liberal perspective.
19 As an aside: a common sentiment among liberal Eurosceptics is that of nostalgia, the best embodiment of that be-

ing Margaret Thatcher, who grew disillusioned and hostile to the European project.
20 Rohac (2014) had several rounds of debate with Czech libertarian Euroskeptic Petr Mach, a former MEP.
21 “The eminent economist voted Remain, but says he sees ‘a real opportunity to remake Britain’”, is how the 

Conservative Party sums up a podcast episode featuring Sally. https://www.conservativehome.com/tag/
razeen-sally.

22 I am aware that Hayek suggested Thatcher resort to a referendum on the issue of trade unions, as a way of break-
ing the political deadlock which Thatcher was confronted with early on in her prime ministership. Before that, 
as is well known, Thatcher campaigned in the 1975 referendum for the UK to remain member of the Common 
Market, yet I am unable to determine at this stage whether Hayek said anything on the topic.

23 The portrait provides a broader insight into the gestation of the Conservative Party’s Euroskepticism. Hannan is 
a frequent visiting speaker at conservative (of both liberal and national varieties) and libertarian venues around 
the world. For instance, Reason, the Cato Institute (inter alia, drafting an oven-ready post-Brexit bilateral FTA be-
tween US and UK with Cato’s trade policy experts), and Students for Liberty.

24 “Johnson pledged to use the UK’s ‘recaptured sovereignty’ to control immigration, create freeports, liberate the 
fishing industry and negotiate trade agreements” (Courea 2020).

25 https://web.archive.org/web/20160730220055/https://www.cato.org/featured/european-union-critical-assessment 
(the blog entry has since been redacted).

26 Scruton (1990, p. 76) criticizes as untenable what he sees as demanded by liberal social-contract theory: “There is 
no satisfactory position for the contract theorist to take, short of universalism: if the contract is open to anyone, it 
is open to all. Anything short of world government is therefore tainted with illegitimacy.”

27 How much the two, supposedly incompatible, concepts are in fact similar, where law is “either the product of the 
design of a human or the product of the design of a superhuman intelligence” (Hayek 1982/II, p. 59). Nientiedt 
(2021) commendably deals with Hayek on the natural-positive law faultline.

28 On the issue of law as emergent institution, compare also Nientiedt's (2021) and Nedzel's (2017; 2018, p. 210; and 
Nedzel and Capaldi 2019, pp. 105, 160, 234) treatment of Hayek on legal positivism and English common law—
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see, especially, Nedzel’s rather confused defence of Brexit as a common-law-cum-sovereignty reaction against the 
encroachment of EU legislation. When it comes to international law specifically, Staubach (2018) also shows that 
rules above and among states can indeed develop in an emergent way.

29 I would like to thank the three anonymous referees for their helpful comments and Brandon Christensen for his 
patient guidance to an aspiring author.
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Abstract: Following the collapse of international relations 
after WWI and the flawed attempt to establish an order un-
der the covenant of the Society of Nations, most intellectu-
als—and economists among them—dwelled on the ways to 
design and implement a sustainable, peaceful, effective, du-
rable international economic and political system. 

Within this extraordinary effort, the conceptualiza-
tion of federations as constitutional systems, allowing for 
both decentralization and strategic unity, to building su-
pranational cohesion upon heterogeneity and diversity, was 
paramount. Most economists engaged in designing an in-
ternational order based on the principles of constitutional 
federalism. One key actor in such debate was Hayek.

Nevertheless, an issue is still open on the nature and 
scope of supranational federalism as advocated by Hayek, 
compared to other approaches, such as Robbins’s. The pa-
per aims to reaffirm the distinction between their two ap-
proaches to federalism and to assess the intellectual influ-
ence Hayek exerted on the making of European integration, 
the most advanced experiment of supranational construc-
tion in history.

INTRODUCTION 

George L. S. Shackle (1967) labeled the period from the late 
1920s to the end of the 1930s as “the years of high theory”, 
to mark the huge effort towards theoretical innovations in 
economics worked out during that decade. Such definition 
should probably be extended to what concerns the interna-
tional economic and political order. Following the collapse 
of international relations with WWI and the flawed attempt 
to establish a sound order under the Society of Nations, 
virtually all major intellectuals—and economists among 
them—dwelled on the criteria to design a sustainable, 
peaceful, effective, durable international order once political 
conditions would turn favorable.

Within this extraordinary effort, the conceptualiza-
tion of federations as supranational constitutional systems 
allowing for both decentralization and strategic unity was 
paramount and, surprisingly—given that most economists 
of those years were engaged in designing an international 
order based on the principles of constitutional federalism1—
not much explored in the economic literature. This group, 
even the smaller circle that formed the early “neoliberal 
thought collective” (Mirowski and Plehwe 2009), was far 
from homogeneous in the way federalism was represented 
and advocated (Masini 2012). 
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One key actor in the dominant narrative on federalism as an instrument to building a new internation-
al order was Friedrich August von Hayek (Van de Haar 2009), who dealt extensively with the virtues of (his 
own version of) federalism in the mid-to-late Thirties (Hayek 1937, 1939, 1944a).2

The dominant historiography argues that Hayek derived his interest in federalism from Lionel Robbins, 
and that they “took broadly the same position on the question of federalism” (Spieker 2014, p. 928; see also 
Slobodian 2018, p. 102ff). The aim of this paper is twofold: to highlight the characteristics of Hayek’s calls 
for international federalism and reaffirm that Hayek and Robbins did not share the same idea of federalism; 
and to challenge the (also dominant) historiography of European integration that highlights its technocrat-
ic bias as a, direct and indirect, result of the intellectual influence exerted by Hayek (Streeck 2011; Bonefeld 
2015; 2019; Biebricher 2015; Wilkinson 2019). 

To illustrate our points, in the first two sections we shall highlight the nature and scope of Hayek’s “instru-
mental federalism” in contrast to Robbins’s “constitutional federalism” (Masini 2016); in the third section 
we shall build on their differences to assess and challenge the historiography on Hayek’s alleged influence 
on the making of European integration.

1.  HAYEK, ROBBINS, AND THE NATURE OF FEDERALISM

In early 1931, before moving from Wien to London, Hayek published Prices and Production, in which he 
provided a robust explanation of the 1929 crisis along the Austrian tradition (Hayek 1931). Two years ear-
lier, in 1929, Robbins had become Professor of Economics at the London School of Economics and Political 
Science and was about to engage a theoretical struggle against Cambridge on the analysis and the ways out 
of the crisis. Hayek’s moving to London, upon Robbins’s suggestion and a formal invitation by William H. 
Beveridge, was part of such struggle. A struggle that was mainly directed against Keynes’s approach to eco-
nomic crisis and the way out of it. 

We recall that both the LSE-Austrian and Keynesian starting point to understand the Wall Street col-
lapse and the following spread of economic depression came from Wicksell’s theory of the business cycle, 
originating from a gap between the market rate and the natural rate of interest. The difference lied in their 
diverging interpretation of US economy in the late 1920s: while Hayek and Robbins thought that banks had 
provided a cheaper market rate than the natural rate (that would have balanced investment and savings), 
Keynes thought the latter was smaller (even below-zero) than any possible market rate. Hence the diverg-
ing opinions of a crisis derived by over-investment (LSE-Austrian view) or under-investment/consumption 
(Keynes). 

This caused major differences in economic policy prescription, Hayek and Robbins being on the side 
that deemed it inevitable to let relative prices change, even abruptly, to absorb diverging sector equilibria, 
thus preferring to stabilize the external value of money to avoid further interference from public authori-
ties; Keynes calling for a further injection of aggregate demand on the side of Government to push income 
and consumption, letting the external value adjust to the needs of a stabilized internal average price index.

The relationship between Hayek and Robbins was close, intellectually rich, and very fruitful for both 
in those early Thirties (Caldwell 2004, p. 171ff; Howson, pp. 195-8), becoming increasingly comprehensive 
and spanning from theoretical contributions to academic struggles, from sharing social circles and engag-
ing in common associative endeavors to Government advisory and public advocacy. Even the friendship 
between the two is well documented (Hayek 1983, p. 109; Robbins 1971, p. 127 ff). Although the publication 
of the General Theory in 1936 was to become a game changer, and Robbins later acknowledged the theoreti-
cal mistakes he had made (along Austrian lines) in his 1934 book (Robbins 1934) on The Great Depression, 
Hayek was still a reference point for Robbins in the late Thirties; and vice versa. 

A key issue where they seemed to be allied was their call for federalism in the designing of an interna-
tional order. Robbins discussed with Hayek the content of the lectures he gave at the Graduate Institute for 
International Studies in Geneva in 1935, on whose basis and materials Robbins (1937a) assembled the book 
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Economic Planning and International Order (the first where he explicitly calls for an international federa-
tion). Hayek’s (1937) book on Monetary Nationalism and International Stability, the revised text of the lec-
tures he also gave in Geneva in 1935 where he argued against “monetary nationalism”, was also commented 
at length by Robbins, among others (Hayek 1937, pp. xiii-xiv). They would become both members of the as-
sociation Federal Union, established in late 1938 to create an anti-Nazi federation in Europe, starting from 
France and Britain (Mayne and Pinder 1990; Ransome 1991). 

Their writings and quest for an international federation during the late Thirties have suggested that 
their understanding of federalism was at least very similar, supporting the judgement of common, shared 
thoughts on this (Spieker 2014; Slobodian 2018). An opinion supported by Hayek himself in several of his 
writings (in particular in Hayek 1944a, where he often refers to Robbins’s works). Also Tommaso Padoa-
Schioppa (2005, p. 6) put in the same pot rather diverse intellectual contributions to federalism and supra-
national institutions such as those of Hayek, Robbins and Luigi Einaudi.3

It should be noted, though, that Hayek’s and Robbins’s knowledge and understanding of federalism 
were rather different, deriving from different intellectual traditions. Hayek’s federalism was a combina-
tion of Mises’s ideas on the need to establish a more effective (neo)liberal international order with what he 
learned about federalism at the London School of Economics. 

Robbins’s intellectual inspirator on federalism and the international order was Edwin Cannan (1914, 
1927), who was deeply influenced by the British debates on imperial federalism, suggesting some form of 
constitutional federalism as the only way to compromise between the need for decentralized decision-mak-
ing and strategic unity within the Commonwealth. One further source of inspiration was the wide circle 
of colleagues and intellectuals based in London in those years, such as Philipp Kerr (later known as the 
Marquis of Lothian), Lionel Curtis, Arnold Toynbee, and many others.

These earlier influences also tell something about the different directions that Robbins and Hayek 
would later embrace on this issue. For Robbins, federalism was a way to escape the dilemma of classical lib-
erals, resting on their firm (and, according to Robbins, naïf) belief that, once two fundamental global public 
goods—such as free trade and a stable monetary standard—were produced, a peaceful international order 
would result. 

Robbins distinguishes between truce, a temporary absence of conflicts, and peace, which is a perma-
nent condition that requires a specific economic, political and institutional structure. The causes of war 
are to be found both in market failures and in inefficient institutions, due to a monolithic concept of sover-
eignty, which is exclusively attributed to nation-States: “The ultimate condition giving rise to those clashes 
of national economic interest which leads to international war is the existence of independent national sov-
ereignties” (Robbins 1939b, p. 99). In this respect, Robbins maintains that the thought of classical liberals 
“was implicitly not liberal but anarchist”4 (Robbins 1937, p. 241), as international relations are only tackled 
through national diplomatic efforts, without attributing any enforcement power to supranational institu-
tion. The existence of systems of national monopolies of power with an exclusive and absolute sovereignty is 
not coherent with the need to safeguard peaceful international relations nor with economic efficiency. 

In fact, according to Robbins, the economy is based on the production and consumption of private and 
public goods. As concerns the former, they need to be produced and exchanged in a plurality of territori-
ally concentric markets because each good and service is provided to satisfy the needs of more or less wide 
groups of individuals. Each market for each good needs to be backed and guaranteed by specific rules, ju-
ridical systems, and governing institutions. Similarly, there are collective and shared needs that require the 
production of public goods which are not to be provided necessarily at the national level. In both cases, the 
economy needs an institutional, political, and juridical system that must be structured from the local to the 
global dimension, following a principle which we would now call subsidiarity: a multi-layered system that 
requires the creation, at each level of collectively shared needs, of a corresponding place of collective choice 
(Masini 2018).

According to Robbins (1937a, b; 1939a, b; 1940) the most adequate constitutional framework coherent 
with this picture is federalism, as it provides an optimal constitutional equilibrium between decentraliza-
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tion and centralization, between local and supranational. As he argues: “independent sovereignty must be 
limited” (Robbins 1939b, p. 104) and “the national States must learn to regard themselves as the functions 
of international local government” (Robbins 1939a, p. 105). Hence his call for a European federation: “There 
must be neither alliance nor complete unification, but Federation; neither Staatenbund, nor Einheitsstaat, 
but Bundesstaat” (Robbins 1937a, p. 245).

Interdependence among States implies potential conflict and a systematic effort to escape problems of 
collective action at a supranational level. Hence the need for a supranational juridical framework and in-
stitutions that, just like national authority coordinates individual freedom, bringing conflicts within the 
framework of law and the police, may enforce international rules even against the will of single nation-
States. The idea of a social order requiring coercive power implies a legal framework where market relations 
and individual plans are carefully and credibly ruled through “an apparatus of international co-ordination 
and coercion” (Robbins 1939b, p. 100). As he would later write (Robbins 1963, p. 149): “to create lasting har-
mony, authority is essential”, at all levels. 

It should be stressed that for Robbins a federal structure does not (necessarily) imply less govern-
ment: federal authorities may decide whether or not to intervene in economics and to what extent (Robbins 
1940, pp. 240-1). A federal structure is a constitutional architecture where different ideological approaches 
can politically confront each other, not necessarily a means to reduce public intervention in the economy 
(Masini 2018). 

2.  HAYEK’S INSTRUMENTAL FEDERALISM

If we dwelled on Robbins’s idea of federalism is to mark the distance from Hayek and his intellectual back-
ground. Hayek, it should not be forgotten, was raised in Wien under the mentorship of Ludwig von Mises. 
In his Nation, Staat, und Wirtschaft, Mises (1919) had underlined that liberalism implies a political struggle 
designed to free economics from the (ill) influence of politics: “Liberalism, which assumes full economic 
freedom, tries to solve the difficulties which the different political institutions pose to the development of 
the market, detaching economics from the State” (Mises 1919, p. 35). Such early reflections would be further 
dealt with in his Liberalismus, where Mises (1927) explains the international aspect of the liberal struggle in 
connection with the question of how the liberal ideology can best serve the goal of world peace. 

His polity proposal is for a top-down international system of organizations which may defend (im-
pose?) peace among nations (Mises 1927, p. 148). Liberalism requires binding norms and institutions at 
the international level. The crucial question, though, is what kind of global public good is to be provided 
by such international institutions. Mises’ final goal is an international system of economic freedom, not a 
peaceful juridical arrangement worldwide where national sovereignties are limited so that war becomes im-
possible. According to him, “liberalism […] is indifferent towards the State itself” (Mises 1919, p. 66) unless 
it proves detrimental to the establishment of a free-market international framework. In that case, the prob-
lem becomes “limiting State power to a minimum” (Mises 1919, p. 126).

Building on this approach, and on the theoretical need to contrast the rise of a Keynesian approach to 
economic policy aimed at the stabilization of an average price system (on a national basis)—which was the 
cause, not the remedy—of the turbulence of the market, Hayek dealt extensively with the virtues of federal-
ism in the late 1930s. In several of his books and articles of that period, when discussing about a projected 
international liberal order, he often claims in favour of international federal institutions. We shall illustrate 
how, for Hayek, such an architecture is (only) a means to cancel out the distortions imposed on the market 
by national sovereign decisions concerning the economy. 

The 1929 crisis, with the subsequent Great Depression were the resultant, according to Hayek, of an 
unduly intervention of public authorities in the market and an ill-conceived role of commercial banks, that 
had provided money for investment at a rate lower than the natural one. Central bank cooperation, in this 
context, only delayed market adjustments that were necessary to establish a new equilibrium in the econo-
my. This all reinforced his conviction that State authorities are an evil for the free operation of the economy. 
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As Bonefeld (2015, p. 873) suggests, for Hayek: “society is either governed by the liberal rule of law securing 
individual freedom or it is governed by the democratic principle of majority rule, leading to tyranny and 
planned chaos.” 

Hayek firmly argues against economic international cooperation also for theoretical reasons: “the con-
scious cooperation between Central Banks certainly played a great role” (Hayek 1932, p. 124) to create the 
conditions which degenerated in the 1929 collapse, a cooperation aimed to “avoid the inevitable fall in the 
national level of prices” (Hayek 1932, p.  123).5 Nevertheless, on several occasions a few years later, Hayek ar-
gues in favour of an international system of economic and political institutions designed along federal con-
stitutional principles (Hayek 1937; 1939). 

Although there is apparently a contradiction here, Hayek’s reference to the international institutional 
framework based on a federal political structure in his writings of 1937, 1939 and 1944 is aimed at strongly 
fencing off the intervention of (national) public authorities on economic relationships. This is basically the 
message behind his Monetary Nationalism and International Stability of 1937. For the whole Thirties, in-
ternational federal structures and institutions become for Hayek the best substitute for the complete nega-
tion of any public intervention in the economy. This is the reason why, in 1939, Hayek joins the association 
Federal Union, founded in London to promote some sort of defence federation between Britain and France, 
as his contributions to the debate within the association demonstrate (Ransome 1991).

Along similar lines he publishes an article in New Commonwealth Quarterly, also in 1939, titled 
Economic Conditions of Inter-State Federalism, where he argues in favour of federal supranational institu-
tions to support the principles of economic freedom (Hayek 1939). The context whence this writing emerges 
is key to its understanding. In this paper, written within the experience of Federal Union, Hayek is worried 
that the proposed defence union might be implemented without unifying their respective markets, and that 
both governments might force the economy outside market logics (which was rather plausible in the con-
text of the economy of war). This is the reason why he stresses that political integration is unable to establish 
peaceful international relations without a parallel economic integration. 

And also the reason why he is so keen to support the federation as a negative-sum game as concerns 
public intervention in the economy: “the conclusion that, in a federation, certain economic powers, which 
are now generally wielded by the national states, could be exercised neither by the federation nor by the in-
dividual states, implies, that there would have to be less government all around if federation is to be practi-
cable” (Hayek 1939, p. 266).

The reason for this is easily understandable if we follow his logic. In a national context, it is reasonably 
easy to create and enhance a patriotic narrative pushing for tariffs, protectionism, planning. In a federal 
(supranational) union it is much more difficult6. Hence the conclusion that: “Planning, or central direction 
of economic activity, presupposes the existence of common ideals and common values; and the degree to 
which planning can be carried is limited to the extent to which agreement on such a common scale of val-
ues can be obtained or enforced. It is clear that such agreement will be limited in proportion inverse to the 
homogeneity and the similarity in outlook and tradition possessed by the inhabitants of an area. Although, 
in the national state, the submission to the will of a majority will be facilitated by the myth of nationality, 
it must be clear that people will be reluctant to submit to any interference in their daily affairs when the 
majority which directs the government is composed of people of different nationalities and different tradi-
tions” (Hayek 1939, p. 264).

A message which appears slightly different from the one emerging from Hayek’s The Road to Serfdom 
(1944) that, as we already noticed, was in fact written in several moments and successive drafts during the 
Thirties. Here, Hayek stresses the relevance of an alleged constitutional supra-national federalism, using a 
few concepts and wording already expressed by Robbins (1937a), such as: “there can be no international law 
without a power to enforce it” (Hayek 1944a, p. 173). 

Such supranational power should nevertheless be confined to minimal competences7; and be put at the 
service of the economy, against any abuse of intervention from public authorities. As he suggests: “an inter-
national authority which effectively limits the powers of the state over the individual will be one of the best 
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safeguards of peace. The international Rule of Law must become a safeguard as much against the tyranny 
of the state over the individual as against the tyranny of the new super-state over the national communities. 
Neither an omnipotent super-state, nor a loose association of ‘free nations’, but a community of nations of 
free men must be our goal” (Hayek 1944a, p. 175).

As Hayek claims: “the need is for an international political authority which […] must be able to restrain 
them [the people] from action which will damage the others”, but this is confined to guarantee economic 
freedom: hence his call for “a supranational political power which can hold the economic interests in check, 
and in the conflict between them can truly hold the scales, because it is itself not mixed up in the economic 
game” (Hayek 1944a, p. 172). Peace is the by-product of the establishment of a market hegemony.

The role of the supra-national level is to defend individuals from undue interferences of nation-States 
on their free choices, not to create room for collective supranational decisions, democratically taken (as was 
Robbins’s purpose): “the federation will have to possess the negative power of preventing individual states 
from interfering with economic activity in certain ways, although it may not have the positive power of act-
ing in their stead” (Hayek 1939, p. 267).

Hence Spieker’s (2014, p. 928) conclusion that, for Hayek: “a future federal government would have 
to be constitutionally restricted from planning or otherwise interfering with the free market, and […] it 
would have to be given the powers necessary to prevent member states from doing so”. Although Spieker in-
fers from this that Hayek and Robbins had a similar attitude on this point, this sentence in fact shows how 
Hayek’s view of international institutions was in sharp contrast with what Robbins was suggesting (Masini 
2018).

Hayek’s intention might be better understood if taken in the context of his efforts to institutionalize 
the neoliberal thought collective8 that had been emerging just before and during the war. In 1944, when The 
Road to Serfdom was eventually published, in a not-very-well-known speech he gave to the Political Society 
at King’s College in Cambridge on February 28, Hayek quoted at length from Lord Acton (1886), especially 
when he argued that: “a restricted federalism is the one possible check on concentration and centralism”. 
And (Hayek, 1944b, pp. 213-4) concluded: “Nobody who knows central Europe will deny that we cannot 
hope there for lasting peace and advance of civilisation unless these ideas become at last victorious, nor that 
the most practical solution of the problems of that part of the world is a federalism of the kind Acton advo-
cated”. We know that the association, which was supposed to be named after Lord Acton and De Toqueville, 
later became the Mont Pelerin Society (MPS).

The project of supranational order he had in mind was therefore detached from Robbin’s idea of a mul-
tilayered democracy (Masini 2018) and increasingly tending towards a neoliberal organization for the es-
tablishment of neoliberalism within an international framework of facilitating institutions. As I have il-
lustrated in Trading-Off National and Supranational Collective Goods: The Birth and death of Neoliberal 
Pluralism (Masini 2016), major differences started to appear publicly between Robbins and Hayek during 
the 1947 founding meeting of the MPS, when the former was asked to draft a final text that might compro-
mise among different degrees and tones of sensitiveness (Mirowski and Plehwe 2009, pp. 22-25; Hartwell 
1995, p. 41). 

In his review to Hayek’s 1939 version of Freedom and the Economic System, Dickinson (1940, p. 436) 
had well realized this: “The price we have to pay for a system of free discussion and government by agree-
ment is the restriction of governmental action to fields where agreement on common values can be ob-
tained. By implication, this means the exclusion of governmental action from the economic field”.

Although he would later support the federalization of post-war Germany (Klein 1992, pp. 223-33), after 
the war Hayek increasingly abandoned any ambiguous reference to supranational federalism à là Robbins 
and kept pursuing a neoliberal agenda (á lá Mises) where economic freedom is not the by-product of a 
worldwide constitutional arrangement based on the federal principles but is a goal in itself, to be pursued 
in each national political arena and coordinated worldwide. Apart from a very short period in his life, not 
only could Hayek’s political liberalism be labelled as “instrumental” (Kley 1994), but also his claim for con-
stitutional federalism can be said to be instrumental to an economic and social Weltanschauung aimed at 
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preserving the spontaneous social order expressed by the market from the interference of any collective po-
litical body. Hayek’s federalism was perfectly fit to the coming neoliberal agenda, pursuing the goal of de-
taching as much as possible, both at the national and at the supranational level, democratic dynamics from 
the market economy. 

3.  HAYEK’S INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCE ON EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

Hayek’s intellectual influence9 in shaping European integration is a rather recent topic in scholarly discus-
sion, although on the general impact of neoliberalism on the making of western society and the European 
Community/Union we can cite a well-established literature, whose typical example may perhaps be Michel 
Foucault’s (2004) celebrated lectures at the Collège de France in 1978-9, where he discusses at length the in-
fluence of German Ordoliberalism and of what he considers Hayek’s market-preserving constitutionalism.10

After the emergence of major shortcomings and country-specific macroeconomic divergencies due to 
an allegedly technocratic bias of European economic institutions and governance, during the 2008-2012 
crises, the literature supporting the thesis of Hayek’s and neoliberal influence on the making (and flaws) 
of the EU received increasing attention (Streeck 2011; Biebricher 2015; Bonefeld 2015; Wilkinson 2019; 
Ventresca 2019). Streeck’s (2011; 2013) arguments, in particular, have become the dominant narrative: 
Europe is flawed by a Hayekian technocratic bias, that increased the democratic gap between European in-
stitutions and its citizens, liberalizing transnational markets and thus imposing an austerity stance on (na-
tional) economic policy.

From a different perspective, Christophe Deutschman (2014) replied as follows. First, a Hayekian 
Europe of liberalized supra-national markets was established already since the collapse of Bretton Woods, 
in the early 1970s. Second, European crisis management is precisely trying to get rid of the negative effects 
of a Hayekian regime: the deregulation pursued for over thirty years in the global and European economy 
led “into disaster” (Ibid., p.  355). Notwithstanding differences, in the end both Streeck and Deutschman 
agree on recognizing an overwhelming influence that Hayek exerted on the making of European integra-
tion.

Hayek certainly exerted a major intellectual influence on many neoliberal thought-collectives, epistemic 
communities, think tanks, and policymakers; some of them received some hints from Hayek’s thought, and 
some in turn contributed to shaping the European architecture. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to call into 
question Hayek’s approach to federalism to imagine that some of them favored an economic, rather than a 
political, integration of Europe.

Along this line of reflection, a few authors suggest that Hayek exerted an indirect influence, helping 
shape German Ordoliberalism and a few influential academics and policymakers that in turn impacted on 
the making of European integration (Bonefeld 2012, 2019; Brunnermeier, James and Landau 2016, p. 59ff). 
Allegedly, this happened in particular through Ludwig Erhard and the Freiburg School of Walter Eucken 
and Erich Hoppmann (Hien and Joerges 2018, p. 11). 

In fact, the question whether, and to which degree, German Ordoliberalism impacted on both Germany 
itself and the making of Europe is controversial. Beyond anti German hegemony rhetoric, and beyond the 
plain fact that Germany pursued its own national interests within the intergovernmental institutions of the 
EU, it seems that the arguments in favor of a positive answer to both questions are not resting on robust 
bases. Some authors even suggest that the Ordoliberal influence of and on Germany is questionable (Beck 
and Kotz 2017; Young 2017). Some others have pointed at the European construction as a systematic and 
evolving compromise between French and German intellectual, constitutional, and economic influences 
(Maes 2002).

The first years and concrete steps of European integration were certainly marked by a prevailing influ-
ence of Monnet’s (French) team of functionalist visionaries. Nevertheless, we should not forget the caveat by 
Lechavalier (2017), who suggests that there were major influences of German Ordoliberals on French intel-
lectuals and policymakers.
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There are certainly two key episodes where Hayek’s name emerged in public debates on European in-
tegration, and both are difficult to assess in terms of the (intended) influence of Hayek’s ideas. The first 
was during the Seventies, when a wide-ranging consensus from academics, policymakers and public opin-
ion emerged as to the first concrete attempts to pursue monetary integration, that eventually led to the es-
tablishment of the European Monetary System (ESM) in 1979. This is the period when Hayek published 
Denationalization of Money to underline that any public monopoly over money creation was ill-conceived. 
Hence a controversial assessment on whether the ESM was an instrument to allocate a monetary power to 
some supranational mechanism (in the end, providing German authorities with the privilege to impose its 
monetary stance on the whole Europe) or a way to denationalize it in Hayekian terms. The theoretical sup-
porters for a parallel currency approach to integration along Hayek’s lines (such as Vaubel 1978) seemed to 
prevail in this first round: the ecu was indeed a sort of parallel currency, although in the form of a basket 
currency.

The second episode concerns the period 1989-1991, when the idea of a single currency was launched 
and eventually adopted. The foundation of the euro certainly was against Hayek’s idea of denationalization 
of money. This was the very reason why the British Government had attempted to negotiate a proposal for a 
market-driven monetary integration (HM Treasury 1989) based on a hard-ecu parallel currency (explicitly 
winking at Hayek’s intellectual influence). Our enquiry on this (Masini 2010) suggested that the move of 
the British Government was purely tactical, and that Hayek was only instrumentally used to fight a political 
struggle against Brussels’s dirigisme that would undermine British monetary sovereignty.

Although such proposal was dismissed and the path to the euro firmly pursued, the statutory indepen-
dence of the ECB from both European and national democratic institutions (being the ECB only subject 
to the policy provisions set by the Council, which represents the European States, not their peoples) have 
raised issues concerning the democratic accountability of monetary policy in the euro-area. On this, again, 
Hayek was called in: “The market-liberal watchword for both Hayek’s interstate federalism and the estab-
lished institutional structure of European monetary union is subsidiarity. Subsidiarity entails a system of 
‘relative sovereignty’ (Röpke 1954, p. 38) in which the fundamental freedoms of a free labour economy, in-
cluding monetary conditions and ‘anti-trust rules and institutions for the supervision of state aid’, are reg-
ulated by supranational institutions that are not ‘directly controlled by the electorate’ (Engel 2003, p. 430; 
Bonefeld 2015, pp. 877-8)."

We should nevertheless wonder whether we do need to call in Hayek to explain central bank inde-
pendence, given that since the Seventies a consensus emerged, along Kydland and Prescott (1977) seminal 
work, as to the greater credibility (and efficacy of monetary policy) granted by an independent central bank.

This does not mean to deny a technocratic bias in the economic and monetary architecture of the 
European Union, being monetary policy sheltered in a supranational niche, while democratic dynamics re-
main confined at the national level. As Hayek claimed in 1939, it is easier to protect the economy form lob-
bies at the supranational level: “Now nearly all contemporary economic policy, intended to assist particu-
lar industries, tries to do so by influencing prices. Whether this is done by marketing boards or restriction 
schemes, by compulsory ‘reorganization’ or the destruction of excess capacity of particular industries, the 
aim is always to limit supply and thus to raise prices. All this will clearly become impossible for the indi-
vidual states within the Union” (Hayek 1939, p. 259). A picture that fits rather well the conflictual dynamics 
emerged in the European Union in the recent decades. 

It is also true that the European integration saw an increasing and not-yet-resolved gap between eco-
nomic integration and democratic legitimization; that the pursue of the “four freedoms” resembles Hayek’s 
1939 call for a free movement of “men, goods and capital”. The idea that this all is Hayek’s responsibility is 
nevertheless pure nonsense. In 2015, we explicitly challenged the Streeck-Deutschman assumption, sug-
gesting that it was not Hayek’s influence that led to a technocratic, un-democratic bias, but the resistance of 
national political elites to surrender further parts of their sovereignty (power) to common, democratically 
legitimized, institutions (Masini 2015). Politics merely and instrumentally exploited Hayek’s name.
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Our concluding remarks were that Hayek did exert a major intellectual influence on a neoliberal ap-
proach to economic policy, that was fit to avoiding a path towards a federal Europe, as the one suggested by 
Robbins. A supranational federation was for Hayek a rational construct instrumental to detach the (virtu-
ous) economic and market (global) catallactics from the (systematic, unavoidable) degenerations of (nation-
al) political influences.11 

From this point of view, Hayek’s approach to federalism was very similar to the one that Mises, 
Rappard, Lippmann, and many other neoliberals thought the responsibility of international authorities 
should be: to save the market economy from the evils of politics. Hence the appellation of “market-preserv-
ing federalism” (Weingast 1995; McKinnon 1997) sometimes attached to it.12 In any case, as Spieker (2014, 
p. 920) synthesized: “Hayek’s federalist vision of international relations is distinctive in its uncompromising 
insistence on isolating a free-market capitalist economy from democratic politics”.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

When he moved from Wien to London, in 1931, Hayek brought along a heavy luggage and was in search 
for some relief. The increasing intervention of public authorities in the economy was becoming a major 
hindrance to sound market (even social and political) relations, as Mises had been forcefully underlining. 
Collectivism, corporatism, dirigisme, ètatism, were pathological aggressions to the market and society that 
needed to be fenced off with long-term structural-institutional solutions. 

In London, Hayek discussed all this at length with Robbins, whose idea of a peaceful international or-
der relied on the building of a multilayered structure of governments, endowed with enforceability power, 
based on an upscaling of Cannan’s reflections on the need to match markets and public authorities at differ-
ent levels, from local to global. Robbins’s call for a supranational federation seemed to provide a reasonable 
compromise to Hayek’s search for a system that could detach the pathological illness of politics from the 
purity of atomistic market relations.

Although the tones of their reference to supranational federalism might sound similar and they both 
engaged in supporting ideas and associations linked to the promotion of European and international fed-
eralism, their aims and understanding of federalism were ontologically different. While Hayek’s federalism 
was a negative-sum game in terms of the role of public institutions in the market, for Robbins it was a zero-
sum game, a mere reallocation of governmental powers to the place where they prove more effective. A zero-
sum game that might even turn into a positive-sum game if the overall efficiency of the system would prove 
to be positively affected by such reallocation. 

Hayek aimed at a market-enhancing federalism: a light model of supranational institutions with the 
powers to prevent political interference upon the market. International peace—certainly not a goal in it-
self—would possibly result as a mere by-product of undisturbed market efficiency. Robbins, on the contrary, 
meant to support a federal supranational constitution to solve the problems of monopolistic national sover-
eignties (as major hindrances to international peace) that transform individuals belonging to different mo-
nopolies into enemies, irrespective of shared needs, and of a lack of correspondence between multilayered 
collective markets and public choices.

This distinction is also key to understanding Hayek’s alleged influence on the building of European in-
tegration and the place that both Hayek and Robbins have been having in the making of Europe. Europe is 
struggling since the early post-WWII years to experience a new model of shared sovereignty, along similar 
lines as those followed over two centuries earlier by the Thirteen British colonies in the USA, that founded a 
new constitutional model based on the principles of constitutional federalism. Robbins’s intellectual influ-
ence on this goal appears manifest. 

The resistance from national governments to such process was—and still is—paramount. Hence a 
functional, sectoral integration strategy that very much resembles the ideal described and supported by 
Hayek’s instrumental federalism, where the economy is increasingly integrated (but delegated to technical 
agencies); and policy is not, as it directly impacts on the balance of powers of national elites. In the mak-
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ing of European integration, Robbins’s and Hayek’s ideas/models of supranational federalism are therefore 
opposite to one another and still struggling for supremacy. Europe is the resulting compromise between an 
unintended Hayekian architecture deriving from national resistance to surrender parts of their sovereignty, 
and Robbins’s ideal for a fully-fledged constitutional federation. 

The fact that Europe is still struggling between these two models is a testimony that the 1930s were in-
deed the years of high theory, also in the field of supranational relations.

NOTES

1 Among them: Luigi Einaudi, Attilio Cabiati, Edwin Cannan, Ludwig von Mises, Lionel Robbins, Friedrich A. von 
Hayek, William H. Beveridge, Barbara Wootton, Jacques Rueff, Jean Monnet, Wilhelm Röpke, François Perroux.

2 One major source is Hayek’s (1944a); nevertheless, we now know that that book was born as a memo to Beveridge 
when he arrived in London (Caldwell 2008), conceived as a volume in 1933, written—almost in its final version—
a few years later, and eventually published in Contemporary Review of April 1938 with the title Freedom and the 
Economic System and as Public Policy Pamphlet in 1939 (Lane 2013).

3 He writes: “as to theoretical thinking, such eminent liberal economists as Hayek, Einaudi, Robbins had conclu-
sively demonstrated the difference between the decision on how activist the state should be in economic policy 
and the allocation of power across different levels of government. On the first, they favor strong limits to public 
intervention, but on the second, they espouse the creation of an international level of government for its peace-
keeping and wealth-generating impact”. For a detailed explanation of their different approaches to federalism see 
Masini (2012).

4 Robbins on this follows the speech Cannan gave at the LSE on International Anarchy from the Economic Point of 
View and the article A Plea for Large Political Units, written in 1916 but published only in Cannan (1927).

5 The ill-conceived international cooperation rested on the idea that an average price could be stabilized domesti-
cally and worldwide, thus impeding market prices re-alignments to take into account the evolving conditions of 
supply and demand.

6 As he writes: “In the national state current ideologies make it comparatively easy to persuade the rest of the com-
munity that it is in their interest to protect ‘their’ iron industry or ‘their’ wheat production or whatever it be. An 
element of national pride in ‘their’ industry and considerations of national strength in case of war generally in-
duce people to consent to the sacrifice [while] in a federation, the problem of agreeing on a common tariff will 
raise problems different in kind from those that arise in a national state. It would lack the support of the strong 
nationalist ideologies, the sympathies with the neighbor; and even the argument of defense would lose much of its 
power of conviction if the Union were really strong enough to have little to fear” (Hayek 1939, pp. 262-3). 

7 To avoid any possible misunderstanding, Hayek underlines the following: “The powers which must be devolved 
on an international authority are not the new powers assumed by the states in recent times, but that minimum of 
powers of the ultra-liberal ‘laissez-faire’ state. And even more than in the national sphere, it is essential that these 
powers of the international authority should be strictly circumscribed by the Rule of Law. […] The form of inter-
national government under which certain strictly defined powers are transferred to an international authority, 
while in all other respects the individual countries remain responsible for their internal affairs, is, of course, that 
of federation” (Hayek 1944a, pp. 172-3)

8 As Ola Inset (2020, p. 131) suggests: “Hayek was on his way to becoming a full-time neoliberal activist”.
9 We are aware that assessing the intellectual influence of an author on a process is difficult and tricky. We suggest 

that a tentative proxy for its conceptualization may be the methodology used by Mirowski and Plehwe (2009) in 
reconstructing the intellectual impact of neoliberalism on specific countries after WWII, based on enquires into 
the tentacular personal networks, academic journals, policymakers sharing major parts of an author’s (or a group 
of authors, as is the case with Mirowski and Plehwe) view and goals.

10 On this, see in particular the lecture dated 21 February 1979.
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11 Incidentally, it might be noted that this sound ironic, as Hayek always struggled against rational constructivism, at 
the same not being able to escape its temptations when it came to design a (constitutional) system to allow for the 
preservation of the market spontaneous order.

12 As the term market preserving federalism is more often related to designing institutions that do not necessarily imply 
the detachment of politics from economics but that reinforce market efficiency, Hayek might rather be labelled as a 
market radical.
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Abstract: In a small number of texts written in close prox-
imity to World War II, Friedrich A. Hayek describes his ide-
al international order as a union of sovereign nation states 
that confers upon its members the freedoms and material 
benefits of a common market. An important objective of 
this “interstate federation” is to secure peace. Hayek also 
discusses two additional arguments in favor of interna-
tional federalism. First, he argues that inter-jurisdictional 
competition within a federation protects free markets and 
limits the scope of discretionary economic policy. Second, 
he maintains that a federal structure helps to align the ac-
tions of government with the interests of voters, thus real-
izing the true democratic ideal. The present paper sketch-
es the historical development of Hayek’s proposal. It then 
describes his theoretical arguments for (international) fed-
eralism and highlights the relationship of these arguments 
to more recent scholarship in the fields of public finance 
and public choice. In closing, the paper underscores that 
Hayek’s writings on federalism are part of his attempt to 
formulate a positive liberal agenda.

INTRODUCTION

Friedrich A. Hayek was a foremost exponent of liberalism1 
in the 20th century, particularly of the neoliberal move-
ment which began in the 1930s. Contrary to the representa-
tives of 19th century laissez-faire liberalism, the neoliberals 
thought that the functioning of markets requires an insti-
tutional framework geared towards upholding competition 
(Burgin 2012). This position begs the question as to what 
kinds of institutions support markets and how they can be 
established.

Hayek acknowledged the possibility of rationally iden-
tifying and implementing market-supporting institutions. 
But he also expressed the view that many such institu-
tions were in fact the result of a long-standing evolutionary 
process (for a discussion, see Vanberg 1994). Without go-
ing into detail on these two possibilities, it can be said that 
Hayek was very cautious about making concrete proposals 
for institutional reform.

This paper aims to draw attention to one of the very few 
instances where Hayek made an institutional reform pro-
posal, namely his discussion of federalism.2 The proposal 
contains two distinct elements. On the one hand, Hayek 
analyzed the properties of federalism as a mode of govern-
ment. This part of the discussion has indirect implications 
for reform. On the other hand, he recommended adopting 
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federalism as a supranational governance system either on the world scale or on a smaller scale, thus cre-
ating “a true international law which would limit the powers of national governments to harm each other” 
(Hayek 1979, p. 149).

Federalism refers to the division of functions between two or more levels of government. Hayek’s per-
spective on federalism is usually considered as an early example of the “Leviathan” view of the state, which 
suggests that a federal government structure can be used as a commitment device against excessive taxation 
and regulation (Kantorowicz 2019; Rodden 2006). As emphasized by this paper, his discussion also contains 
a second important argument about how federalism improves democratic decision-making.

Hayek developed his view on federalism in a small number of texts written in close proximity to World 
War II. The first such text, “The Economic Conditions of Interstate Federalism” (Hayek [1939] 1948), was 
published in September 1939, the same month that Germany invaded Poland. During the war years, Hayek 
connected his discussion of federalism with the fate of Germany after her defeat. He proposed that the Reich 
should be broken up into its individual states and then integrated into a European federation (Hayek [1944] 
1992; [1945] 1992).

As can be seen, Hayek thought of federalism as a means to further the goal of international integration. 
In 1939, he described his ideal international order as a union of unspecified nation states – an “interstate 
federation”—which confers upon its members the benefits of a common market, including the free move-
ment of people. He assumed that the states within the union would need to conduct a common monetary 
policy (Hayek [1939] 1948, pp. 258-260). Unsurprisingly, Hayek’s description of an interstate federation has 
been compared to the setup of today’s European Union (e.g., Höpner and Schäfer 2012).

Hayek viewed the goal of international integration as essential to liberalism. He maintained that “the 
abrogation of national sovereignties and the creation of an effective international order of law is a necessary 
complement and the logical consummation of the liberal program” (Hayek [1939] 1948, p. 269) and that 
the ideals of “real liberalism” are “freedom and internationalism” (p. 271). He shared this outlook with his 
colleague Lionel Robbins, who argued in favor of a “liberal world federation” (Robbins 1937, p. 247). Other 
proponents of liberal internationalism in Hayek’s circle included his teacher Ludwig von Mises (Rohac and 
Mingardi 2021) and the ordoliberal social philosopher Wilhelm Röpke (Kolev 2021).

Hayek was of the persuasion that liberalism and nationalism are generally incompatible. While the lib-
erals of the 19th century aligned themselves with the nationalist doctrine, he believed that the experience of 
the early 20th century had shown that nationalism endangers both individual freedom and liberal democ-
racy (Hayek [1939] 1948, pp. 270-271). Hayek expected an interstate federation to mitigate the threat of na-
tionalism because it establishes a supranational authority that limits the power of the nation state over the 
individual (Hayek [1944] 2007, pp. 232-235).

The present paper sketches the historical development of Hayek’s federalism proposal. It then describes 
his theoretical arguments for (international) federalism and highlights the relationship of these arguments 
to today’s public finance and public choice literature. In closing, the paper underscores that Hayek’s writ-
ings on federalism are part of his attempt to formulate a positive liberal agenda.

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF HAYEK’S PROPOSAL

Hayek apparently first became interested in the international dimension of liberalism through Robbins 
(Spieker 2014). Robbins, in turn, believed that the ideal extent of international integration was prescribed by 
the principle of federalism.3 During the late 1930s, both Hayek and Robbins were members of the Federal 
Union, a British advocacy group that promoted the idea of a federation of European states (Rosenboim 
2014).

In line with his involvement in the Federal Union, Hayek’s 1939 paper “The Economic Conditions of 
Interstate Federalism” combined an academic discussion of federalist principles with the political plea for 
international integration through federalism. Naturally, with the beginning of WWII, such ambitions had 
to be put on hold.
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As the Allied forces came closer to victory against Nazi Germany, Hayek began applying his consid-
erations on federalism to the situation at hand. There were two ways in which federalism could play a role 
in the post-war world. First, as Hayek already noted in a 1944 speech given at King’s College Cambridge, 
a federal structure could be used as a check on government power in the defeated Germany (Hayek [1944] 
1992). Second, long-term political order on the continent could be secured by means of a future European 
federation.

In The Road to Serfdom, Hayek tackled the question as to what an international federation could look 
like in practice. He distinguished between more integrated “regional” federations with a smaller number 
of constituent countries and less integrated (“looser”) associations of many countries, possibly the whole 
world (Hayek [1944] 2007, pp. 235-236). Hayek particularly thought that a close partnership would be pos-
sible between the United States and Western Europe (p. 235). After the end of WWII, he envisioned the for-
mation of two or more European federations which could merge into a single federation at a later point in 
time (Hayek [1945] 1992, p. 226).4

Regarding Germany’s political system, Hayek argued that the country should also become a federa-
tion, or possibly confederation. While the central government needed to remain under Allied control for 
the time being, a large degree of independence could be given to those German states that developed demo-
cratic institutions (pp. 224-226). Hayek initially published this “Plan for the Future of Germany” in a 1945 
newspaper article. He reiterated the plan in his introduction to Röpke’s The German Question (1946), a trea-
tise that linked the centralization of Germany under Otto von Bismarck with the rise of Nazism.

The plan further proposed that when Allied control over the German states became unnecessary, they 
could be integrated into a European federation. The prime objective of this arrangement was to impose free 
trade on Germany. Hayek hoped that the economic entanglement of the German states with their neighbors 
would counteract tendencies of centralization and aggression (Hayek [1945] 1992, pp. 226-227). In this way, 
federalism would help to secure peace in Europe. The “Problems and Chances of European Federation” 
were also a topic of discussion at the foundational meeting of the Mont Pèlerin Society in 1947.5

Quinn Slobodian (2018) posits that Hayek’s work on federalism eventually became part of a larger 
post-war neoliberal project to free markets from political constraints. In his view, the 1939 “interstate feder-
alism” proposal was put into action with the 1957 Treaty of Rome that established the European Economic 
Community. While Slobodian does not claim that Hayek wanted to bring about the EU, his argument is 
that architects of European integration such as Hans von der Groeben and Ernst-Joachim Mestmäcker were 
influenced by Hayek’s and Robbins’ ideas (pp. 207-210).

Slobodian credits Hayek and Robbins with conceptualizing an international body of law that enforces 
the separation between imperium and dominium, i.e., between nation states on the one hand and the (bor-
derless) market economy on the other hand.6 It is unclear, however, whether this representation captures 
the essence of Hayek’s proposal. As Slobodian himself points out, Hayek’s proposed federation must be 
understood as a constitutional arrangement (p. 214). Thus, rather than separating markets and politics, 
Hayekian federalism is based on a prior political decision.

TWO ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF (INTERNATIONAL) FEDERALISM

As we have seen, Hayek thought that an interstate federation would help to secure peace in post-war Europe. 
Yet, his 1939 paper—which constitutes the analytical core of his writings on federalism – focuses mostly on 
two different theoretical arguments. It should be noted that while these arguments were developed in the 
context of international federalism, they apply equally to federalism within the nation state. 

Hayek’s first argument in favor of international federalism is that inter-jurisdictional competition 
within a federation protects free markets and limits the scope of discretionary economic policy. As ob-
served in the literature, this argument seems to be based on the assumption of “Leviathan-type” politicians 
who pursue their own private interests rather than the public interest (Kantorowicz 2019; Rodden 2006).7
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Hayek asserts that if people, goods, and capital can move freely between the different states of a federa-
tion, the policy options available to these states will be more limited than the policy options available to a 
single unitary state that occupies the same territory. The reason is that people can avoid unwanted policies 
when making decisions regarding their location, consumption or investment (Hayek [1939] 1948, pp. 258-
261).

The text offers two examples of this kind of inter-jurisdictional competition. First, Hayek explains that 
the federation’s states will no longer be able to protect their industries by manipulating prices, because “any 
change in any part of the Union in the conditions of production of any commodity which can be transport-
ed to other parts will affect prices everywhere” (p. 259). Second, in the area of fiscal policy, opportunities for 
taxation will be more limited because “the greater mobility between the states [would] make it necessary to 
avoid all sorts of taxation which would drive capital or labor elsewhere” (p. 260).

In this way, the creation of a single market combined with the free movement of people provides a safe-
guard against excessive regulation and taxation. What is more, Hayek emphasizes that free trade within the 
federation also prevents the abuse of private economic power, such as attempts to monopolize or cartelize 
an industry (p. 261).

Hayek’s second argument is that a federal structure helps to align the actions of government with the 
interests of voters, thus realizing the true democratic ideal. More specifically, he posits that federalism leads 
to collective decisions that serve the common interests of all citizens, rather than the interests of smaller 
groups. In line with authors such as James Madison or Lord Acton, Hayek views federalism as a check on 
the majority principle.

The second argument builds on the assumption that federations tend to be larger than unitary systems 
and/or encompass more heterogeneous populations. Additionally, it makes reference to a particular defini-
tion of what is meant by democracy, which Hayek takes from Acton. The latter defines the “true democratic 
principle” as the notion “that the free will of the collective people shall be fettered in nothing” (Acton, cited 
in Hayek [1944] 1992, pp. 212-213). Note that Acton suggests that democracy advances the will of the collec-
tive people, i.e., all people.

In the 1939 paper, Hayek says that “the realization of the ideal of an international democratic order de-
mands a resuscitation of the [democratic] ideal in its true form”, which he calls “government by agreement” 
([1939] 1948, p. 271). The reason is that, in a federation with many different interests, it will be difficult to 
form a majority for legislative measures that benefit only certain groups or regions (e.g., a tariff that protects 
a particular industry). Thus, in a large and diverse federation, the task of the central government will be 
confined to measures that serve the interests of all citizens (pp. 261-266).8

It is particularly this second argument which leads Hayek to predict that, in an interstate federation, 
there will be less government overall. If an issue requires legislation at the central government level—such 
as a protective tariff—but agreement cannot easily be reached, there will be no legislation on this issue. 
Indeed, Hayek maintains that “this readiness to have no legislation at all on some subjects rather than state 
legislation will be the acid test of whether we are intellectually mature for the achievement of suprastate or-
ganization” (p. 266).

HAYEK’S PROPOSAL AND MORE RECENT SCHOLARSHIP

The possible advantages of federalism are referenced again in Hayek’s later works, such as The Constitution 
of Liberty (Hayek 1960 [2011], pp. 274-275) or Law, Legislation and Liberty (Hayek 1979, pp. 45-46, 149). 
However, their mention is brief and it cannot be said that Hayek continued to develop his views on federal-
ism in the post-war era.

During the 1950s, fiscal federalism emerged as a subfield of public finance which was concerned with 
the optimal level of (de)centralization of state activity.9 In an early seminal contribution, Charles Tiebout 
(1956) argued that local public goods provision is most efficient if individuals can choose between different 
bundles of taxes and public goods. The idea is that if municipalities are legally enabled to offer such bundles, 
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individuals will move to the municipality that provides the utility-maximizing combination of taxes and 
public goods for them.10 A more general theorem on the question of decentralization was formulated by 
Wallace Oates (1972).

While the Tiebout model bears a resemblance to Hayek’s description of inter-jurisdictional competi-
tion, the traditional fiscal federalism literature differs from his approach in the important respect that pub-
lic policy is ultimately assumed to be welfare-enhancing.11 Hayek, on the other hand, viewed federalism as a 
way for citizens to avoid or prevent policies that are not in their best interest. 

A perspective more closely aligned with that of Hayek was taken by the representatives of public choice 
theory. Geoffrey Brennan and James Buchanan (1980) characterize federalism as a constitutional con-
straint on a revenue-maximizing Leviathan government.12 In line with Hayek’s first argument discussed 
above, they state that “interjurisdictional mobility of persons in pursuit of ‘fiscal gains’ can offer partial or 
possibly complete substitutes for explicit fiscal constraints on the taxing power” (p. 184). Beyond the issue 
of taxation, Barry Weingast’s (1995) theoretical and historical analysis of “market-preserving federalism” 
draws explicitly on Hayek ([1939] 1948).

Hayek’s second argument from the 1939 paper—that federalism acts as a check on the majority prin-
ciple—has generally received little attention (for an exception, see Streeck 2014). It is, however, part of a 
large literature going back at least to Madison’s “Federalist No. 10” ([1787] 2012) that investigates the effects 
of multiple checks and balances on policy outcomes. In recent years, this literature has adopted the game-
theoretic framework of veto power (Tsebelis 2002) to describe the kind of decision-making barriers envi-
sioned by Hayek.

Lastly, it might be argued that the anti-nationalist thrust of Hayek’s proposal is reflected in the con-
cept of a new federalism with competing and functionally overlapping jurisdictions (Frey and Eichenberger 
2001). The concept is based on the notion that states have two distinct tasks. They are “territorial enterpris-
es” that rule over a land, but also “club enterprises” that provide benefits to their members. The difference is 
that club members do not need to be present on the state’s territory (Vanberg 2016). This perspective points 
to the possibility of unbundling public services, in the sense that states could compete for club members 
outside their traditional territorial boundaries.

CONCLUSION 

A remarkable quality of Hayek’s writings on federalism is their optimism as to the feasibility of creating a 
more peaceful and prosperous international order. Written against the background of totalitarianism and 
war in Europe, they describe a possible future in which nation states band together to engage in close eco-
nomic cooperation.

Paul Lewis has recently emphasized that, in the 1930s and 1940s, Hayek saw “the need to reframe lib-
eralism as a positive doctrine” (Lewis 2020, p. 56). This means that Hayek wanted to make concrete sugges-
tions on how to improve the institutional framework of markets. His 1939 paper and further remarks on 
the prospects of international federalism are an excellent example of an institutional proposal in the sense 
of Lewis’ observation.

With this proposal, Hayek embraced the possibility of rationally choosing and implementing a par-
ticular institutional design. This approach stands in contrast to (some of) his later works, where he says that 
institutional changes should mainly be driven by evolutionary forces and that deliberate design runs the 
risk of engaging in “constructivist rationalism” (e.g., Hayek 1973).

The dismissal of rational institutional design in Hayek’s later works was famously criticized by 
Buchanan, who argued that Hayek put too much trust in the beneficial working of evolutionary process-
es.13 However, as seen in this paper, Hayek’s discussion of federalism was actually very close in spirit to 
Buchanan’s future constitutional political economy project. Like Buchanan, Hayek points to efficiency 
shortfalls in the economic and political status quo and explains how adopting federalist government struc-
tures would address these shortfalls. In his federalism writings, Hayek seems to share Buchanan’s convic-
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tion that the practical task of the liberal economist is to construct “realistic utopia[s]” (Buchanan 2005, p. 
98).

NOTES

1 In this paper, the term liberal will be used in the sense of classical liberalism or libertarianism (Mack and Gaus 
2004), not social liberalism.

2 Another notable instance is Hayek’s “model constitution”, a bicameral legislature intended to ward off interest 
group influence (Hayek 1979, pp. 105-127).

3 Hayek prominently cites Robbins’ position on this matter in his 1939 paper: “There must be neither alliance nor 
complete unification; neither Staatenbund nor Einheitsstaat but Bundesstaat” (Robbins, cited in Hayek [1939] 
1948, p. 270).

4 For example, Hayek described a Central European federation encompassing the countries of the former Austro-
Hungarian Empire (Hayek 1945).

5 By and large, the participants at the meeting did not share Hayek’s and Robbins’ enthusiasm for the topic. See 
Hayek ([1947] 1992, pp. 244-245) and Caldwell (2020, p. 39).

6 On the legal terms imperium and dominium, see Schmitt ([1950] 2003, pp. 46-47).
7 On the Leviathan model, see Brennan and Kliemt (2019).
8 Similarly, in The Road to Serfdom, Hayek notes: “It is, in fact, one of the main advantages of federation that it can 

be so devised as to make most of the harmful planning difficult while leaving the way free for all desirable plan-
ning. … [Federation] confines international planning to the fields where true agreement can be reached not only 
between the ‘interests’ immediately concerned, but among all those affected” (Hayek [1944] 2007, p. 233).

9 On the distinction between the concepts of federalism and decentralization, see Kantorowicz (2019, p. 75).
10 From a Hayekian perspective, this “voting by feet” mechanism not only makes the provision of public goods more 

efficient but also makes it possible to discover new approaches to public goods provision based on local knowledge 
(Vihanto 1992).

11 For a critique of the welfarist tradition in public finance, see Delmotte and Nientiedt (2022).
12 On the development of Buchanan’s thought on federalism, see Feld (2014).
13 See Buchanan ([1975] 2000). Apparently, Hayek never responded to Buchanan’s challenge (Levy and Peart 2020, p. 

170).
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INTRODUCTION

The idea of federalism goes back to ancient times, and has 
attracted considerable attention from political philosophers 
focusing on constitutional and institutional questions.1 In 
current liberal international relations (IR) theory the roots 
of thinking about federation are most often situated in a 
particular reading of Kant’s famous essay Perpetual Peace. 
A Philosophical Sketch, published in 1795 (Kant 1991). Many 
modern liberals use Kantian ideas for their claim that war 
can be eliminated and peace can be achieved in world poli-
tics. Kant argued “republican” forms of government, lead-
ing to “pacific federation,” could foster such a process. These 
liberals in IR expect that a global “harmony of interests” is 
possible, based on a positive interpretation of human rea-
son, faith in human progress, and the perfectibility of the 
human condition (Burchill 2013; Doyle 1996). 

Additionally, liberals in IR focus on decreasing the in-
fluence of states in world politics, and their allegedly war-
mongering domestic elites, especially diplomats and the 
military. They firmly believe in the link between domes-
tic regime and the probability of war. This is most clearly 
seen in a variant called republican liberalism, which focuses 
on democratic peace and the idea that democracies do not 
fight each other (Jørgensen 2018, pp. 66-87). Other liberal 
solutions to minimise or abolish international violence are 
the proliferation of international law, international organ-
isations, free trade, supranational cooperation, and inte-
gration. For some liberals this has to lead to regional fed-
eration, or even a world state (Jørgensen 2021, pp. 223-236; 
Höffe 2007; Zacher and Matthew 1995). 

A superficial reading of the classical liberal greats, 
Ludwig von Mises (hereafter Mises) and Friedrich Hayek 
(for more on their relation see Ebeling 2014), might lead to 
the conclusion that they largely agreed with liberal IR theo-
rists, especially since plans and support for federation take a 
significant place in their writings on international relations. 
However, it will be argued here that this is an erroneous in-
terpretation. Both Mises and Hayek did not regard federa-
tion as an ideal, but as a solution to very specific situations 
when states were unable to provide international order and 
individual liberty was in severe danger. Compared to liber-
als in IR, Mises and Hayek were, for example, far more sus-
picious of international law and organisation because these 
institutions in international affairs could easily turn into a 
threat to individual liberty (Van de Haar, 2009, 2015).  

As with their ideas on international relations general-
ly, federation is an under-analysed aspect in the writings of 
Mises and Hayek. This is a knowledge gap to be filled, from 
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the perspective of the history of ideas and for scholars of Mises and Hayek, the Austrian School, and classi-
cal liberalism in general. Yet it is also topical. Currently, there is a group of academics who attempt to por-
tray Mises and Hayek as the originators of what they call ‘neoliberalism’, which they analyse very critically. 
Ideas on federation figure prominently in these writings (especially Slobodian 2018; also Plehwe et al. 2020). 
Additionally, there are IR theorists who pick and choose from Hayek’s writings on federation, which leads 
to a misrepresentation of his ideas and intentions (see for example Hall 2012; Rosenboim 2014; Rosenboim 
2017; Bosco 1995, p. 271; Easley 2004, p. 136). 

This article seeks to address these issues. It aims to present a comprehensive overview of Mises’ and 
Hayek’s writings about federation in relation to their ideas about states and nations. This will make clear 
when, how, and why Mises and Hayek embraced federalism, while the analysis will also shed light on the 
differences between them. It shall be argued that both scholars approached federalism from a specific classi-
cal liberal angle, fully compatible with their overall philosophy. Also, the editor of this special issue’s ques-
tion, concerning the relation between federation and the state system in classical liberal thought, will be 
answered. 

Before turning to these ideas, it is important to clarify the meaning of a number of terms used in this 
article. Following Hedley Bull, states or countries (the terms will be used interchangeably) are defined as 
“independent political communities each of which possess a government and asserts sovereignty in relation 
to a particular portion of the earth’s surface and particular segment of the human population” (Bull 1995, 
p. 8). State sovereignty is a way to organise political power; it is “an idea of authority embodied in these 
bordered territorial organisations we call nations or states, and is expressed in their various domestic and 
foreign relations” (Jackson 2007, p. ix). A nation is a more elusive and difficult notion. Following Gellner, 
nations are defined as ‘people sharing the same culture, where culture means a system of ideas and signs 
and ways of behaving and communicating’. Yet Gellner also notes that “men need to recognize each other 
as belonging to the same nation, nations are the artefacts of men’s convictions, loyalties and solidarities” 
(Gellner 1983, pp. 6-7). Both elements will return in this article. Nationalism is the support or movement 
for a stronger political position of the nation, eventually leading to demands for its independence. States 
and nations may coincide, but often they don’t. States can comprise one or more nations, while nations can 
live in a number of states. It has to be noted that Hayek and Mises were less strict in their terminology, they 
mingled the use of nation, state, and country, as was common in their day. For reasons of clarity this prac-
tise will not be followed here.  

Our world is still predominantly a world of sovereign states. Federation is about pooling and sharing 
political power, either within a state (for example the USA or Switzerland) or between states (see McKay 
1999; Burgess 2000). The focus of this article is on the latter. Some clarification need to be given in this con-
text. If all power is located in a sovereign state it is called a unitary state, or Einheitstaat (the German terms 
are provided because they were used by Hayek and other writers, as we shall see below). When several sov-
ereign states collaborate, and the precise nature of their collaboration is written down in a shared treaty, it 
is called a confederation or Staatenbund. When constituent states form a federation, or Bundesstaat, they 
are no longer sovereign. Federations (often) have a constitution or other basic legal document, with a precise 
description of the division of tasks between the federal level and the decentral level(s). Often a mechanism 
to settle disputes about this division is included, for example in the form of a Court that trumps the legis-
lation of member states. In the 1930s and 1940s federations were also often called unions, although Mises 
used this term differently. Federalism will be defined in this paper as “the desire to create federations in or-
der to avoid political conflict.” For the federalists in this article the central political question was: how to 
create a federation out of an existing order of sovereign states? 
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PLANS FOR FEDERATION

Plans for federation played a particularly important role in the 1930s and 1940s, especially in interwar 
Europe, as it became increasingly clear that another war was looming. There were numerous plans in circu-
lation, with different focus and geographical reach, from writers of all sides of the political spectrum. Some 
of the best-known plans for a federation of the (Western) world also figure in the writings of Mises and 
Hayek, especially those for a Pan-Europe, Lionel Robbins’ ideas for a classical liberal federation, the ideas of 
Ivor Jennings, and two proposals by Clarence Streit. 

The plan for a Pan-Europa (1923) by Count Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi aimed to constitute a federa-
tion of all continental European countries and their colonies, the British Empire and Russia excluded. In 
this way Europe would become a world power, which would also prevent attack or conquest by the Russians. 
The European federation would be created in stages, through conferences and “easier” steps such as a cus-
toms union, ultimately leading to a Pan-European constitution (Coudenhove-Kalergi 2019). Lionel Robbins, 
in Economic Planning and International Order (1937), focused on the impossibilities of national and inter-
national planning. International liberalism was his alternative. This was a neglected topic in liberalism, he 
alleged, yet “without peace, no welfare.” The international economy needed an international polity and in 
Robbins’ mind that had to be a federation. He coined the phrase “neither Statenbund, nor Einheitstaat, but 
Bundesstaat,” which would often be used by Hayek. This federation would neutralize causes of international 
conflict, such as nationalism. The limited number of state tasks would be designated at the right level: the 
central level for the most important tasks, such as the protection of property, a common monetary unit, free 
exchange, and the movement of capital and labour. Other public tasks could be provided at the lower lev-
els (Robbins 1937, pp. 221-305). Ivor Jennings, a constitutional scholar, focussed on a democratic federation 
of Western Europe, which included Britain, France, a democratic Germany, and ten smaller European de-
mocracies. He attempted to show the feasibility of federation as a working system, and also proposed a draft 
constitution. One of his main aims was to abolish war between European countries (and their colonies). In 
contrast to many other thinkers at the time, he did not believe in federal schemes that included countries 
outside Western Europe (Jennings 1940).

In 1939, just before the war broke out, Clarence Streit, an American correspondent at the League of 
Nations, published the immensely popular book Union Now. He proposed a union between the fifteen de-
mocracies (and their colonies) in the North Atlantic region, aiming to secure individual freedom in those 
countries. This could be the nucleus of a future world federation. Streit’s union comprised of common citi-
zenship, common defence, a customs free economy, common money, and a common postal and commu-
nications system. Other public tasks had to be conducted at the national level. Streit took the USA as an 
example, while most of his book was a geopolitical analysis of the strength of his Union compared to the au-
thoritarian countries of the Triangular Pact: Germany, Italy, and Japan (Streit 1939). Two years later, Streit 
published a sequel, entitled Union Now With Britain. With a large number of his original member democ-
racies occupied, he concentrated on the English-speaking world, urging America to invite the UK, Ireland, 
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa to unite in what he called ‘A Union of the Free’. This fed-
eration would have comparable rights as the US government, while a Bill of Rights was also needed. Streit’s 
federation would gradually grow into a government of all mankind, and its defence capability could be re-
duced to the level of a world police force (Streit 1941). 

NATIONS 

The writings on federation by Mises and Hayek should be seen in the context of those rare circumstances 
when states are unable to provide international order due to war. Incidental wars were of course also threats 
to international order, harming liberty and international commerce, yet their occasional occurrence did not 
warrant calls for such far-reaching overturn of the state system. In line with Adam Smith and David Hume, 
whose writings were influential on them, Mises and Hayek preferred a state-based international politics. 
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They never wanted to abolish the state, but wanted to limit its influence on the life of individuals. Foreign 
policy and defence of the territory against external attack remained important state tasks. Mises and Hayek 
recognised the emotional ties between the individual and his or her nation or country. This was a balance: 
feelings such as national pride and patriotism were normal, but nationalism was a destructive force (Van de 
Haar, 2008, 2009, 2013).

In Mises’ ideal, classical liberal world states would have a limited role, needed only for the protection 
of property and liberty, while fostering peace. Yet the contemporary international world was still domi-
nated by states (von Mises 1996b [1927], p. 37), and to attempt to change this was dangerous: “liberalism 
did not and does not built its hope upon abolition of the sovereignty of various national governments, a 
venture which would result in endless wars” (von Mises 1996a [1949], pp. 685-686). Mises added in 1943, a 
time when he wrote a lot about federation, that “the principle of national sovereignty does not stand in the 
way of international division of labour and peaceful collaboration of all nations [….] provided every nation 
unswervingly clings to the policies of democracy and capitalism” (von Mises 1990, pp. 151-152). Hayek also 
regarded states as the principal actors in world politics (for example Hayek 1997a [1944], pp. 163-176, 1980a 
[1948], pp. 255-272) and emphasized there was no contradiction between individual freedom and the de-
sire to unite in a national state (Hayek 1993 [1960], pp. 14-15). Mises added: “the feeling of nationality ex-
isted long before any political attempt was made to base it upon the idea of [for example] a German state, a 
German policy and German chauvinism” (von Mises 1996b, p. 146). 

 Mises was a prolific writer on questions of nations, nationalism, and states. In 1919 he published 
Nation, State and Economy and the topic returned regularly throughout his career, not least in Omnipotent 
Government (1944). He argued that nations are linguistic groups, not racial groups as his contemporaries 
sometimes erroneously asserted. Common language binds, while different language separates. Nations 
could not be defined by geography or religion either, although Mises did not deny the importance of these 
characteristics (von Mises 1985 [1944], pp. 82-92). Nations differ from states in that “the nation as an organ-
ic entity, can be neither increased or decreased by changes in states” (von Mises 1983 [1919], pp. 39-40). He 
emphasised that in a multi-national state, different nations will attempt to force rules on another, and often 
use the state apparatus to accomplish this. Therefore, multinational or multilingual states are inherently 
unstable, because there are always issues between majorities and minorities (von Mises 1983, pp.  9-56). He 
saw three solutions for the administration of multilingual countries. Federation was one (see below). The 
best solution was a limited state, which would give less reasons to fight over its resources, or use it to oppress 
others. Another solution was “feet voting”: groups of people should be allowed to secede and start a new 
state (Hülsmann 2007, pp. 316-324; von Mises 1996b, pp. 108-110). 

Hayek wrote less about nationalism, but held comparable views, and he detected a strong relation be-
tween collectivism and nationalism. He thought that humans did not tolerate any long-standing domina-
tion of a group of a different nationality (Hayek 1993, p. 84), but at the same time called nationalism “a poi-
son” (Hayek 1967, p. 143). In his famous Finlay lecture, entitled Individualism: True and False (1945), Hayek 
called nationalism “intellectually a twin brother to socialism,” and saw a relation between nationalism and 
the “false” rationalistic liberalism of the Continent, which favoured centralization, nationalism, and social-
ism, as opposed to the true English form of liberalism (Hayek 1980a, p. 28). In 1941, in Nature, he remarked 
that “most planners are militant nationalists” (Hayek 1997b, p.  218).

Sometimes states were imperfect and arbitrary units (Hayek 1993, p. 105), which was often the case in 
larger states. In those cases attachment to abstract rules prevailed and guided people’s actions, for example 
tradition, but also something more visible such as the landscape of a country (“the mountains of Austria”). 
Concrete symbols, such as shrines, the national flag, or the monarch also fostered feelings of unity (Hayek 
2021 [1976], p. 191-192). Again, this patriotism should not be mistaken for nationalism. There was nothing 
wrong with a deep attachment to national traditions and it need not be a cause of hostility to anything for-
eign either (Hayek 1993, p. 405-406).
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MISES ON FEDERATION  

Mises wrote about federation for a good twenty years of his career, from roughly the mid-1920s to the mid-
1940s. It is a strange neglect that not one of his biographers pay much, if any, attention to this part of his 
writings (Butler 1988; Ebeling 2010; Hülsmann 2007). Yet Mises responded extensively to the plans for fed-
eration introduced above, and added his own proposals, most notably a plan for a Union of Eastern Europe. 
This was clearly an important topic for Mises, which can be explained by his concerns for his region of ori-
gin (Lemberg, now Lviv, in Ukraine) and the future of Austria generally. It was also a response to events 
that personally touched him, most notably his emigration to New York City.  

Generally, Mises started his articles and lectures on federation by emphasising that economic nation-
alism, government intervention, and discrimination against minorities were the main evils to address. He 
did not disregard the political aspects yet his analysis was largely economic. Common ingredients were a 
plea for free trade, arguments against government intervention, and calls in favour of free immigration. 
Fundamentally, Mises acknowledged that only a change of mind could be the basis of real change, includ-
ing the end of conflict and war (also see Ebeling 2000). It can be doubted whether this analysis is sufficient, 
and the idea that free trade fosters peace is wrong (Van de Haar 2009, 2010, 2020), but that is not the main 
concern here. 

Mises focused on federation of the Western democracies, and on federation of the Eastern part of 
Europe. This latter focus was a loose geographical indication, and he sometimes referred to it as the Danube 
basin (which also includes Germany, but the latter country was never part of his plans for federation). It 
should roughly be seen as the area covered by the former European communist bloc countries during the 
Cold War, excluding Russia. Some people refer to this area as Central Europe, but here the term Eastern 
Europe is used, to avoid additional confusion about borders. 

In his judgement of the several federal plans in circulation, Mises supported the overall goal of peace 
(see below), which was the sine qua non for all reconstruction plans in Europe. However, he was critical 
about the details. Besides practical issues, his support was always contingent on the issue of (economic) na-
tionalism. Without the eradication of economic nationalism, a more peaceful and just society could never 
(re)-emerge. For example, in a 1943 op-ed for the New York Times, Mises criticised the Pan-Europe plan, 
the Streit initiative, and another plan for federation in Danube-region, because they all lacked sufficient 
amounts of attention for the prevention of economic nationalism, protectionism, and centralisation. They 
also did not address the need for a change in the collectivist mentality of the people (von Mises 1943b). 

In Liberalism (1927) Mises first wrote about “the United States of Europe,” or the idea of Pan-Europa by 
Count Coudenhove-Kalergi. He objected to it because it only proposed to make Europe (without the British 
Empire) as rich and powerful as the Americans. This would just exchange national chauvinism for chauvin-
ism at a European supranational level. The supporters of Pan-Europe, Mises wrote, wanted to reconstitute 
the old imperialistic and militaristic states of Europe onto a larger scale. Instead, Mises argued that peace-
ful cooperation had to be the goal of a European federation. While a military and political Pan-European 
union would be more powerful, and it could also contribute to less intra-European protective economic 
policies, Europeans would still lack a feeling of community or solidarity because of their long and different 
histories. International boundaries would only lose their meaning if the number of state activities were lim-
ited. For Mises, any plan for European federation would fail if the people lacked emotional attachment to it 
and refused to support its economic policies (von Mises 1996b, p.  142-147). 

SUPPORT FOR PAN-EUROPE

Perhaps surprisingly, given this initial disapproval (which was characteristically strongly-worded), Mises 
got involved in the Pan-European Movement once he migrated to America in 1940. Yet times had changed 
dramatically since his initial analysis in 1927, and Mises had been drafting ideas for an Eastern European 
federation since 1938 (see below). Also relevant is that Mises, according to his wife, spent some time with 
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Count Coudenhove-Kalergi while waiting for a boat from Lisbon to New York, when both fled Europe in 
1940 (von Mises 1984, p. 54). 

In New York, he became active in the Count’s Pan-European Conference. Mises attended meetings 
and discussions, was a member of the Economic Committee, and also attended the meeting that accepted 
the aims and principles of a Draft Constitution of the United States of Europe (Coudenhove-Kalergi 1944). 
Mises objected to being mentioned as a member of the governing Council of the Pan-European Conference 
(von Mises 1944). In 1943, Mises gave a lecture entitled The Fundamental Principle of a Pan-European 
Union. He indicated that his ideas were supported by the Pan-Europe movement, which was enough reason 
for him to support them. It included pleas for free trade and free migration, while it emphasised the prohi-
bition of discrimination against any citizen within a federal Europe. Mises claimed—and repeated in other 
writings- that in case of equal citizenship rights, individuals would no longer be interested in questions of 
political frontier, size of country, and war (as they all got their due, economically). Based on his own experi-
ences in the League of Nations, Mises also remarked that international bureaucracies, international courts, 
or an international police force would not bring peace. A European Bill of Rights could be able to help pre-
vent World War III, but only if it contained his fundamental principles (von Mises 2000, pp. 43-49). 

Mises repeated the core of his ideas over and over and over again, but was flexible enough to add new 
elements when circumstances or topical questions demanded it. In 1943 Mises wrote Recommendations 
for an Economic Union of the United Nations, probably written for the economic committee of the Pan 
European Conference, although there is no archival certainty about that. His concern was the “peace-lov-
ing democracies,” as he had previously called them in the New York Times, who fought together to beat 
Germany and Japan. So, it had nothing to do with the international organisation we now know under the 
name United Nations. The twelve articles proposed to establish a permanent economic Union governed by a 
Board. A Court was needed to settle disputes (von Mises 1943a), so despite his earlier dislike, Mises did oc-
casionally recognise a need for international institutions. 

In his analysis of the Streit plan, in a lecture at the Yale Economic Club in 1941 (von Mises 2000, pp. 
1-19), Mises supported the federation of democracies, but indicated that the weakness of Streit’s ideas was 
the exclusion of Eastern Europe. Like the Pan-Europe plan, it would not lead to peace, because nothing fun-
damental was changed. The only big positive was that Streit’s federal union would lead to a better defence 
in case of a Third World War. This was not just some pessimistic statement for rhetorical purposes. Mises 
explicitly embraced the idea of collective defence: “if Hitler had faced a collective, his chances in war would 
have been nil.” And he continued: “I do not see any other reasonable solution for the post-war problem than 
a closer political and military union between the menaced countries” (von Mises 2000, p. 16). However, 
without a universally shared laissez-faire ideology, free trade, and free migration, there could never be eco-
nomic unity. Yet this economic unity came with a loss of sovereignty that would reduce member states to 
mere provinces. Mises doubted if that would be acceptable to (the leaders of) those countries. Nevertheless 
he contended: “the union as proposed by Mr Streit, supplemented by an Eastern European Union, is the 
only reasonable program for the defence of civilization and for a reconstruction of Europe and the whole 
world” (von Mises 2000, p. 19). This goes against the claim that Mises never endorsed a federation spanning 
several continents (Slobodian 2018, p. 106).

Mises would never have embraced such brazen endeavours in more tranquil political circumstances. 
He also never did so again after the end of World War II. In 1944, the war had shifted in favour of the Allied 
countries, but Mises was not very optimistic about the post-war future. In Omnipotent Government war 
preparedness was seen as the only way to avoid war. Free trade and free migration were the only way to 
peace, but Mises acknowledged it would be hard to eliminate the roots of war. The main need was “a last-
ing cooperation among the states today united in their efforts to smash the totalitarian aggression,” through 
a permanent and lasting union (von Mises 1985, p. 276). In another lecture given in 1943 he had already 
pointed out that military and political union could not succeed if the same states fought each other in the 
economic sphere. Therefore, national sovereignty needed to make way for effective solidarity in a full union. 
This was obvious for the smaller European countries, but it also applied to England and France. The USA 
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and Canada, while protected by the oceans, also needed to cooperate with the other democratic countries 
(von Mises 1990, pp. 162-163). 

RETURN TO THE STATE

In 1938, 1941, and 1944 Mises put forward ideas for the post-war reconstruction of Eastern Europe (von 
Mises 1985, pp. 282-289; 2000, pp. 169-201; 2002, pp. 315-320). He argued that in that region political re-
lations were “intolerable” because all states saw their neighbours as “mortal enemies” (von Mises 2002, p. 
317). Every country had large minorities, so it was impossible to create states with homogenous popula-
tions. This led to constant attempts by all states in the region to enlarge their areas in order to include some 
of the minorities closest to them. Mises’ solution was radical: there had to be one government for the whole 
area, without any legislative or administrative tasks for the constituting parts of the new entity (von Mises 
2000, pp. 169-197), and security policy should also be collective (von Mises 2002, p. 320). This was no lon-
ger a federation, because the member states would have hardly any influence. Instead, it was a Union, with 
full characteristics of a unitary state. Mises actually went beyond the option of federation to solve issues of 
international instability in the Danube region and returned to the state as the most feasible option to foster 
domestic and international order. It also underlines the central place of the state in Mises’ ideas on interna-
tional relations. 

Initially, in 1938, Mises drafted a plan for the federalization of the Danube region, which was partly 
written in opposition to Austrian leaders who were in favour of national self-determination (Hülsmann 
2007, pp. 723-725). In his more detailed 1941 plan, the Eastern Democratic Union (EDU), he went further. 
It covered the whole of Eastern Europe: from the Eastern borders of Germany to the Western borders of 
Russia, and from the Baltic Sea to the Black, Aegean, and Adriatic seas. In 1938 (von Mises 2002, p. 318) he 
was still in favour of a federation, albeit under English or French administration (and French and English 
had to be spoken exclusively at the federal level). Yet in 1941, he proposed a Union where the member states 
continued to exist for cultural and historical reasons, including their national symbols, but lacked all legis-
lative and administrative power (von Mises 2000, pp. 17, 182-188). Most likely, he had seen the impossibility 
of his 1938 plan, certainly in the midst of the Second World War.

His argument for the remarkable EDU was as follows. In non-homogenous states, differences in power 
lead to unequal treatment of minorities, through the (ab)use of the administrative apparatus. It was futile 
to expect that a federation in Eastern Europe could deal with this. A federation would still lead to conflict, 
while a Union would make that impossible. Mises warned –with some foresight—that Eastern Europe, by 
lack of any real interest of the Western powers, would come under the spell of the big adjacent powers, 
namely Germany, Russia, and Italy. The leaders of the Eastern European countries could not count on con-
tinued support and defence from the West. Therefore, to be able to live in peace, they had to establish a po-
litical order among themselves. The choice was between unitary government or a system of laissez faire, but 
Mises did not expect them to choose the latter (von Mises 1985, pp. 283-285). He thought it would be a good 
idea if the EDU would complement a Western Union, for example the one proposed by Streit. The formation 
of political blocs would be more promising to foster international order than a League of Nations approach, 
which had been nothing more than the establishment “of a bureau and a bureaucracy” (Hülsmann 2007, pp. 
804-805). 

A reviewer of Omnipotent Government remarked: “his proposal for a unitary (not federal) state for the 
many small nations of Eastern Europe strikes one as both ingenuous and illiberal” (Simons 1944). It may in-
deed appear illiberal to use central powers to assure individual economic freedom, as Ebeling writes (2010, 
p. 182). However, that is exactly why federation and unionization are a last resort. In Mises’ mind there was 
really no other option to preserve peace, to minimize conflict, and to maximize the conditions for individu-
al liberty. That is not inconsistent with classical liberal ideas because chaos and anarchy are some of the big-
gest threats to liberty. This said, Mises’ EDU covered a very large area, a very large number of inhabitants, 
and also limited individual liberty, so doubts were clearly justified. Despite all his writings on the issue, 
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Mises never returned to the topic after World War II, most likely because of the great divide that character-
ised Cold War Europe. 

HAYEK: LIFE-LONG FEDERALIST

While Mises did not return to the topic of federation after 1945, Hayek was a federalist throughout his life 
(Ebenstein 2001, p. 393; Spieker 2014). Hayek mainly focused on three things: whether a federation pro-
moted peace (or ended conflict); the classical liberal credentials of a federation, including the prevention 
of economic planning; and the institutional framework of the federation, especially the capacity to foster 
cooperation between the member states. The origins of Hayek’s concerns, like those of Mises, went back to 
his youth in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, characterized by its conflicts between nationalities (Slobodian 
2018, p. 105), and the related multilingual issues which Hayek experienced personally during his duty as a 
soldier in the First World War. Kukathas (2006, pp. 192-194) adds that Hayek always was an international-
ist thinker. In the 1930s and 1940s, he feared for the future of Europe and of modern civilization in general 
and was convinced that it was crucial to protect classical liberal social and political philosophy from the in-
fluence of totalitarianism and collectivism. 

Hayek drafted federal plans in the 1930s and 1940s, referred to federation in his writings afterwards, 
and also put forward proposals for federation in the 1970s and 1980s. Some authors claim that this life-long 
preference are due to the influence of Mises and Austrian economist Gottfried Haberler, and their involve-
ment with the Pan-European movement (Hennecke 2000, p. 141). However, Mises was not involved in the 
Pan-Europe Movement before 1940, after Hayek had first published on federation. It is far more likely that 
Hayek was influenced by topical events, such as the looming war in the 1930s, and personal relations, in 
particular with his LSE colleague and friend Lionel Robbins, who was rather active in the federation-debate 
and in Federal Union (see below). 

The debate on federalism was prolific in Britain in the 1930s, but it was not a new topic of public debate. 
Since the mid-1800s there had been discussions about a future constitutional design of the British Empire, 
addressing concerns about the loss of relative power at the world stage, and the fear that democratization 
would threaten the empire. Many proposals floated around, also for federation, for example between Britain 
and the settler colonies in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and—more ambivalently—South Africa (Bell 
2016, pp. 182-207, 2020). 

For Hayek, federation restricted national governments and helped to foster internal peace between the 
members. It could also help to limit state intervention in the economy and ensure free trade. However, as 
emphasized by Violi (2015), for Hayek this could only succeed when the power balance between the fed-
eral centre, the member states, and individual citizens was such that it protected the latter against the two 
others. Compared to Mises, Hayek had a more traditional view on the benefits of federation: it was a con-
stitutional means which aimed to achieve peace among the member states, but like his mentor he strictly 
endorsed a federation on classical liberal principles, although Hayek focused more on economic planning 
than on economic nationalism. He never endorsed the Union-like proposals of Mises. Yet on other points 
he shared Mises’s analysis, for example when referring to the post 1918-situation in Eastern Europe: “I ex-
press some doubts as to whether the splitting up into nine independent states was altogether a fortunate so-
lution” (Hayek 1945, p. 49). 

In 1939 Hayek published his first major article on federation in the New Commonwealth Quarterly. The 
main goal of federation was to achieve peace. His analysis was largely economic, not least because he be-
lieved that a political union, including common defence and common foreign policy, could not be formed 
without economic union. Federation was certainly not a scheme to “break the link between political citi-
zenship and economic ownership” as Slobodian (2018, p. 102) erroneously argues. Hayek stressed, for ex-
ample, the importance of free trade, free movement, and a monetary system, either with a central bank or a 
federal reserve system.2 Only in this way could the internal coherence of the federation could be preserved, 
because economic seclusion of some, or all, parts would lead to conflicts. There should also be no planning 
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at the member state levels, nor regional protection of industries, etc. The federal government should be re-
stricted in scope and mainly have negative powers to prevent member states from interfering in the econ-
omy. Hayek saw this as the ultimate test: people would be ready for a federation when they were willing to 
have less government. Federation could prevent war in two ways: internally, because friction between the 
parts of the federation would be eliminated. Externally, because of deterrence. Federations were not inher-
ently peaceful, but other countries would be less likely to attack such a strong entity. A common defence 
was required, as this was the best utilization of resources of the member states. Hayek supported Streit, and 
particularly Robbins: “neither Staatenbund, nor Einheitstaat, but Bundesstaat” should be the goal (Hayek 
1980a, pp. 255-272). 

Like Mises, Hayek did not only promote his own plan for federation, other plans also received his sup-
port. In the late autumn of 1939, a few months after the war broke out, Hayek wrote in support of the plan 
to create an Anglo-French federation. This plan had been presented by Nobel Prize-winning IR theorist 
Norman Angell, and received the support of Winston Churchill and other politicians. Hayek saw in it evi-
dence that the two countries were sincerely striving for a better and peaceful world, and ready to shed old 
animosities. The plan was revolutionary, to say the least: it called for the French and British Empires to be 
united. This would be the start of a permanent reconstruction of Europe and the world. Hayek, with an eye 
to the war effort and its economic consequences, underlined that, as a first step, cooperation in trade would 
be needed (Hayek 1997b, pp. 161-162). 

In other plans Hayek also embraced the Anglo-French Union, while showing a concern for the 
European balance of power. In The Spectator of December 1939, he explicitly supported Robbin’s plan for 
the federation of Eastern Europe, because he recognized the issues with minorities and the abuse of eco-
nomic policies for nationalist purposes. The existence of many sovereign states in this region was a perpet-
ual danger to peace. Federation was therefore the ideal solution. Given its geography, such federation would 
also have to deal with German influence. Yet that influence would be intolerable for France, as would a larg-
er continental federation of France, Germany, Eastern Europe, and the North European countries. France 
would never feel comfortable and secure unless the British stood by her. Therefore Hayek recommended an 
Anglo-French federation, which in due course could be supplemented by the other countries. Hayek called 
upon the British people to support this plan and accept a decrease of national sovereignty (Hayek 1997b, pp. 
162-164). The embrace of these ideas also certainly reflect the dire circumstances of the day, with the next 
war on the doorstep.  

FEDERAL UNION

These powerful and far-reaching ideas also fit well with the lesser known fact (certainly among Hayek schol-
ars) that Hayek was a member and contributor to the multi-partisan British Federal Union (FU) from 1938 
to about 1941 (Rosenboim 2017, pp. 157-167). He was a member of the Economist Committee of the Federal 
Union Research Institute led by William Beveridge. As late as April 1940, Hayek, Robbins, Beveridge, intel-
lectual Barbara Wootton, and FU founder Patrick Ransome travelled to Paris for an Anglo-French econo-
mist’s meeting to discuss Anglo-French and European federalism after the war. On the French side, the fu-
ture Mont Pèlerin Society3  members Jacques Rueff and Louis Rougier were present. However, no agreement 
could be reached (Ransome 1991, p. 98). This lack of agreement, both on principles and outcomes, was char-
acteristic of the FU economic committee in general, which was chaired by Robbins and had other members 
such as James Meade and the afore-mentioned Jenkins (hence the reference to his plan for federation in 
Hayek’s The Road to Serfdom). There was a clear divide between the classical liberal and socialist approaches 
to federation, which centred on the question of economic planning (see Ransome 1991, pp. 1-115). Hayek 
soon found himself isolated, and future British Prime Minister Harold Wilson even remarked that Hayek’s 
position implied a denial of the right to practice collectivism. Wootton proposed federal powers to eradi-
cate hunger and poverty, which led Hayek to write in the movement’s bulletin, Federal Union News, warn-
ing against the federation’s extensive powers to regulate its citizens’ economic life, which would lead either 
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to its breakdown or to an international tyranny. The Wootton-Hayek debate ended in stalemate, although 
Wootton did not give up and even published a pamphlet against The Road to Serfdom shortly after its pub-
lication in 1944 (Tommaso 2016; Rosenboim 2017, 2014). In The Road to Serfdom, Hayek distanced himself 
from “the silly claims made on behalf of a federal organization of the whole world during the heights of the 
propaganda for ‘Federal Union’” (Hayek 2007, p. 232; Hall 2012, pp. 79-82), but he could have been more 
open about his own initial enthusiasm for the movement.

The last chapter of The Road to Serfdom, on the prospects for international order, also deals with federa-
tion, although Hayek sometimes used the term “authority” when referring to the federal level of decision-
making. His main target remained international economic planning, which “could only lead to a naked rule 
of force” (Hayek 2007, p. 225), but he also proposed an institutional set-up of a federation. International 
economic relations should not be about countries, but about individuals. Plans to equalize life standards 
would end in failure. A federation in Eastern Europe might be helpful, but only if it was able to protect or-
der and provides basic services. Hayek said “federalism is of course nothing but the application to interna-
tional affairs of democracy, the only method of peaceful change man has yet invented. But it is a democracy 
with definitely limited powers” (Hayek 2007, p. 232). The new federal level of decision-making had to pos-
sess mainly negative powers: to restrain nations from harmful behaviour against their neighbours; a set of 
rules that would define what the states were allowed to do; and the power to enforce these rules. In short: 
the federation should be a political power that could also hold economic interests in check, with “essentially 
the powers of an ultra-liberal laissez-faire state” (Hayek 2007, pp.  223-236). Again Slobodian misrepresents 
Hayek’s views. Hayek wanted to maximize freedom, which has nothing to do with achieving alleged goals 
of “militant globalism” and “militant democracy” (Slobodian 2018, pp. 104-105). For Hayek, federation was 
“the only form of association of different peoples which will create an international order without putting 
an undue strain on their legitimate desire for independence” (Hayek 2007, p. 232). 

His 1945 Plan for the Future of Germany, published in The Saturday Review of Literature (!), was a very 
creative attempt to create “bottom-up federations.” As he argued before, Hayek thought that federation was 
part of the solution to bring Germany back into Western civilization, and also because Europe could not af-
ford a permanently totalitarian Germany in the heart of the continent. His proposal, which Hayek admitted 
was a bit utopian, was to slowly start developing democratic institutions in the different parts of Germany, 
while the central government remained under allied control. This would gradually develop into a (quasi)-
federal system. Hayek thought it was best if the different German parts, one by one, depending on the speed 
and depth of their internal democratization process, transferred into a wider European federation, instead 
of becoming independent states themselves. He gave the example of a number of them joining a federation 
consisting of the Benelux countries and the Nordic countries in the northwest of Europe. In the southeast, a 
federation with Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Switzerland could be possible. After a while, the small federa-
tions would need to merge into a wider European federation, which would have to include Italy and France 
(Hayek 1992, pp. 223-236). Hayek said this was a process focused on “finding a flag under which men who 
agree, could unite” (cited in Gillingham 2003, pp. 10-11). It was certainly another example of the flexibility 
of Hayek’s embrace of plans for federation: it was the overall goal that mattered, far less than the details.

Hayek even looked beyond Europe and was once led to a rare phantasy of world government, when 
he wrote that a world of different federations would be preferable. To prevent conflict between those fed-
eral blocks, a global organization was needed, although this would not abolish war at one stroke. A reduc-
tion of the risk of friction leading to war was probably all that could be achieved (Hayek 2007, pp. 235-
236). He failed to provide more details about this global organization and never returned to the issue. It is 
known Hayek was a consistent critic of the inter-governmental League of Nations, and later also the United 
Nations. Not for their lack of cosmopolitanism, but as dangerous examples of international planning and 
state interference (Van de Haar 2009, 2011). He certainly did not believe in global political organisations, 
neither federations or any other type. 
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His search for a European federation continued for a few more years, although he was realistic about its 
prospects. When the Mont Pèlerin Society met for the first time in 1947, federation was still on the agenda. On 
the third day of the meeting there were two sessions devoted to the issue (Raybould 1998, p. 60). In his open-
ing address, Hayek underlined that possibilities and prospects of a European federation (related to the future 
of Germany) were of “such immediate urgency that no international group of students of politics should meet 
without considering them even if we cannot hope to do more than clear our minds a little by an exchange of 
views” (Hayek 1992, p. 244). The state of public opinion was a great hindrance to any reasonable discussion, 
but Hayek felt it was a special duty not to shirk away. He noted it was also the hardest topic to persuade mem-
bers to give a presentation on (Hayek 1992, p. 245). According to Caldwell, these sessions were the least suc-
cessful of the week, as prospects for federation were significantly reduced, making it only a purely theoretical 
issue. Hayek’s contribution to the two sessions was limited, although he now underlined that federation was 
only practical in liberal societies, or societies moving towards liberalism, which he did not see happening at 
that time (Caldwell 2022, pp. 28-29, 127-148). After 1947, the international situation deteriorated rapidly into 
the Cold War. It marked the end of most optimistic plans for federation, although some people would contin-
ue to call for a European federation in the context of western European integration. 

FEDERALISING JERUSALEM  

Hayek was not one of these optimists, and he increasingly became a Cold War hawk (Van de Haar 2009 
pp.101-125), but continued to see federation as a solution for situations where (leaders of) states were unable 
to live together. He proposed plans for international federation, mostly in letters to world leaders. His main 
concern was the situation in Israel and the dangers to its existence. He sent two letters to Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin (Hayek 1978, 1980b), although he said he only received a courteous acknowledgement in re-
turn. Hayek’s idea was to federalize Jerusalem, which he claimed would also secure the “unswerving support 
of the whole Christian world” for Israel. Jerusalem had to become “a sort of District of Columbia of a Palestine 
federation” which had to include Israel, the West Bank, Lebanon, and Gaza. In the 1980 letter to Begin he also 
proposed to add Jordan and make King Hussein the ceremonial king of the federation. This federation would 
be “administered as the common spiritual home of the three great monotheistic religions.” It was the only ar-
rangement to promise a permanent peaceful order and in this way the city would forever belong to the Jews, if 
not only to the Jews. The power of the federal government should largely be limited to external affairs. Hayek 
advised that Israel should take the lead with this proposal, because then it would get it done within accept-
able terms. He predicted that if Israel waited it would simply be forced upon it, with less favourable conditions 
(Hayek 1981). The Dayan letter reached the minister a few days before his death, so in the next year Hayek sent 
a letter to Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kolek. The main message remained the same, although the federation was 
now called “The Levantine Federation,” and should “possibly include East Jordan.” Hayek wrote that “origi-
nally I had remarked it would be wise to make it a Royal federation under an Arab king and an Israeli prime 
minister, but that would probably be expecting too much of Israeli pride” (Hayek 1982). The response of Kolek 
was polite, yet he did not fail to point out that Hayek’s ideas would entail “introducing into the city’s delicate 
fabric alien elements belonging to states which exist but have no objective link to Jerusalem” (Kolek 1982). 
Hayek first kept his ideas private, as to leave opportunity to the Israelis to use and introduce it. But in a let-
ter to The Times in April 1985, in the context of the situation in Lebanon, he publicly proposed to federalize 
Jerusalem and to make it the common capital of a Palestine federation, with the powers of common defence 
and free trade for self-governing communities to learn to peacefully collaborate (Hayek 1985). 

What emerges is that Hayek saw international federation as a way to foster order in extraordinary times 
and circumstances, and as a means to solve some seemingly endless international conflicts. Kukathas (2006, 
p. 199) is wrong to assume that Hayek saw federation as a regular way to deal with states existing in the con-
text of other states. Federation was a last resort solution only.
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CONCLUSION

Returning to the main aims of this article, it is clear that in the 1930s and 1940s the overriding concern of 
both Mises and Hayek was peace and international order, and that they saw the creation of federations as a 
way to foster both goals. They were prolific writers on this topic, both supported many plans for federation 
by others, and designed plans for federation themselves, concentrating on areas and circumstances when 
the regular state system failed to protect individual liberties: in Europe before and during the Second World 
War, and Hayek also in the Middle East in the 1970s and 1980s. In their analysis the state-system was lack-
ing: in Eastern Europe the state-system had been an outright failure, while it did not succeed in prevent-
ing the third major war in seventy years in the West.4 Obviously, war and the protection of liberty do not 
go together, so at some point Mises and Hayek were even willing to support schemes that federated North 
America and the European democracies, although they never made this a focal point in their own writings. 
It was an example of their remarkable flexibility on this point, as was Hayek’s support for an Anglo-French 
federation. Mises and Hayek were critical about the particulars of the plans in circulation, especially from 
a classical liberal angle, but were willing to openly align themselves with non-classical liberal plans for fed-
eration, as long as they expected these plans to be able to prevent war. 

Mises and Hayek also differed. One of the divides revolved around the alleged pacifying effect of fed-
erations. Mises made the point that joining a federation was not just about pooling some powers at the fed-
eral level, while the application of the subsidiarity principle would ensure that sufficient sovereign power 
remained at the level of the constituent states. In an interventionist world, Mises argued, the number of 
policies that are dealt with from the federal centre continually increase, because of the call for intervention 
from all corners of the federation, all the time. This would lead to a larger number of policies and regula-
tions administered from the federal centre. Consequently, the member states would lose more sovereignty 
than originally agreed upon. This would be a new cause of division, especially when the member states of 
the new federation used to be powerful countries on their own. Hence, a federation divides, not unites, 
Mises concluded, at least in a world not (yet) guided by classical liberalism. Therefore, he proposed a much 
more radical solution in his own plan for Eastern Europe: no federation but a strict central union, or uni-
tary state, where member states had no say at all over important legislation. So, paradoxically, he returned 
to the state system to solve the initial problems of the state system, albeit in a rather different way. 

In contrast, and more in line with general thought on federation, Hayek expected a federation to be a 
force of unity. The most difficult and divisive policies should be dealt with at the centre (for example de-
fence, foreign policy, and foreign trade), while leaving all other policies to the constituent parts. This appli-
cation of the subsidiarity principle allowed room for different policies in the member states, while taking 
away their instruments to start violent conflict. This loss of sovereignty would mean less trouble and more 
freedom. Hayek would favour this idea the rest of his life. 

As classical liberals, Mises and Hayek wanted to secure a maximum amount of individual liberty. 
This did not contrast with the idea of states as the central actors in world politics, nor with their acknowl-
edgement of the importance of nations for many individuals. They would give support to general plans for 
federation aiming to foster peace, but once they started to look into the details their support was always 
conditional upon the way it dealt with issues of economic nationalism, planning, equal individual rights 
including those of minorities, the application of the classical liberal principles of free trade, free exchange, 
and free migration, and a small central government with enough power to prevent lower political levels to 
jeopardise these principles. 

Both contributed actively to the federation debate in the period 1927-1945, but Mises never returned 
to the issue after the Second World War. Hayek supported federation throughout his life, but would no lon-
ger support a European federation once the process of European integration got started in the 1950s. Most 
European federalists aimed at a federation with many powers and tasks, which was horrendous to Hayek.

Mises and Hayek spent a lot of time and energy on plans that were never even close to implementation. 
Somewhat uncharacteristically, they went along with the times. It shows their idealism and strong desire to 
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change dreadful political circumstances, not least in their country and region of origin. They also had the 
clear intention to steer the federation debate into classical liberal direction. All in vain, of course, writing 
with the benefit of hindsight. Perhaps this is one of the reasons they never wrote so extensively again on a 
topic of international relations. 

The editor’s question about classical liberalism, federation, and the system of states known since at least 
the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, can be answered straightforwardly. Despite its merits, federation as a clas-
sical liberal solution for international disorder is not easily put into practice. A “bottom up” approach is 
extremely difficult. States fiercely protect their sovereignty, as is shown for example in the several processes 
of regional cooperation around the globe. Even the most advanced example, the European Union, remains  
mostly characterised by national decision-making powers. A “top-down” approach to create federations 
(not unlike Mises’ idea) is most likely the only option, for example after the end of a conflict, as part of con-
flict resolution or a peace plan. Even then it will difficult, but not impossible. Still, this serves to underline 
that creating federations will remain an exception. Following Mises and Hayek, classical liberals therefore 
should support a “Westphalian” world of states, who cooperate internationally, but also guard their sover-
eignty and security. Federation remains a last resort solution in classical liberal thought.

NOTES

1 A prominent example of this is the issue of subsidiarity, which deals with the distribution of political autonomy 
among the different levels within the federation (Höffe 2007, pp. 94-97).

2 Interestingly, in the 1970s he would argue for the denationalization of money and competition between currencies.
3 The international association Hayek would found after the war.
4 The Franco-Prussian War of 1870, World War I, and World War II.
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